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ABSTRACT 

Application of Compact, Geometrically Complex Shape Memory Alloy 
Devices for Seismic Enhancement of Highway Bridge Expansion Joints  

by 

Emily Ruth McCarthy 

Highway bridges are an important part of transportation networks. They provide 

connectivity across waterways, ravines and other roadways, reducing commuting 

times and facilitating social community. The disruption of their effective operation 

caused by earthquake damage has lasting effects based on repair costs, road closure 

times, traffic rerouting causing extended commute times and additional CO2 

emissions, and the potential prevention of emergency responders being able to 

reach affected regions.  

Bridge expansion joints have historically been recognized as the most 

vulnerable component in the bridge system during these seismic events, causing 

dramatic disruption to bridge functionality because of their location in bridges 

(points of discontinuity in deck systems). Expansion joint systems are placed in 

these locations of discontinuity and accommodate bridge movements from thermal 

effects while facilitating safe driving surfaces across large gaps in the roadway. 



 
 

Commonly installed systems are not designed to survive seismic events, instead 

failure is assumed and replacement necessary to return the bridge to its functional 

state. When damaged, the large gaps they span can be un-crossable without 

external intervention, resulting in non-functioning bridges even when the structural 

system remains sound. Expensive and complex expansion systems exist, which 

prevent seismic damage, however they are used mostly in highly seismic regions 

and limitedly elsewhere.  

This dissertation provides an expansion joint design that is economical and 

superior in seismic performance to the commonly installed service level expansion 

joints so that more bridges in moderate seismic regions can be equipped with 

expansion systems able to accommodate large longitudinal displacement demands 

from earthquakes. The use of innovative shape memory alloy (SMA) springs 

enables a single support bar modular bridge expansion joint (one type of large 

capacity expansion joint) to accommodate seismic level longitudinal displacements 

while maintaining existing performance behavior for service level thermal 

expansion demands. Through limited alteration of the existing configuration, costs 

are minimized. The resulting design is experimentally and analytically shown to be 

superior in performance and able to prevent expansion joint system failure during 

dynamic loading. The use of fragility curves, which are probabilistic statements of 



 
 

demand exceeding capacity, offers a means of measuring performance over a range 

of earthquake intensities. Convolution with seismic hazard curves for some 

moderate seismic zones in the US over a range of time intervals provide 

information on lifetime seismic risk, valuable information for a cost benefit analysis 

that concludes investment in SMA springs for enhancement of modular bridge 

expansion joints is worthwhile for the cost reduction they offer over the life of the 

bridge.  
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Problem Statement 

Within our transportation network, highway bridges provide necessary connectivity 

across waterways, ravines and other roadways. They offer users valuable services 

like reducing travel times, facilitating delivery of commodities that encourage 

economic stability and aiding social community and urban sprawl through 

connectivity across natural obstacles. However, these benefits are contingent on a 

satisfactorily functioning network that is economical and that can resist damage 

during extreme and service level events.  

Historically our bridge infrastructure has demonstrated vulnerability to 

damage during seismic events because of factors relating to geometry, site 
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conditions and component connectivity; characteristics that can translate into 

detrimental dynamic responses if not designed to resist these significant, yet 

infrequent excitations. Documentation describing seismic bridge damage comes 

through reconnaissance efforts post-event. For example Penzien et al. (1971) 

reported on bridge damage during the San Fernando Earthquake in California. 

They explained that large relative displacements realized in bridges were a source 

of column, span, bearing and abutment damage modes. A similar report by (Jack 

Meehan 1989) on the 1989 Loma Prieta California earthquake highlighted the 

occurrence of several dramatic span, column and abutment failures that lead to 

complete closure of bridges and additionally stated that the secondary costs related 

to these damage modes far exceed reconstruction and repair costs. Such secondary 

costs included a tax increase that was necessary to supply funds for the 

reconstruction effort. Diminished income and productivity also constituted a 

portion of secondary costs.  

Further examples demonstrating the global issue of seismically vulnerable 

bridges include the 2009 the Abruzzo earthquake and the 2011 Tohoku Japan 

earthquake. The Abruzzo earthquake struck Italy and caused bridge damage along 

two important lifeline highways that connect the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian coasts 

(EERI 2009). As seen in US bridges, bearing failure was a common damage mode 
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caused by realized longitudinal displacements exceeding design capacities. The 2011 

Tohoku Japan earthquake, an 8.0 magnitude event, lead to damage in 200 bridges, 

half of which were ground motion rather than tsunami related (EERI 2011). 

Failures observed occurred at column hinges, bearing connections and abutments 

due to vertical settlement and transverse and longitudinal motion.  

The recursive theme of damage in columns, deck spans, bearings and 

abutments after subsequent earthquakes reiterates their importance. Each new 

event offers insight that facilitates improved design of seismically resistant 

structures and since bridge structures significantly contribute to economic and 

social stability in their regions, it is critical to enable them to survive these 

extreme events.  

Overcoming the challenges of designing for unpredictable natural hazards 

has been the focus of decades of engineering research; and yet deficiencies are 

revealed earthquake after earthquake. With each step forward in the seismic design 

of bridges, methodologies are refined and innovative technologies to mitigate 

seismic damage are presented to the bridge community. After the San Fernando 

earthquake, in which non-ductile designs performed poorly, California bridge 

engineers began pursuing performance-based designs focused on displacement 

demands rather than force demands (Caltrans 2013). This new approach adds 
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beneficial energy dissipation into bridge behavior and allows the system to undergo 

inelastic deformations, potentially requiring component or system replacement post 

seismic event but preventing bridge collapse (Moehle and Eberhard 2000; Priestley 

et al. 1996). For ordinary bridges, as defined by Caltrans, collapse prevention is the 

goal. The guidelines developed for this bridge type offer minimum requirements 

that may be insufficient for critical bridges, whose design is addressed on a case-by-

case basis. This response philosophy is achieved through reinforced concrete design, 

steel design, column design, bearing design and abutment design. It is also achieved 

through use of response modification devices that supplement traditional bridge 

components. Especially for critical bridges where collapse prevention in addition to 

heightened performance is necessary, these mitigation devices facilitate various 

levels of post event functionality. Some examples of mitigation devices are: 

restraining cables that prevent deck unseating, shear keys that limit transverse 

displacements of the decks, shock absorbers that integrate damping into bridge 

design, base isolation that absorbs ground displacements, ground improvements 

that limit soil liquefaction, steel column jackets added to the hinge region that 

improves strength and ductility and seat extenders that provide additional support 

of bridge decks.   
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Contributing to this improved seismic bridge performance are viable shape 

memory alloy (SMA) applications for damage mitigation. This material’s 

mechanical characteristics facilitate a behavior that exhibits flexibility with high 

strength and thus make them ideal in seismic bridge design to improve post event 

functionality.  

Since most bridges are not homogeneous systems but a compilation of 

systems that are connected for example via bearings, gravity connections and steel 

reinforcement; these connections are those bridge components that are most likely 

to fail if not designed to resist seismic damage (Brinkerhoff and Silano 1992). 

Though predominantly designed to accommodate traffic loads and vibrations, as 

well as wind aerodynamics and thermal effects, the seismic design of bridges 

requires incorporation of load and displacement resisting (or accommodating) 

mechanisms that may realistically be used only a few times in the life of the bridge. 

However their integration into the bridge design is important for post event 

functionality that influences the ability of emergency responders to reach affected 

communities, for preventing loss of life and for limiting repair and maintenance 

costs related to seismic damage.  

Seismic design efforts typically focus on two response objectives: 1) 

preserving the lives and safety of the user population and 2) sustaining various 
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levels of functionality. Functionality levels account for sources of uncertainty and 

are determined from the performance-based approach to bridge design mentioned 

above that prescribes acceptable bridge damage related to operational objectives 

(Floren and Mohammadi 2001; Mackie and Stojadinović 2007; Rohjan 1997). The 

objectives are based on how critical the bridge is to maintaining network 

functionality and consider budgets governing bridge investment, the “ordinary” 

Caltrans bridge representing one performance objective. The first and primary 

objective for all bridges is to preserve life safety, with functionality being an 

important, though optional, target.  

In past earthquakes concerns about life safety exposed the intrinsic 

vulnerability of bridge joints. These locations have been the scene of bridge 

collapse through unseating of bridge decks. Retrofitting with restraining cables, 

seat extenders and transverse shear keys are a few mitigation methods that have 

successfully limited this failure mode in bridges (Jackson 1992; Wright et al. 2011). 

Exposure to large displacements at bridge expansion joints occurs even with these 

mitigation efforts though, and therefore systems contributing to bridge 

functionality that also exist in this location may need to be seismically designed.  

In many bridges, expansion joints are incorporated between adjacent bridge 

segments to accommodate movement in the bridge system. Modular bridge 
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expansion joints are one type of large capacity system often used to accommodate 

thermal movement in these long bridges. Their use is increasing as bridge designers 

move towards reducing the number of small capacity expansion joints in the length 

of the bridge; therefore effectively compounding the required capacity at the 

remaining joints (Tsiatas and Boardman 2002). Though many regions within the 

United States are known to be seismically active (Frankel et al. 1996; Gomberg 

2006), the most common expansion systems employed in bridges are unable to 

resist these demands. Rather, the expansion systems are assumed to fail and 

require repair or replacement (WSDOT 2014). Some bridges in high-risk regions 

require the use of seismically resistant expansion joints to prevent failure and 

maintain post event functionality. A few such expansion systems have been 

developed in recent years, however, these joint types are more complicated to 

manufacture, install and maintain and therefore are more expensive joint systems. 

They are thus not used when not required. With these joints, two performance 

levels are prescribed: complete seismic resistance and no seismic resistance. An 

intermediate performance level is therefore desirable to supply the industry with 

cost effective expansion joint options.  Specifically equipping an expansion system 

to resist a level of seismic damage below that of these dedicated seismic expansion 

joints, but superior to standard service level expansion systems can offer bridge 
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owners an alternative to achieve improved seismic performance. Such a system 

would not be a replacement or equivalent to the dedicated seismic joints, but 

would be an upgrade to service level expansion systems, which dominate the 

industry. This dissertation presents the development of an enhanced service level 

expansion joint capable of accommodating seismic displacements while limiting 

failure in the system so that post event functionality is improved.  

1.2.  Objectives and Scope of Research 

This research focuses on the development of a shape memory alloy enhanced 

modular bridge expansion joint that can be employed in bridges residing in 

moderate seismic zones where service level expansion joints are the minimum joint 

type required by bridge engineers. A main objective is to modify a common service 

level expansion joint so that it accommodates seismic level longitudinal 

displacements; a behavior achieved through the use of superelastic shape memory 

alloys. Most civil engineering applications of shape memory alloys have focused on 

using these materials in their straight wire or bar form in order to efficiently 

exploit the recentering ability of SMAs, an ability described by 6-8% recoverable 

strain. Often however, space constraints restrict the use of straight geometries, 

making geometrically complex designs attractive for achieving required 
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displacement and strength capacities. This work therefore is unique in this respect: 

it investigates complex shapes using nickel titanium shape memory alloys to 

improve the seismic behavior of a modular bridge expansion joint. The 

enhancement is constrained by four criteria determined in consultation with 

industry: 1) maintain existing behavior under service level displacements, 2) limit 

forces transferred through the expansion system and prevent failure of internal 

components at seismic level displacements, 3) minimally alter the existing 

configuration to facilitate industry acceptance and 4) remain cost effective.  

The specific research process that targets the development of this new class 

of bridge expansion joints includes: 

1. Evaluate a feasible baseline modular bridge expansion joint for enhancement 

so that industry impact is maximized. 

2. Develop seismic performance criteria for large capacity modular bridge 

expansion systems to establish a pathway to performance-based design of 

bridge expansion joints. 

3. Assess internal expansion joint component behavior through experimental 

testing to establish baseline behaviors and test geometrically complex nickel 

titanium shape memory alloy devices to establish their application potential 
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and their fixity requirements. This step is integral for determining the least 

invasive means of enhancement while accomplishing the accommodation of 

seismic displacements.  

4. Experimentally test a full-scale expansion system under quasi-static and 

dynamic load conditions. The full-scale baseline modular bridge expansion 

joint is tested first and is followed by modification of the baseline 

configuration and subsequent testing of the SMA enhanced system.  

5. Develop an analytical model in Opensees (Mazzoni et al. 2007) to provide a 

predictive model able to capture the longitudinal seismic dynamics of the 

expansion system and further facilitate determination of the level of 

influence the expansion systems have on other bridge components when 

incorporated into a full model representing a representative bridge system.   

6. Perform a reliability assessment of the baseline and SMA enhanced 

expansion systems, producing fragility curves that offer statements of the 

conditional probability of failure based on a given level of ground motion 

intensity and are important for risk assessment, loss estimation, and 

performance based design.  

7. Perform a cost benefit analysis that explores the economic viability of 

investment in the SMA enhancement device by considering lifetime seismic 
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bridge costs associated with repair, maintenance and increased travel time 

from detours due to bridge closure.  

1.3. Dissertation Outline 

This dissertation is comprised of seven chapters with the following content: 

Chapter 2 - Presents a literature review of the seismic behavior of bridge joints, of 

modular bridge expansion joints and of shape memory alloys. For the bridge 

joints, focus will be given to past performance and categorization of existing 

methods for damage mitigation. For the modular bridge expansion joints, 

past research and case study evaluations will reveal the state-of-the-art and 

aid discussion of the dynamic behavior of the selected system in further 

chapters. For the shape memory alloys, discussion will surround the 

different mechanical characteristics that describe the behavior of shape 

memory alloys and the extensive research that has been performed to fully 

define that behavior under various loading conditions. Much past research 

has revealed the potential for SMAs to mitigate dynamic displacements in 

structures and a summary of these works and their results support further 

applications. 
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Chapter 3 – In this chapter the development of a shape memory alloy device 

library populated with experimental and analytical data revealing the 

dynamic behavior of each device is presented. This library is integral to the 

selection process in that it illustrates the recentering, damping and 

displacement/force capacity of each device while facilitating assessment of 

multiple connection types. Ultimately a single device was selected from this 

library for use in the modular bridge expansion joint, however its 

compilation provides a valuable resource for future work in structural 

response modification using unique SMA devices and configurations. This 

library is unique in that it compiles data concerning SMA complex shapes 

that have not before been presented to the civil engineering community, a 

community whose investigation of response modification devices 

encompasses applications where straight bar and wire configurations are not 

effective.  

Chapter 4 – The proposed enhanced modular bridge expansion joint is compared 

through experimental testing to the baseline expansion system in this 

chapter. Results from component level testing of internal joint components 

offer insight into the dynamics of the expansion system, a focus that 

expounds on the current understanding of traffic and thermally induced 
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expansion joint motions. The experimental behavior of the proposed 

expansion joint reveals its ability to meet the four target criteria governing 

the design.  

Chapter 5 – Compilation of a representative analytical model that can predict the 

longitudinal behavior of the baseline and SMA enhanced modular bridge 

expansion joints is presented in this chapter. Unique to this model is the 

incorporation of the moving support bar that alters the friction behavior of 

the system, and therefore influences its energy dissipative characteristics. 

This representative expansion joint model monitors the displacement and 

force time histories for the critical components within the joint system. 

These are the components that contribute to post event functionality and 

are therefore important for understanding the joint dynamics.  

Chapter 6 – This chapter conducts a probabilistic performance assessment of the 

expansion joint and subsequent cost-benefit analyses, afforded by the 

incorporation of the proposed joint model into a bridge system model.  The 

first fragility estimates of expansion joints are proposed and their effects on 

bridge system fragility investigated. Insights into the economic viability of 

SMA enhancement of the expansion joints is enabled by a probabilistic cost-

benefit analysis, which is posed to consider uncertainty in hazard potential, 
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structural response and joint behavior, as well as costs associated with loss 

of bridge functionality.  

Chapter 7 – This chapter summarizes the enhancement of a single support bar 

modular bridge expansion joint to accommodate seismic level longitudinal 

displacements, using shape memory alloys to facilitate the design objectives. 

Key findings and contributions offered through this work are listed and 

opportunities for future work with modular bridge expansion joints and 

geometrically complex shape memory alloys are considered.  
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Chapter 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW SEISMIC BRIDGE 
DAMAGE AT EXPANSION JOINTS, BRIDGE 
EXPANSION JOINT SYSTEMS AND SHAPE 

MEMORY ALLOYS 

Expansion joints in bridges are notoriously vulnerable to seismic damage (Caltrans 

1994). They represent locations of discontinuity in bridges, allowing thermal and 

traffic loads to cause the larger superstructure and substructure systems to displace 

differentially. Though they are non-structural components, when damaged they can 

immediately diminish the post event functionality of a bridge (Raheem 2013). 

Failure at expansion joints has lead to catastrophic bridge failures, necessitating 

complete bridge reconstruction to restore the network link (Penzien et al. 1971). 
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Retrofit methods for mitigating damage at expansion joints are often easily 

implementable in new or retrofit construction and focus on either limiting bridge 

deck unseating in the longitudinal and transverse directions or introducing 

damping characteristics into the system.  

For those cases where limiting excessive deck displacements is the focus of 

mitigation efforts, the displacement demands at the expansion joints are still large. 

For long span bridges expansion systems are placed in the expansion joints and 

therefore the seismic displacement demands required of the joint are required of 

this system as well. Traditionally, unless the system is seismically designed, failure 

occurs and reduced post event bridge functionality results (Penzien 2003).  Bridges 

are important links in our transportation network, and especially after earthquakes 

their safe use is critical for post event responders, evacuees, and transportation of 

aid to affected regions.  

Gaining a good deal of attention in recent years is the potential of shape 

memory alloys to mitigate damage in structures. Building from past research and 

recognizing the importance of bridge infrastructure, the subject of this doctoral 

work is to exploit the superelastic behavior of this material to prevent earthquake 

damage in bridge expansion joint systems. To better understand the motivation for 

seismic enhancement of modular bridge expansion joints specifically, this chapter 
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provides an overview of past bridge joint seismic failure modes, along with a 

description of currently employed expansion systems and the state of the art of 

shape memory alloys.  

2.1. Bridge Joints 

Past earthquakes have highlighted the vulnerability of bridges and emphasized the 

need for adequate seismic design to mitigate damage. The seminal earthquake that 

brought seismic bridge design into prominence in the United States was the San 

Fernando earthquake of 1971 (Thompson 2007). Though seismicity was a design 

consideration in California since the 1940s (EERI 1995), the response of bridges to 

earthquakes and their potential failure modes were not fully understood. These 

emergent seismic design methodologies were therefore limited in their scope. After 

the San Fernando earthquake however, observations of excessive column damage 

and unseating of bridge decks led to re-evaluation and refinement of these design 

approaches.  

One example of a design parameter that was altered after assessment of 

seismic behavior was the bridge deck seat length. Often pre-1971 California bridges 

used seat lengths of 152-203 mm. The expectation was that longitudinal 
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displacements would not exceed this dimension and therefore complete failure of 

the bridge span would not occur. However after decks collapsed along the I-5 

highway in California in 1971, specifically the south connector over-crossing shown 

in Figure 2.1, this seat length was extended to 305 mm. The California 

Department of Transportation further extended the seat length to 610 mm after 

the subsequent 1989 Loma Prieta and 1994 Northridge earthquakes in California 

revealed the insufficiency of the 305 mm seat length to prevent deck unseating. 

Other global earthquake events like the 1965 Niigata, the 1991 Costa Rica and the 

1995 Kobe earthquakes (damage shown in Figure 2.2), reinforced this conclusion.  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Deck unseating at I-5 South Connector in California, San Fernando 
earthquake 1971 
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Figure 2.2 Bridge deck unseating during earthquakes, 1st row left to right: 1989 
Loma Prieta earthquake Oakland Bay Bridge, 1994 Northridge earthquake I-5 

Route 14 connector, 1965 Niigata earthquake Showa Bridge, 2nd 1991 Costa Rica 
earthquake Rio Bananito Bridge, 1995 Kobe earthquake Nishinomiya Bridge 

After the observed fate of non-seismically designed bridges in 1971, Caltrans 

started an in depth assessment of their existing bridge inventory to ascertain which 

were vulnerable to earthquakes (Penzien 2003). Prioritizing those with a high 

seismic risk, the state started a retrofit program that added restraining cables, seat 

extenders and catcher beams to prevent deck unseating, Figure 2.3 shows an 

example of restraining cables and seat extenders added to a bridge system. Because 

of the concern that a number of bridges would fail in the next strong earthquake 

and due to budget limitations, short restraining cables were implemented with 

minimal laboratory testing performed to establish their proper design, which 

resulted in anchorage pull out in certain bridges during the 1989 Loma Prieta 
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earthquake (Brinkerhoff and Silano 1992). Seismic design criteria for bridges have 

actively advanced over the years, with subsequent earthquakes proving designs and 

revealing other areas of needed attention. 

    

Figure 2.3 Retrofit methods for preventing deck unseating during earthquakes; left 
to right: restraining cables Marquam Bridge Oregon, seat extenders  

Though these retrofit methods prevent deck unseating, they do not modify 

the response of the decks at lesser displacements, displacements that could still 

reduce post event functionality. These large non-deck-unseating displacements 

exceed the thermal design capacity of most expansion systems installed in bridges. 

Recognizing that earthquakes can require up to four times the displacement 

capacity of thermally induced movements (Watson Bowman Acme Corp. 2003), 

the expansion systems installed in bridges may also need to accommodate larger, 

though infrequent, displacements. If the internal components of the expansion 

systems cannot resist damage under these demands, then the ability of the 

expansion system to facilitate connection across the bridge deck is diminished. For 
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critical lifeline bridges, safe usage after an earthquake is important for emergency 

responders, for evacuation routes and for disbursement of supplies to affected 

regions.  Expansion systems less vulnerable to earthquake damage would also limit 

replacement, repair and maintenance costs, thus lowering the economic burden on 

communities needing to address priorities like electricity, water and food supply. 

Residual displacements are another concern, after deck unseating, related to 

the ability of the bridge joints to remain functional. During the 2011 Tohoku-Oki 

Japan earthquake for example, the Route 45 Tennoh Bridge saw post event 

residual gaps at expansion joints, both vertically and horizontally oriented, see 

Figure 2.4 (Japan Bridge Engineering Center 2011). The magnitude of these gaps 

exceeded the thermal capacity of the respective expansion joints. For cases when 

the capacity of the expansion joint is low, residual gaps may not pose an issue to 

vehicular traffic, though pedestrian and bike traffic may be impeded; however for 

large capacity systems that can span up to 1.9 m, residual gaps can be exacerbated 

by the large displacement capacity of the joint. The resulting residual gaps can be 

influenced by spatial ground motion effects, the relationship between the natural 

frequency of adjacent bridge segments, the starting gap due to temperature effects, 

and the response of other bridge components.  
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Figure 2.4 Residual joint gaps in bridges after the 2011 Tohoku Japan earthquake 
(Japan Bridge Engineering Center 2011) 

Pounding can also pose a problem at bridge joint systems, the effect being 

that the two adjacent deck segments slam together and cause concrete spalling. 

The natural frequency of adjacent deck segments influences this dynamic in that 

this parameter dictates in phase or out of phase motion if the ground excitation is 

uniform. Dampers are mitigation devices that can be used to minimize pounding 

damage at bridge joints, as shown in Figure 2.5. However an economic alternative 

is highlighted in recent research that has investigated minimum gap distances to 

prevent pounding (Chouw 2009). Many of these works have also concluded that 

bridges with large expansion systems are less likely to experience pounding damage 

because of the large gaps associated with these joint systems (Chouw and Hao 

2008; Hao and Chouw 2013). An added benefit of using large capacity expansion 

systems is thus their ability to protect the bridge deck from damage.  
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Figure 2.5 Viscous dampers installed in Korean bridges to mitigate seismic damage 
caused by longitudinal and transverse motions (Infanti et al. 2004) 

2.2. Modular Bridge Expansion Joints 

There are many different expansion joint types, with many different capabilities, 

employed in bridges throughout the world (Caicedo et al. 2011; Chang and Lee 

2001; WSDOT 2014). Some expansion joint types include: compression seals, plug 

joints, silicone sealants, steel sliding plates, strip seal joints, bolt down panel joints, 

finger joints and modular expansion joints. These are listed in order of (generally) 

increasing gap span capacity. Determining which type is most applicable depends 

on various factors such as local terrain and geology, anticipated loads, available 

materials, cost, and bridge purpose (which would encompass bridge length, width, 

height and type). The largest longitudinal movement a bridge sees is usually 

attributed to thermal expansion and contraction of the bridge structure, barring 

the rare natural hazard event, which exceeds thermal movements over small time 
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spans. Traffic loads affect bridges through the vibration modes they excite and, if 

the traffic vibration frequency is close to the natural frequency of the modular 

bridge expansion joint, harmonic oscillations can result, then vertical movement 

can become an issue (Ancich et al. 2006). These movements have historically been 

the main focus of bridge design engineers and numerous joints adequately meet 

these requirements.  

In addition to bridge movement, joints can be collection points for debris 

and fluid. Joints need to be capable of directing this accumulation away from the 

substructure below (Caltrans 1994; Fuat Guzaltan PE 1992; HDR Engineering 

2014; MoDOT 2013). In some cases joints are designed to be self-cleaning systems. 

For example, rainfall washes the debris accumulated in the joint toward the outer 

edge of the bridge where troughs or conduits channel the flow elsewhere. If the 

joint is not a self-cleaning system, then maintenance crews need to regularly 

perform this cleaning. Without this cleaning process, whether self-cleaning or 

maintenance cleaning, the joint can become clogged and restrict necessary 

movement, potentially causing damage elsewhere through dynamic impulses.  
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2.2.1. Large Capacity Expansion Joint Systems 

The two main joint types that accommodate larger movements (greater than 

51mm) are finger joints (Figure 2.6) and multiple seal expansion joints (also known 

as modular expansion joints) (Figure 2.7). Finger joints (or comb joints) have 

cantilever beam elements that slide together and apart as needed to accommodate 

joint movement. A flashing seal spanning the gap under the fingerplates prevents 

substructure erosion. These joints have many benefits: they are structurally able to 

take the traffic loading, low frequency vibration modes which excite oscillation are 

not issues, they are mechanically simple systems and are relatively inexpensive. 

These joints also have some negatives: they become easily clogged with debris or 

vegetable growth and need continued maintenance, they cannot allow for 

differential vertical movement, without cover plates (which increase noise issues) 

they are undesirable for purpose roads (where pedestrians or cyclists are included 

in traffic) and because of the cantilever system used in these joints, they can have 

fatigue issues in the tongues which can be hazardous to traffic (Lee 1994). Modular 

bridge expansion joints (MBEJ) use beams and multiple seals to span the gap 

between bridge sections (Figure 2.7). These systems are versatile for small and 

large bridge gaps and are capable of accommodating slight vertical and transverse 

motions.  
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Figure 2.6 Finger joint styled expansion systems for bridges (Trade Korea and D.S. 
Brown) 

Two common MBEJs are single support bar and multiple support bar 

systems. Typically single support bar (SSB) systems are able to span larger gaps 

than the multiple support bar (MSB) systems based on geometric constraints in 

the MSB configuration. MBEJs are comprised of center beams, support bars, 

support boxes, anchoring bolts, equidistant devices (also called control springs and 

polymer springs within the bridge industry, though for consistency with previous 

publications are herein referred to as equidistant devices), seals, bearings and 

springs. The main difference between the two systems is the support bar set up. 

For the SSB system a single support bar connects to every center beam via yokes 

that affect a coulomb friction connection. For the MSB system a single support bar 

is connected to a single center beam via a welded connection, which means that 

due to space constraints MSB systems are limited in the distance they can span.  
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Figure 2.7 Modular Bridge Expansion Joints (WBA Corp) 

Based on a survey of nationwide transportation agencies and inspection 

officials, anchorage pullout, bearing failure or debris accumulation, and joint 

overextension and maintenance of center beam spacing were recognized as 

important areas to improve the effectiveness of modular bridge expansion joints 

(Baker Engineering & Energy 2006). The inclusion of joint overextension and 

maintenance of center beam spacing highlight a desire to understand longitudinal 

modular bridge expansion joint behavior and assure joint functionality for safe 

driving surfaces.  

A significant percentage of joint research has focused on addressing the 

performance assessment of joints related to the vertical dynamic and static 

response under traffic loading, and their associated structural integrity based on 

fatigue, strength and service requirements (Crocetti and Edlund 2003, Roeder 1993, 
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Dexter et al. 2002, 2001, 1997). Current design and testing specifications 

(AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 2012) for bridge expansion joints 

reflect the guidance resulting from such studies to improve the design, 

manufacture, and installation of MBEJs.  However, few studies have focused on 

modeling the longitudinal behavior of MBEJs under service or extreme loads.  

Quan and Kawashima (2010) revealed that the consideration of finger expansion 

joint behavior, as opposed to assuming an empty joint gap, reduced longitudinal 

deck displacements by 20% and negligibly affected transverse deck displacements 

for a typical bridge subjected to the Kobe earthquake. Their work supports the 

premise that understanding the longitudinal behavior of modular bridge expansion 

joints, and consequently their contribution to bridge system behavior, will facilitate 

improved predictability of bridge behavior and functionality following extreme 

events.  

An 11-year study developing a seismic expansion joint commenced by 

establishing the inadequacy of existing service level systems, using lengthened 

current polymer equidistant devices, to prevent joint damage. The culminating 

seismic design was installed in a South American iconic bridge, which was exposed, 

in 1999, to a 6.5 magnitude earthquake with the result being no damage. This joint 

meeting heightened seismic performance objectives was tested under dynamic loads 
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at the University of California Berkeley (Bradford 2009). The resulting test data is 

proprietary to manufacturer Watson Bowman Acme Corp, though the conclusion 

from the eleven-year development process was that the joint was viable for bridges 

that require a highly reliable bridge joint system and was supported by the 

successful performance during the 1999 earthquake. The testing process excited the 

joint through sinusoidal loading in the longitudinal, transverse and vertical 

directions up to a maximum 1.3 m/sec velocity as well as subjected the joint to 

real earthquake excitations. The need to fully characterize the joint comes from the 

requirement for a highly reliable bridge expansion system that can maintain in-

service behavior through anticipated and unanticipated loading scenarios. 

Additionally, manufacturing, installation, material and loading parameters have a 

degree of inbuilt uncertainty and therefore the extensive testing captured response 

variability. The limits of the resulting X-Cel joint were therefore established so 

that the expansion system would be appropriately specified in bridge projects. 

The X-Cel seismic expansion joint produced by Watson Bowman Acme 

Corp and shown in Figure 2.8, is capable of accommodating displacements in 

multiple degrees of freedom (Dexter et al. 2002). This joint uses diagonal steel bars 

attached to bearings that slide along guide plates welded to the center beams. The 

swivel mechanism enables transverse as well as longitudinal and vertical movement 
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(ideal for earthquake prone regions), while the baseline SSB and MSB systems 

predominantly accommodate longitudinal movement, with minimal latitude for 

vertical and transverse displacements. For these baseline systems shear keys or 

restrainer cables are options used to limit displacement in the transverse degree of 

freedom.  

 

Figure 2.8 Swivel styled single support bar modular bridge expansion joint showing 
the mechanism for controlling the displacement of intermediate center beams via 

diagonal steel bars (Watson Bowman Acme Corp. 2003) 

Though the common single support bar system was determined to be 

inadequate to accommodate seismic displacements, literature documenting this 

joint’s behavior under longitudinal seismic excitation is lacking. Given the 

significance of a functioning MBEJ and the wide spread use of this joint type, as 

established and verified through the performance of the dedicated seismic joint, 

defining the behavior of the service joint is similarly important. Existing analytical 

models of such MBEJ systems that do exist (such as manufacturers’ proprietary in-
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house programs (Bradford 2006) tend to neglect the potential motion of 

components such as the support bars, and furthermore require validation with 

experimental data to confidently infer both local and global behavior that may 

affect joint functionality. Since analytical model formulations for the longitudinal 

behavior of modular expansion joints are lacking in literature the development of 

such a model is necessary to for the seismic assessment of such a joint.  

Another seismic style expansion joint is a variation of the baseline systems 

and uses an attached fuse box to accommodate displacements, as designed by 

Mageba and shown in Figure 2.9. The fuse box styled joint assumes that the 

support boxes attached to one adjacent bridge segment will pull out or push out, 

as opening and closing occur during a seismic event. The fuse box joint prevents 

damage in the expansion system but requires repair work to reinstate functionality 

post seismic event. In either case of activation for this joint type, traffic is impeded 

if the earthquake results in residual deformations. The additional complexity and 

cost associated with these dedicated seismic joints generally make them undesirable 

to certain contractors and bridge owners unless they are required in the project 

specifications. 
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Figure 2.9 Mageba single support bar modular bridge expansion joint with fuse box 
for mitigating seismic damage (Supler et al. 2010) 

Observing that there are a variety of expansion systems available, which 

target different bridge motions, criteria for selecting an expansion joint for 

enhancement is based largely on breadth of impact. Large capacity systems were 

targeted in this work because they are often associated with critical lifeline bridges 

and because they are mechanical systems whose damage can impair functionality 

post seismic event. Within this category both the finger joints and the modular 

bridge expansion joints are used interchangeably for large capacity bridge joints. 

The choice between them is often the preference of the bridge owner. Further 

selection of the modular bridge expansion joint, specifically, for investigation was 
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the result of determining its likelihood to benefit from enhancement with shape 

memory alloys and the ability to minimally alter the existing configuration thus 

justifying investment in the proposed enhancement. This commonly installed 

bridge joint is used throughout the United States, in both seismic and non-seismic 

regions, and is the focus of the remainder of this work. With this proposed design 

presented in this work, a new intermediate class of cost effective expansion systems 

will be offered to the bridge industry that spans the gap between dedicated service 

and seismic expansion systems by accommodating additional longitudinal 

displacements indicative of those anticipated during seismic events.  

2.3. Shape Memory Alloy Characteristics and Past Investigations 

Shape memory alloys are widely investigated for engineering applications, though 

sparsely used in the civil engineering discipline. They are unique materials that 

exhibit shape recovery after undergoing large deformations, the shape recovery 

being initiated either through the application of heat or the release of the load 

causing deformation (Liu et al. 2006). This recovery ability is dependent on 

material composition, heat treatment process, hot/cold rolling to a certain percent 

reduction, manufacturing effects and often size (DesRoches et al. 2004; Duerig and 

Pelton 1994; Kim et al. 2008; Narendranath S 2010; Yu and Xiang 2009). The 
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alloys may be comprised of different combinations of metals, for example they can 

be nickel titanium based, aluminum based, copper based and iron based. Shape 

memory alloys are commonly binary or ternary alloy combinations, meaning they 

are comprised of two or three materials; though four material shape memory alloys 

have also been investigated and chosen for applications based on the unique 

behaviors they exhibit (Hodgson et al. 2003). The binary nickel-titanium shape 

memory alloy historically is the most thoroughly studied (Santiago Anadon 2002) 

because of the useful civil engineering characteristics it exhibits like fatigue 

resistance and corrosion resistance, in addition to providing beneficial energy 

dissipation and a recentering ability after 6-8%  strain elongation (Hornbogen 2004; 

Miyazaki 1990; Suzuki and Tamura 1990). These characteristics are beneficial for 

applications in civil engineering structures exposed to the outdoor environment 

over anticipated 25-75 year design lives and are therefore investigated in this study 

to enhance a modular bridge expansion joint to accommodate seismic level 

displacements. 

2.3.1. Shape Memory Alloy Mechanical Characteristics 

In the 1960s Buehler and colleagues (Buehler et al. 1963, Buehler and Wang 1968, 

Buehler and Cross 1969) first discovered interesting mechanical behaviors in the 
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nearly equiatomic nickel titanium alloy (meaning of equal material percentage), 

most notably that it strongly exhibits the shape memory and superelasticity 

effects. These two effects describe solid-state phase transformations that facilitate 

the unique characteristics making these materials of interest to civil engineers 

(Stoeckel 1995). Depending on the heat treatment process either the shape memory 

or superelasticity effect will be realized (Li et al. 2005). These effects are achievable 

because of the ability for martensitic transformation, which is the occurrence of 

shear lattice distortion rather than diffusion of atoms (Van Der Wijst 1992).  

Shear lattice distortion (also known as Martensite transformation) is a 

process whereby groups of atoms shift homogeneously and cooperatively so as to 

redefine the crystal structure of the material. Each new orientation through lattice 

distortion is called a variant, three variants of shape memory alloys are illustrated 

in Figure 2.10 (Lagoudas 2010) and Figure 2.11, the Austenite, twinned Martensite 

and detwinned Martensite variants (Kumar and Lagoudas 2008). In this process 

the orientation of adjacent atoms to each other remains constant, though the 

structure shifts. Bonds connecting atoms do not break, requiring less energy to 

induce deformation in the material than in the case of atomic diffusion. Diffusion of 

atoms is the occurrence of atoms moving inter-atomically, a larger movement 

compared to the shift in shear lattice distortion. In the diffusion of atoms the 
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orientation of adjacent atoms changes, bonds between atoms are severed and new 

bonds established resulting in internal damage in the material (Zhigilei 2010). 

Diffusion of atoms is illustrated in Figure 2.12. 

 

Figure 2.10 – Vaiants of crystalography representative of shape memory alloys - 
shape memory effect (Asua et al. 2009; Lagoudas 2010) 

 

Figure 2.11 SMAs superelasticty effect showing the solid-state phase 
transformation from Austenite to Martensite and the material parameters that 

describe the behavior 
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Figure 2.12 – Diffusion of atoms showing interatomic shifts as opposed to shear 
lattice distortion (Leporini 2007) 

The shape memory effect (SME) is a two-way solid-state shear lattice 

transformation that is exhibited by shape memory alloys through a thermo-

mechanical process and initiates in the twinned Martensite phase as shown in 

Figure 2.10 (Otsuka and Ren 1999; Otsuka and Shimizu 1977; Pushin et al. 2012; 

Saburi and Wayman 1979; Wayman 1992; Zhang et al. 2006). Here the material is 

deformed through an applied load and transformed from the twinned Martensite to 

the detwinned Martensite phase. Upon unloading a residual strain is accumulated, 

i.e. the when the load is released the material remains in the detwinned Martensite 

phase. If the material is subsequently heated to a temperature above the Austenite 
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finish temperature and the stress‐strain values are within the allowable recovery 

values, then the material will return to its original shape (Lendlein and Kelch 2002; 

Zanboni 2008). The value of the Austenite finish temperature varies based on 

composition but is basically that temperature which represents a complete phase 

transformation. At this point the material has gone through a solid-state phase 

transformation from the detwinned Martensite phase to the Austenite phase. As it 

cools it goes through another solid-state phase transformation back to the twinned 

Martensite phase, though in this case there is no physical macroscopic evidence 

that anything is taking place.  

The superelastic effect differs from the shape memory effect in how the 

reverse transformation is initiated and in how the initial forming of the desired 

material geometry is achieved (Kumar and Lagoudas 2008; McNaney et al. 2003; 

Strnadel et al. 1995). In Figure 2.11 the superelastic transformation process is 

illustrated showing the transformation stresses, the shear lattice representation as 

the materials is deformed is additionally illustrated for clarity. The remembered 

shape is prescribed through heat treatment and annealing. Then when stresses 

deform the body, the solid-state phase transformation from Austenite to detwinned 

Martensite occurs. The progress between these crystalline structures determines the 

magnitude of recentering capacity in the material, generally this is between 6-8% 
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strain elongation (McCormick and DesRoches 2006). First the material has to be 

trained to a certain form and then locked into that form at a temperature above 

the Austenite finish temperature. Given this training, when the material is stressed 

to a certain point a certain amount of strain results. However unlike the SME 

effect, after unloading the material will automatically begin recovering its original 

shape. No heat application is required for this solid-state phase transformation. 

This stress strain path takes the material from the Austenite phase to the 

detwinned Martensite phase and back to the Austenite phase purely through the 

application and removal of stress. 

As stated, the realization of the shape memory and superelastic effects is 

determined through the heat treatment process. This establishes the value of four 

transformation temperatures that dictate the occurrence of transformation between 

Austenite and Martensite solid-state phases. These temperatures can be determined 

for a material through differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), which is a process 

that measures heat flow through the material and compares it to the externally 

applied temperature.  In shape memory alloys, two distinct peaks are visible during 

a DSC test (Figure 2.13). These two peaks represent the transformations that 

characterize the material, dictating transition from Austenite to Martensite and 

ultimately defining the transformation stresses, strains and temperatures describing 
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the two SMA effects. The ambient temperature influences the real time values of 

the material parameters, based on the relationship shown in Figure 2.14.  

 

Figure 2.13 Schematic representation of results from a differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) test, showing transformation temperatures defining the shape 

memory alloy  

 

Figure 2.14 Temperature stress relationship for superelastic shape memory alloys 
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The ambient temperature affects the stress strain behavior of NiTiNOL 

material behavior, Figure 2.14 (Wang et al. 2004). In this figure, CM and CA are 

the slopes of the temperature stress plot with the value obtained through 

establishing temperature stress relationships through multiple DSC tests. The 

temperatures, TMAf, TMAs, TAMs, TAMf, are the transformation temperatures, as 

shown in Figure 2.13. The stress values: 𝜎!"#, 𝜎!"#, 𝜎!"# and 𝜎!"# are the 

transformation stresses. With an increase in temperature, the hysteretic loop 

contracts while the transformation stresses rise, effectively reducing the energy 

dissipation capacity. As the ambient temperature decreases past the Martensite 

finish temperature the recentering ability of the material degrades, while an 

increase in temperature beyond the Martensite finish temperature sees an 

improvement of superelasticity.  

2.3.2. Shape Memory Effect - Applications 

The two solid-state phase transformations described above have potential uses in 

very different applications. Because its recovery ability is temperature dependent, 

the shape memory effect is often used in aerospace, electrical and medical 

applications (Teh and Featherstone (2008), De Laurentis and Mavroidis (2002), 

Borden (1991), Grant and Heyward (1995), Wakjira (2001), Hartl and Lagoudas 
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(2007), Lewis (1997), Mavroidis et al. (1998), Petrini and Migliavacca (2011), 

Duerig et al. (1999)). The first application of NiTi SMAs, utilizing the SME, was 

as a coupling in the 1971 Grumman F14 Tomcat, a supersonic aircraft (Otsuka and 

Wayman 1998). In addition to the use of SMAs in aerospace design, the shape 

memory effect has been used in medical applications as stents and in electrical 

applications as connectors.  

The occasional investigation of the shape memory effect for civil engineering 

applications has surrounded applications emphasizing energy dissipation or 

confinement, with residual deformations being an acceptable tradeoff. For example 

Choi (2010) research wires using the shape memory effect to provide concrete 

confinement for bridge columns’ in the hinge zone in order to induce uniform 

contact between the SMA wire and the concrete. The resulting response improved 

the strength and ductility of the column. Ocel et al. (2004) investigated the shape 

memory effect in large SMA tendons to improve steel beam column connections. 

The University of Houston, through their Smart Materials and Structures 

Laboratory, has looked into adjustable stiffening mechanisms activated by running 

electrical currents through SMA wires/cables that cause an increase in material 

temperature, which increases the stiffness of the wires/cables. These wires/cables 

could potentially be used as bracing systems for buildings (Song et al. 2006). For 
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these designs using the shape memory effect, the application of heat necessary to 

induce the solid-state phase transformation makes this effect undesirable within the 

modular bridge expansion joint because this transformation would require 

maintenance crews, would take place after the bridge underwent a seismic event at 

which time access to the SMA components would be limited and the sensitivity of 

other components to temperature effects could be detrimental. It is therefore not 

investigated within this work. The superelastic effect has been used in the medical, 

electrical, garment and civil engineering industries. Since this later effect is not 

temperature dependent for transformation, the superelasticity effect is investigated 

in bracing systems, eyeglass frames, bra under-wires, shoe forms, and headbands 

for headphones. Also, while we still had them, the superelastic effect was used for 

cell phone antennas.  

2.3.3. Superelasticity Effect - Implemented Applications 

The superelasticity effect is particularly advantageous for seismic applications. 

Where large displacements would traditionally cause yielding of other materials, 

here the natural tendency of the material to return to its original shape after 

seismic displacements can aid structural systems in recovering deformations. Also, 

the nickel titanium material is found to be corrosion resistant (necessary for 
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applications exposed to the weather), fatigue resistant and displays beneficial 

energy dissipative qualities. All these behaviors encourage the use of nickel 

titanium shape memory alloys in the seismic design and/or retrofit of structures. 

One of the key applications representing an implemented SMA design in 

civil engineering involves the retrofit of the Basilica of San Francesco d'Assisi, 

which has stood for over 700 years in the Umbria region of Italy. The location of 

the Basilica borders a zone Italian building code lists as having a “high to 

catastrophically high” risk of experiencing an earthquake (Protezione Civile 2010). 

Risk Management Solutions (RMS), after assessing the seismic risk of Italy, stated 

that this central region is vulnerable to high loss costs from earthquakes (Risk 

Management Solutions 2008). Given this vulnerability it was little wonder that the 

Basilica was damaged during the Umbria and Marche earthquakes in 1997. These 

earthquakes lead however to innovative retrofit efforts that, after two years of 

being closed for repairs, allowed this cultural treasure to open to the public once 

again. Through the use of shape memory alloy wires the tympanum wall, shown in 

Figure 2.15, was reconnected to the roof allowing it, if exposed to a future event, to 

deform and recover its original shape, thus limiting failure.  
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Figure 2.15 - Basilica of San Francesco d’Assisi (Castellano et al. 2001) 

The innovative device was developed through the MANSIDE project 

(Servizio sismico nazionale 1999), a collaborative research effort geared towards 

seismically retrofitting historical and culturally significant Italian structures, many 

of which have been strengthened over the last decade to endure for generations. To 

prevent damage from future earthquakes, the flexibility and strength needed from 

the shape memory alloy material was tested and verified through full scale 

simulations before approval was given by the Italian government. It was 

determined from these tests that a structure reinforced with SMAs would be able 

to withstand an earthquake that was 50% stronger than one which would destroy a 

structure reinforced with traditional steel bars (Castellan 1999).  
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Another implemented civil engineering application of SMAs is the Bell 

Tower of Saint Giorgio in Trignano Italy (Figure 2.16). It was damaged by an 

earthquake in 1996 and was retrofitted with shape memory alloy dampers to 

prevent further damage from subsequent earthquakes. Four cable systems, using 

steel wire in-series with SMAs, were installed in the corners of the masonry tower 

and pre-tensioned so that the SMA damper would resist anticipated seismic 

displacements. Experimental results from the verification process showed that the 

device was able to prevent out-of-place collapse of periphery masonry walls that 

were insufficiently connected to the foundation. Vibrations were reduced by 

approximately 50% compared to systems using traditional steel devices and were 

capable of preventing collapse of the tympanum wall, an aspect steel devices were 

not able to accomplish when they were assessed.  

In addition to these two retrofit applications, other implementations of 

SMAs have been observed over the past decade, many localized in Italy. FIP 

Industriale of Italy, starting with the San Francesco d’Assisi retrofit, has 

manufactured shape memory alloy dampers (SMAD) for the Saint Feliciano 

Cathedral at Feligno, the Church of Saint Peter in Feletto and the Saint Serafino 

Church in Montegranaro, all heritage structures damaged by earthquakes (Bonci et 

al. 2000; Higashino and Okamoto 2006; Indirili and Castellano 2008). 
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Figure 2.16 Retrofit of the San Giorgio church bell tower in Trignano, Italy using 
Shape Memory Alloy devices (Indirili and Castellano 2008) 

2.3.4. Superelasticity Effect - Proposed Applications   

Though not implemented in real structures, other testing and analysis of SMA 

seismic mitigation devices have produced viable applications for consideration in 

civil engineering.  Leon et al. (2001) highlighted the benefits of SMA wires in 

beam-column connections while Abolmaali et al. (2005) studied the use of large 

diameter SMA bolts for beam-column connections. Saadat et al. (2001) identified 

SMA’s potential for fastening walls and roofs in coastal regions vulnerable to 

hurricanes. Saiidi and Wang (2006) investigated using SMAs as reinforcement in 
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concrete bridge columns and found that residual displacements were minimal and 

predictable with commercial software.  

DesRoches investigated superelastic SMAs as restraining cables for bridge 

systems (DesRoches and Fenves 2000 and NCHRP-IDEA project report 65 2002) 

and Johnson et al. furthered the study in 2008, finding an improvement over steel 

cables.  Padgett et al. (2010) performed experimental tests on SMA bridge 

restraining cables, representing the largest scale testing of such devices at the time. 

Speicher et al. (2009) developed an SMA tension/compression device using helical 

coils or Bellville washers for incorporation in a building’s bracing system to 

improve restraining and damping in the building. Choi et al. (2009) compared 

SMA bars in tension to steel cables and to an SMA bar bending with the result 

from a reliability analysis supporting the use of the SMA bars in bending over the 

other two options. Wierscham and Andrawes (2010) demonstrated that the 

combined behavior of SMA and fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) as reinforcement in 

concrete benefitted the ductility and damping characteristics of concrete structures. 

Elastomeric bearings using an SMA core, instead of a lead core, were studied by 

Wilde et al. (2000) in order to improve bridge seismic base isolation characteristics.  

Recently Attanasi and Auricchio (2011) developed a base isolation device 

using superelastic helical springs in conjunction with a friction device to affect 
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multi-directional restraint at the bridge superstructure – substructure connection. 

The friction bearing supports the vertical loads and offers the ability for sliding, 

while the SMA springs offer horizontal restraint. This application and Speicher’s 

offer singular forays into alternative geometries for SMAs in civil engineering, 

distinguishing them, and this dissertation, from the mass studies on SMAs for 

response modification.   

2.3.4.1. Shape Memory Alloy - Seismic Bridge Applications 

Looking closely into a few of bridge applications with SMAs: Andrawes (2005), 

DesRoches and Delemont (2002), Johnson et al. (2008), Padgett and DesRoches 

(2007) and Padgett et al. (2010), all investigated the possible application of SMAs 

in seismic rehabilitation of bridges by adding superelastic restraining cables. The 

approach was to limit the relative displacement of bridge girders and reduce the 

demand on individual bridge frames. Using NiTi wires and rods of various 

diameters and heat treatment temperatures, cyclic tests at varying frequencies 

were used to establish the suitability of this material for bridge rehabilitation. The 

conclusions, after full scale testing, were that the SMA restrainers (using the 

superelastic effect) reduced the relative displacement of the bridge girders more 

effectively than conventional steel restrainers and resulted in energy dissipation at 
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the hinges. Additionally, the SMA bars limited the response of the bridge frames to 

near field ground motions. 

A base isolation system using an SMA core in an elastomeric bearing was 

shown by Wilde et al. (2000) to protect bridge systems from damaging seismic 

displacements. The SMA core improves the displacement response of the bearing 

and adds energy dissipation capacity. The core additionally adds beneficial 

connection between the super and substructure of the bridge. An alternative to the 

SMA core in a bridge bearing was developed that instead uses external wires 

placed in the bridge decks’ longitudinal direction to offer recentering and energy 

dissipation into the bearing system (Ozbulut and Hurlebaus 2010a; b; Ozbulut 

2011). The SMA external wires connect between the deck and the bearing. These 

wire studies discovered that pre-straining the SMA wires used improved the 

effectiveness of the isolation system. Compared to the response at the reference 

temperature, a decrease in temperature increased the average drift ratio by 25%. 

Still an improvement compared to the case of no SMA restraint, this study 

emphasized the importance of accurately designing SMA devices exposed to 

temperature variations.   

Saiidi and Wang (2006) assessed the use of NiTi as reinforcement in 

concrete bridge columns. Experimental and analytical testing revealed the ability 
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of the alloy to create a flag-shaped force deformation response for the column, a 

change from the traditional response. The flag-shaped response was controlled by 

the superelastic material, which dominated recovery of column displacements post-

seismic excitation. This was an attractive attribute as it enabled the columns to 

remain functional after strong earthquakes.  

Adachi and Unjoh (1999) experimentally evaluated an SMA damping 

mechanism to introduce energy dissipation into a bridge system. The mechanism 

was a NiTi plate vertically orientated such that when horizontal earthquake 

excitations triggered movement, the plate would activate in bending. The shape 

memory effect was deemed more appropriate when the focus of the device is to 

contribute energy dissipation, since residual deformations are realized in this effect 

until heat is applied to initiate shape recovery. The force resistance however with 

the superelasticity effect was superior at similar displacements, when compared to 

the same plate using the shape memory effect. They concluded that the SMA plate 

was effective in reducing the seismic response of the bridge system consisting of a 

simply supported single span configuration.  

Roh and Reinhorn (2010) studied the use of superelastic SMA bars to 

improve the performance of post-tensioned (PT) segmental bridge piers. The SMA 

bars offer a recentering characteristic to the PT system. The SMA bars are located 
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at the lower hinge region of the pier, anchoring the pier into the concrete 

foundation. The resulting force displacement relationship for the pier, like in Saiidi 

and Wang’s 2006 study, shows a flag shaped response with beneficial energy 

dissipation and recentering up to a 6% drift ratio. A similar study by Sadrossadat-

Zadeh et al. (2007) used SMAs as longitudinal reinforcement in the column hinge 

region to improve seismic response behavior.  

  Some older bridges equipped with concrete bridge columns constructed 

prior to the incorporation of seismic design considerations are vulnerable to column 

failure during seismic events. SMA wires investigated by Andrawes et al. (2010) as 

a retrofit method for bridge columns performed well. The column response using 

spiral SMA wires were compared to the column response using sheets of carbon 

fiber-reinforced polymers (CFRP), a currently employed retrofit method, and 

revealed the superiority of the SMA method to limit damage and improve 

recentering. Even under small confining pressure, the SMA spiral wires increase 

concrete strength and column ductility. While Andrawes et al. (2010) used pre-

strained superelastic spiral wires, Choi et al. (2010) performed a similar study 

instead using SMA wires with the shape memory effect. Instead of pre-straining, 

the shape memory effect wires were wrapped around the column hinge region and 

then heated to affect the confining pressure. This method offers limited recentering 
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during a seismic event but does offer improved energy dissipation. This method 

focused strictly on introducing improved concrete confinement into the system 

rather than the superelastic recentering ability of SMAs.  

These studies of SMA applications is bridges emphasize the effectiveness of 

the material to limit damaging displacements and add beneficial energy dissipation, 

especially as compared to currently used methods employing steel, CFRP and 

elastomeric bearings. The focus on multiple bridge components like columns, bridge 

joints, foundation connections and isolation systems highlights wide ranging 

employment options. Whether in wire, bar or plate form, the superelastic and 

shape memory effects significantly influence the global response of the systems they 

target.   

2.4. Conclusions 

The vital contribution of bridges to the functionality of our transportation systems 

makes their disruption something to be avoided where it is economically possible. 

Sufficient designs for predictable loads, such as those contributed by traffic and 

thermal effects, make many bridges capable of fulfilling their 75-year life 

expectancy. However for extreme events, as for example earthquakes and 
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hurricanes, many bridges are vulnerable to damage. Bridge damage resulting in 

closure or impedance of traffic flow can result in high costs to the surrounding 

public as detours increase mileage and slower traffic reduces gasoline efficiency. 

These negatives also increase the production of green house gases causing long-term 

detrimental effects on the environment. The surrounding community additionally 

pays in repair and replacement costs to reactivate the bridge. Unrelated to 

monetary and environmental costs are the hardships that a damaged bridge can 

impose on emergency responders who provide aid immediately following natural 

hazards.  

Coupled with these factors is the move toward performance based bridge 

design, which specifies response objectives and damage states acceptable during an 

extreme event. Through this heightened performance trend, the bridge community 

recognizes the advantage of supplying intermediate levels of performance based on 

the value and importance of the structure. These important motivators suggest 

that internal bridge components like modular bridge expansion joints would benefit 

from having configurations that meet various performance levels in order to 

improve their response and mitigate seismic related bridge damage.  

Since it has been observed that earthquake damage is often exacerbated at 

locations of discontinuity, like at bridge gaps, improvement of the systems that 
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reside here could have significant effects. In these particularly vulnerable locations, 

use of SMAs is investigated to add additional earthquake resistance in bridge 

expansion systems, thus providing for improved post-event bridge functionality. 

The unique material characteristics of SMAs introduce in a simple manner, high 

strength coupled with a large recoverable strain range to applications that 

otherwise would require complex systems to mimic similar behaviors. Because of 

these established benefits and the promise of future advantages gained through use 

of these innovative materials, the focus of this dissertation is on exploiting the 

superelasticity effect of SMAs in non-traditional geometric configurations for the 

enhancement of bridge joints subjected to earthquakes. The dominant geometric 

configurations studied in the literature are straight wire and bar geometries. For 

application with space restrictions however, that would benefit from the 

recentering ability of the superelastic material, straight wires and bars are 

impractical. Little literature has focused on using alternative complex shapes for 

large-scale civil engineering applications. This work furthers this aspect of the field 

by presenting a viable and effective application.  

The specific application presented in this dissertation to mitigate seismic 

damage in bridges at locations of discontinuity is: the use of SMAs to develop a 

supplemental device to enhance a modular bridge expansion joint. This objective 
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focuses on reducing the transfer of forces through the modular bridge expansion 

joint system as well as accommodating seismic displacements, both of which induce 

failure within the modular bridge expansion joint given the baseline design. 

Analytical and experimental analysis followed by reliability and cost benefit 

assessments will demonstrate the viability of this application. Evinced in this 

dissertation therefore is an application employable within industry for heightening 

the seismic performance of bridges.  
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Chapter 3 

DEVELOPMENT OF AN SMA DEVICE 
LIBRARY 

In the pursuit of a means of enhancement for modular bridge expansion joints a 

variety of shape memory alloy devices are investigated experimentally and 

analytically. Shape memory alloys (SMAs) have gained attention for applications 

in structural engineering for their advantageous mechanical characteristics, like 

fatigue resistance, corrosion resistance, energy dissipation and beneficial 

recentering. Previous focus has been given to straight wire and bar geometries, 

however complex shapes offer an alternative when space constraints make straight 

forms infeasible and the unique superelasticity behavior is desired. The application 

in a modular bridge expansion invites investigation of geometrically complex 
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shapes that exhibit the beneficial stress plateau and good shape recovery exhibited 

by SMAs. This chapter presents a library of shape memory alloy alternative shapes 

exhibiting these behaviors primarily as a resource for selecting an appropriate 

geometry that achieves the target goals for enhancing a modular bridge expansion 

joint. A secondary benefit of the library is its presentation of unique shape memory 

alloy geometries which future research can investigate for structural engineering 

applications.  

The library contains experimental and analytical data describing the force, 

deformation and energy dissipation characteristics of Ring, Omega, Spring, Dollar 

Sign and S shapes, with variations on fixity and geometric dimensions revealing 

influence on energy dissipation and recentering of devices. Energy density, 

recentering versus device height and peak force transference are metrics used to 

compare between shapes. Finite element modeling validated with experimental 

results further facilitates comparison of shapes for potential civil engineering 

applications. The results suggest that the S-shapes and Rings offer beneficial 

energy dissipation and therefore may be more appropriately used as dampers, while 

the Omega and Dollar Sign shapes facilitate larger displacements while minimally 

accruing residual deformations and therefore use as restraining devices is ideal. 

Within the Ring and S-Shape classes, three specimens were tested, which represent 
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the shape using different cross sections and total space occupied; the “total space 

occupied” being the representative box within which the shape’s dimensions fit and 

is a design parameter to be minimized while maximizing the device’s beneficial 

response. Though not an optimization, this suggests shape efficiency. The Omega 

shape, unlike the others in the library, was tested at the Georgia Institute of 

Technology (Mirzaeifar 2011). The Springs are noteworthy as they have the 

advantage of requiring limited external fixities to trigger compressive displacements 

suggesting their use would minimize alterations to the existing modular bridge 

expansion joint. Results from the experimental and analytical analysis lead to 

selection of the final device to be used in the modular bridge expansion joint 

enhancement.  

In the next sections of this chapter, the SMA shapes contained in the 

library with their geometric parameters will be presented followed by experimental 

results from testing. These results will be discussed and finally results from the 

finite element analysis looking at variations in the response of the devices with 

varied geometric parameters will be presented. This library supplied insight into 

device behavior, from which the enhancement for the modular bridge expansion 

joint was selected. Additionally this compilation offers the civil engineering 

community a unique resource for SMA response modification related applications.  
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3.1. Complex Shape Memory Alloy Shapes 

The shapes presented in this chapter were fabricated and tested because of their 

potential for achieving displacement and force requirements in a compact shape, 

while offering potential benefits of damping and recentering. To achieve the targets 

for the modular bridge expansion joint enhancement the shapes’ heights were 

selected based on a target 25 – 50 mm displacement range while remaining 

superelastic. The shapes represent forms that could either supplement or replace 

components in the modular bridge expansion joint. Fixity considerations motivated 

the manufacture of the Omega and Dollar Sign shapes to assess the influence of 

partial end rotations on the behavior of the devices, as compared to the Ring and 

S-shapes respectively. These samples of design realizations are primarily for the 

purposes of gaining insight on shape behavior and in order to validate the 

subsequent finite element (FE) models that will explore alternative dimensions and 

designs of these SMA shapes and lead to selection of the enhancement device.  

All devices are comprised of nearly equiatomic Nickel Titanium. 

Manufacturer Nitinol Technology Inc machined and heat-treated each device 

according to a process that maximized the recentering ability of the material, 
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offering a distinct flag-shaped hysteretic behavior. The heat treatment was selected 

after reviewing the results from cyclic and tensile tests, this is shown in Figure 3.1.  

 

Figure 3.1 Cyclic results from tensile specimen using 540°C for 5 min and 275C for 
1 hr heat treatment 

This sample was a 3 mm diameter bar using a 25 mm gage length and heat 

treated at 540°C for 15 minutes followed by a 275°C treatment for 1 hour. The 

experimental results are for a 0.001 Hz cyclic test in tension and compression that 

was ultimately taken to failure. The results are truncated to the superelastic range 

for clarity, the ultimate failure stress and strain being 5 GPa and 38%. The 

material had an 8% recentering capacity with the energy dissipation for this largest 

cycle, between -6% strain and +8% strain, being 2.5 GPa. All the SMA shapes 

presented in this library were heat treated with the purpose of achieving the 

superelastic behavior of this tensile specimen. However, because the SMA complex 
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shapes were larger than the tensile test specimen, the ultimate heat treatment used 

on the larger shapes varied slightly from the tensile test, instead being 540°C for 15 

min followed by 2 hrs at 275°C.  

The library shapes are shown in Figure 3.2 and include: a) Ring, b) Omega, 

c) Spring, d) Dollar Sign, e) round bar S-shape and f) flat plate S-Shape. Based on 

the application, the fixities for the devices can be altered, while such a change will 

alter the device behavior. If fixed ends are used rather using machined bolt-holes 

that allow end pivots, rotations will be prevented and thus the stress distribution 

in the shape will alter, with potential stress concentrations at the connections and 

less displacement capacity before reaching the maximum allowable recoverable 

strain. In cases where energy dissipation is the critical design criteria, such a fixed 

connection could better achieve the targets, while optimizing the maximum 

recoverable strain through large displacements may instead utilize a pinned type 

connection.  The dimensions for each tested device are listed in Table 3.1, with 

cross sectional area and material volume being parameters of particular interest 

since they will be used to determine the promise of the shape for different 

applications based on the force, displacement and energy dissipation capacities.  
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Table 3.1 Complex SMA shapes – geometry parameters 

Shapes 

Cross 
Sectional 

Area 
(mm2) 

Thickness 
(mm) 

Volume 
(cm3) 

Device 
Height 
(mm) 

Device 
Width 
(mm) 

Ring1 541 15 246 1160 1160 
Ring2 229 10 105 1155 1155 
Ring3 236 10 109 1156 1156 

Dollar Sign 154 8 64 252 96 
Omega 127 13 44 218 110 
Spring 109 12 47 102 53 

S1 127 13 42 151 90 
S2 127 13 35 126 94 
S3 22 3 4 80 48 

1For the Ring shapes the device height and width are the same and are 
represented by the Ring’s outside diameter 

 

              

 

            

Figure 3.2 Complex SMA shapes comprising the library: a) Rings b) Omega c) 
Spring d) Dollar Sign e) S1 S-Shape (S2 is a shorter vairation of S1) f) S3 S-shape 

(flat plate variety) 

a) b) c) 

d) e) f) 
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3.2. Experimental Test Set Up 

An MTS 810 hydraulic actuator with a 222 kN force capacity and a 152 mm 

displacement capacity was used to test all the shapes through various dynamic and 

quasi-static loading scenarios. The Omega and Dollar Sign shapes were fabricated 

with straight end sections to facilitate partial end rotations in order to assess the 

influence of this parameter on the device’s response. The Omega shape was tested 

at the Georgia Institute of Technology (Mirzaeifar 2011), while all other shapes 

were tested at Rice University. Because of this designation these devices did not 

require special mounting systems as end sections could be directly placed in the 

MTS machine. However, both the Ring and S-shapes required the design and 

fabrication of special mounting systems to effectively test them. Figure 3.3 shows 

schematics of the custom-made grips for the Rings and S-shapes. The Ring shapes 

were clamped between two high strength steel mounts, whose inside and outside 

surfaces had radiuses of curvature of 29 mm and 94 mm respectively. These radii 

were to prevent stress concentrations at the connections. The adjustable grips used 

13 mm diameter A490 bolts (1,034 MPa minimum strength), two placed at either 

end of the ring. The S-shapes were gripped between flat plates with ribbed grooves 

machined on opposite faces in order to provide “teeth” with which to pinch the 

straight ends of the specimens and facilitate displacement along the centerline 
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height of the shapes. They used the same dimension and strength bolts as the Ring 

set up, with four rather than two placed at either end of the S-shape. The spring 

shapes were compressed between flat plates as well, except these plates allowed a 

high strength steel rod to pierce them in order to restrain the spring and facilitate 

compression. This latter compression mechanism most closely mimics the existing 

configuration for the equidistant devices in the modular bridge expansion joint, 

furthering interest in this shape as an enhancement device. These grips define the 

boundary conditions realized in the testing, input necessary for achieving accuracy 

in the numerical portion of this work.  

             

Figure 3.3 Custom testing grips for the Ring and S-shapes 

The experimental process assessed each device through multiple frequencies 

and displacements. The three Rings and one of the S-shapes were tested to failure, 

while the remaining devices remained within the recoverable viscoelastic range. 

Because each shape possessed unique displacement capacities controlled by device 
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height and material behavior, the testing scheme was developed to achieve these 

maximum capacities in each device. The particular tests run for each device are 

listed in Table 3.2, showing displacement ranges and frequencies.  

Table 3.2 Testing schemes for each SMA complex shape 

Shape Incremental Cyclic Tests 

Ring#1 10.005 Hz, 20.01 Hz ±40 mm 

Ring#2 

10.01 Hz ±40 mm, 20.01 Hz, 
20.02 Hz, 20.03 Hz, 20.04 Hz, 
20.05 Hz, 20.06 Hz, 20.07 Hz, 
20.08 Hz, 20.09 Hz, 20.10 HZ 

±25 mm 

Ring#3 
10.01 Hz ±45 mm, 20.01 Hz, 

20.05 Hz ±39 mm 
Omega 10.01 Hz ±40 mm 

Spring 
20.08 Hz -38 mm, -60 mm, -50 

mm 
Dollar Sign 

10.01 ±25 mm, 20.01 +50 -39 
mm 

S-Shape (S1) 10.005 -32 +50 mm 
S-Shape (S2) 10.005 -32 +40 mm 
S-Shape (S3) 10.005 ±40 mm, 10.01 ±40 mm 

1 Tests in 2011, 2 Tests in 2013 
 

Intermediate to the maximum displacements listed in this table were 

incrementally accruing displacements and are shown in the presentation of the 

results. Since the 0.01 Hz frequency test scheme was a consistent test throughout 

all shapes, comparison between shapes will be through this scenario. For Ring #2 

ten tests were run through the same displacement range at different frequencies to 
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capture the influence of this parameter, at the final test run at 0.1 Hz that 

specimen failed in the compression range at the springline where stresses were 

maximum.  

3.3. Experimental Results 

The testing reveals the beneficial recentering ability of the shape memory alloy 

materials. It also reveals the sensitivity of the devices to different frequencies, 

temperatures and grip scenarios, emphasizing the importance of accurately 

specifying these design parameters. Comparison across shapes is achieved through 

force, displacement and energy density metrics. These metrics use the ratio of the 

force or energy dissipation at a specified displacement normalized by the device 

volume. Based on the desired response for an application, either energy dissipation 

or a specified force displacement relationship can be emphasized, with the following 

data offering a means of selecting devices to meet such targets. As mentioned the 

test scenario for a cycle between ±25 mm at 0.01 Hz frequency is consistent 

between all the shapes and therefore is used to compare across shapes, while the 

data from all the device tests is presented via force deformation plots illustrating 

the flag shaped hysteretic behavior of the SMA shapes for individual shape 

comparison. Through these plots, performance through multiple displacements 
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highlights variations in energy dissipation and recentering capability in each 

device. 

3.3.1. Experimental Results for Three SMA Rings 

Comparison between the three Rings for the same frequency and displacement 

range highlights the effects of cross section. Compared to Ring #2 and #3, the 

cross section for Ring #1 was 37% greater than Ring #2 and 29% greater than 

Ring #3 though the height of the device was only 3% larger than these two other 

Rings. The hysteretic force displacement responses for these three Rings are 

overlaid in Figure 3.4.  

 

Figure 3.4 Comparison of the force displacement hysteretic response between Ring 
#1-3 at 0.01 Hz and through ±38 mm of displacement 
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The larger height of Ring #1 is an insignificant influence compared with the 

larger cross section, the increase in energy dissipation and force capacity being 

attributed to the latter geometric parameter. This larger device failed in 

compression as it approached -38 mm. The test procedure was the same between 

the three Rings, therefore the failure is associated with the increased stiffness of the 

device rather than frequency effects. Since the device failed in compression, 

comparison of peak forces and energy dissipation between the devices will focus on 

the tension behavior at 38 mm. In Ring #1 this peak force was 131 kN, in Ring #2 

it was 35 kN and in Ring #3 it was 40 kN. The 36% larger cross section in Ring 

#1 corresponds with a 174% increase in force capacity over the smallest Ring, 

namely Ring #2. Ring #3 has a cross section that is 3% larger than Ring #2 and 

has a force capacity 14% greater. Looking at the energy dissipation, the larger 

cross section offers 1104 kN-mm, Ring #2 offers 268 kN-mm and Ring #3 offers 

323 kN-mm which is a difference of 212% between Ring #1 and Ring #2 and a 

difference of 15% between Ring #3 and Ring #2. 

In addition to the tests run to 38 mm at 0.01 Hz, each shape was tested to 

failure and through additional frequency and displacement ranges unique to each 

device. Of interest is the comparison offered through the results in Figure 3.5 
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showing cyclic tests with identical displacements for Ring #2 with increasing 

frequencies up to 0.1 Hz.   

 

Figure 3.5 Comparison of frequencies for Ring #2 showing minimal dependence on 
this parameter  

 

Figure 3.6 Example of strain hardening in Ring #3 at 45 mm of displacement at 
0.01 Hz (29% of the device height) 
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The peak force and energy dissipation response difference between the two 

tests, 0.01 Hz and 0.1 Hz in Figure 3.6, show how frequency minimally affects the 

response at within this tested range. The total energy dissipated across all cycles 

for the different frequencies ranged between 707 and 715 kPa-mm, which is a 

difference of 1%; the 0.1 Hz cycle was not included given it represents the 

incomplete cycle that occurred during failure. As the ring is displaced in tension 

toward 25.4 mm, the peak forces increase by 5% with an increase in frequency from 

0.01 Hz to 0.09 Hz. As the ring is displaced in compression toward -25.4 mm the 

peak absolute value of the negative forces increased by 13%. The difference 

between the tension compression behavior is influenced by the grips which require 

the ring to stretch along the predetermined curvature of the inside grip surface, 

while the behavior at the springline during compression is allowed to bend 

according to the tendency of the material and geometry.  

Of additional importance is Ring behavior at larger displacements. Ring #3 

was displaced to a maximum of 45 mm to demonstrate such behavior. Shown in 

Figure 3.6 Ring #3 displays strain hardening behavior indicative of activation past 

the maximum plateau strain. Even to this displacement the device exhibits good 

recentering, with a residual displacement of only 3 mm. This residual is 2% of the 

device height.  
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Table 3.3 Summary of experimental results for complex SMA shapes subjected to a cyclic test between ±25 mm at 0.01Hz 
frequency for comparison across shapes 

Shapes 
1Peak Force 

(kN) 
Energy 

Dissipation 
(kPa-mm) 

Energy 
Dissipation 

Density         
(Pa-mm/mm3) 
@ ± 25 mm 

Potential Energy 
Density @ Max + 

Displacement  
(Pa-mm/mm3) 

2Residual 
Deformation 
after 25 mm 

(mm) +25mm -25mm 

Ring1 84.8 
(0.35) 

-70.0 
(0.28) 857 3.5 24.7 38.3 mm 3.5 

(0.022) 
Ring2 22.9 

(0.22) 
-15.2 
(0.14) 187 1.8 6.8 38.1 mm 0.7 

(0.004) 
Ring3 23.5 

(0.22) 
-15.7 
(0.14) 211 1.9 10.4 44.5 mm 0.5 

(0.003) 
Dollar 
Sign 

2.6 
(0.04) 

-2.6 
(0.04) 9 0.1 2.7 50.8 mm 0.7 

(0.003) 
4Spring - 9.9 

(0.21) 50 1.1 5.5 47.6 mm 0.03 
(0.0003) 

Omega 2.9 
(0.07) 

-3.2 
(0.07) 16 0.4 1.9 37.5 mm 1.5 

(0.007) 
S1 5.6 

(0.13) 
-4.8 

(0.11) 73 1.7 9.2 50.8 mm 0.9 
(0.006) 

S2 7.7 
(0.22) 

-4.6 
(0.13) 131 3.7 7.9 40.6 mm 2.3 

(0.018) 
S3 0.8 

(0.23) 
3-0.5 
(0.14) 10 2.8 2.7 25.4 mm 6.5 

(0.810) 
1Values in parentheses represent the ratio of the force magnitude over the material volume 
2Values in parentheses represent the ratio of the residual deformation over the total device height 
3The maximum compression displacement for the short S-shape was -19 mm rather than  -25 mm 
for the taller shapes 
4The Spring was tested only in compression 
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Useful for comparison across shapes is the response at 25 mm of 

displacement because this test scheme was consistent between all shapes regardless 

of height. The responses for all shapes for this test are listed in Table 3.3. In this 

table the numbers in parentheses associated with the peak forces relate to the ratio 

of these forces to the material volume. Maximizing this ratio while remaining 

within the SMA’s superelastic range indicates an efficient device for restraining. 

The ratio of the residual deformation over the device height aids assessment of the 

experimental results. For the Ring shapes, this ratio shows that Rings #2 and #3 

recover their shape better than the thicker variation. However the significantly 

larger energy dissipation provided by the thicker device may outweigh recentering 

effects given this later behavior is still superior to steel. These ring devices have the 

added benefit of being symmetrical and therefore able to be activated in multiple 

degrees of freedom based on the implemented fixity. 

3.3.2. Experimental Results for Omega Shape 

The Omega shape shown in Figure 3.8 supplies insight into a variation of 

the full Ring shape and approaches fixities that allow rotations. Essentially this 

geometry offers a bridge between the Ring and the steel C-shaped devices used in 

the field. The Omega shape offers beneficial recentering with residual deformations 
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3 mm or less (1% of device height). The energy dissipation offered by the device at 

the largest displacement of ±38 mm is 42 kN-mm. Normalizing the energy 

dissipation with volume facilitates comparison between the Rings and the Omega 

shape. For the Omega shape the energy density of the largest cycle is 1 Pa-

mm/mm3 while for the Rings it is 4.5 Pa-mm/mm3 for Ring #1, 2.6 Pa-mm/mm3 

for Ring #2 and 3 Pa-mm/mm3 for Ring #3 indicating that the Ring shapes are 

superior for damping applications. The difference between the damping 

characteristics can be attributed to the stiffness of the device, accommodation of 

end rotations being a parameter that influences the device stiffness. The response 

recommends use as a restraining device rather than pure damper.  

 

Figure 3.7 Experimental Results for the Omega shape representing a half Ring 
scenario with partially rotating ends (data from Mirzaeifar 2011) 
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3.3.3. Experimental Results for the Spring 

Looking at the spring shape in Figure 3.8, three plots are shown representing 

different tests: a) the cycles up to 35 mm of compression through which the 

recentering ability is acceptable, b) compression past this range to the fully 

compressed state and c) the response after material training to remove residual 

deformations when the compression range moves through this fully closed state. In 

the first data set the energy dissipation per mm of displacement is superior to a 

comparable steel spring, which would function elastically rather than through a 

viscoelastic manner. Compression through this range offers good recentering, which 

shows that for the 3.5 coil spring having a coil diameter of 58 mm, height 114 mm 

rod diameter of 12 mm, the superelastic compression range is 31% of the overall 

height. Past this range the energy dissipation improves, though recentering 

diminishes. Accumulated deformation is 12 mm for the test case shown in Figure 

3.9 b) while for the test case shown in Figure 3.9 a) it is 2.4 mm. For the fully 

trained material the residual deformation is 1 mm, showing how this preparation 

process benefits the long-term behavior of the material when the full geometric 

displacement capacity of the spring is used. The continued cycling of the device 

through the maximum displacement reduces the residual deformations, however 

this is done at the expense of the nonlinear backbone curve, a curve that becomes 
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nearly linear. The energy dissipation in the trained specimen is still superior to 

steel however. 

 

Figure 3.8 Experimental results for the Spring shape showing a) the first 6 cycles 
up to -35 mm of displacement b) the following 8 cycles up to -60 mm and c) the 

final cycles showing the reduction of residual deformation through material training 

3.3.4. Experimental Results for S-Shapes 

In Figure 3.9 the S1, S2 and S3 shapes are shown and represent tests run at a 

frequency of 0.01 Hz. Together these represent a similar class of shapes, with 

differences attributed to cross section magnitude and configuration. The S3 shape 

uses rectangular cross sections while S1 and S2 use a round bar cross section of 

12.7 mm. The results for these three tests are shown in Figure 3.9 a) and b), in 

which the scales differ because of the lower force capacity of the smaller S3 shape 

(with more sensitivity to noise in the test data at this force level). In this shape 

class the end fixities are fully restrained, for all three devices using the test set up 

shown in Figure 3.3.   
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Figure 3.9 Experimental results for a) S1 round bar S-shape b) S2 round bar S-
shape and c) S3 flat plate S-shape  

Both S1 and S2 were fabricated from the same bar stock, with differences 

attributed to device height, which controls the displacement capacity of the shape. 

S1 shows good recentering up to 25.4 mm, past which the energy dissipation 

improves with a decrease in shape recovery in the tension region. Taking the ratio 

of the displacement through which the devices offer good recentering to the device 

height, the shorter S3 device is superior, the ratios being 0.17, 0.20 and 0.32 for the 

S1, S2 and S3 shapes. Larger ratios communicate superior recentering efficiency of 

the shape. In order to further compare across these shapes, the residual 

displacements in S1 and S2 at 32% height of their device height (the percentage in 

S3 that offered beneficial recentering) are examined to determine the resulting 

residual displacement to device height ratio and compare it to the S3 device. Their 

residuals at 32% of their height are 15 mm for S1 (10% of the device height) and 

13.5 mm for S2 (11% of the device height), while S3’s was only 3.2 mm (4% of 
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device height). The larger cross sections offer stiffer devices with greater force 

capacity, though, with this shape, greater residual deformations. At 32% of the 

device height the energy density across these shapes shows their distinctness as 

well. The larger S1 and S2 devices offer 5.2 Pa-mm/mm3 and 7.7 Pa-mm/mm3 

while S3 offers 2.0 Pa-mm/mm3. Though the S2 device offers the best energy 

density, the residual deformations previously presented for this device are the 

largest of the three S-shapes. Shape selection should consider which behaviors are 

of greater significance, energy dissipation or recentering. 

3.3.5. Experimental Results for Dollar Sign Shape 

 

Figure 3.10 Dollar Sign shape’s force deformation hysteretic behavior at 0.01 Hz 
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As with the Omega shape versus the Rings, the Dollar Sign offers a variation on 

the S-shapes through partial end rotations. The ability to rotate reduces the device 

stiffness and allows for more uniform development of the superelasticity effect 

though the length of the device, rather than localizing it at the ends. The force 

deformation results from cyclic testing through -40 mm to 50 mm are presented in 

Figure 3.10. The height of the device, neglecting the straight grip sections, as they 

are not activated in bending, is 143 mm. At 32% of this height, referring back to 

the S1-S3 comparison, the residual deformations of the device are only 0.5 mm 

(0.3% of device height), which is distinctly superior to the S1-S3 shapes. The 

energy density of the device at this 32% displacement is 1 Pa-mm/mm3. Therefore 

although the device appears to offer beneficial recentering, its energy dissipative 

characteristics are reduced compared to the S-shapes, a feature mostly attributed 

to the difference in end fixity.   

3.3.6. Experimental Results Summary 

The results from the experimental testing demonstrate the ability of these complex 

SMA shapes to exhibit beneficial superelasticity behavior. When energy dissipation 

is desired in combination with recentering, fixities that restrict end rotations offer 

superior results to those that allow for rotation. The Dollar Sign and Omega 
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shapes illustrate this dynamic. When comparing the Dollar Sign shape to the S1 

and S2 shapes this is seen through the minimal energy dissipation supplied by the 

Dollar Sign device at a displacement of 25 mm. The results suggest that the ring 

shape is beneficial for good energy dissipation in combination with good 

recentering. Changing the thickness of the Ring significantly affects the energy 

dissipation and peak forces. Though the material volume is altered between the 

three devices, the volume of space they reside in remains essentially the same, a 

consideration for certain applications. Therefore as additional force and energy 

dissipation capacity is desired, ring thickness should be the initial parameter 

considered for adjustment.  

3.4. Finite Element Modeling of SMA Shapes 

The benefit of these unique SMA shapes utilizing the superelasticity effect is 

encouraged by the results from the experimental testing, which show how 

variations in geometry and fixity influence displacement and energy dissipation 

capacities. Assessment of their use as an enhancement device for modular bridge 

expansion joints considers this experimental behavior in conjunction with the 

following finite element results and fixity requirements to achieve the displayed 

behavior. This supplementary finite element analysis study is performed to offer 
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additional insight to shape performance and uses existing finite element models and 

methodology to represent the SMA material and responses. The potential use of 

these devices for response modification in civil engineering structures is facilitated 

through the presentation of this uniquely offered library. It is acknowledged that 

having the constitutive model describing the material’s behavior allows assessment 

of different SMA geometric shapes limiting the number of experimental tests 

required; however uncertainty in manufacturing the shapes, and the value of seeing 

the true response, highlights the benefit of experimentally testing these geometries.  

Finite element modeling uses the ADINA package (Bathe 2012) in which 

the constitutive model describing the behavior of the SMA material, is derived by 

Auricchio and Sacco (1999). This model describes a thermo-mechanical response 

and accounts for the percent Martensite and Austenite crystal structure that is 

present in the material throughout the loading process. Finite element analysis, 

lends itself to enabling consistent assessment across shapes for a single material 

model. Through quantification of stress strain behavior, force displacement 

relationships and energy dissipation, each shape’s mechanical response, and 

appropriateness for future applications is demonstrated. The shapes assessed 

followed those tested, with the material properties for Ring #1 establishing the 

mechanical response used in the Adina model. The model was calibrated using 
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initial parameters established by the tensile test results shown in Figure 3.1 for the 

modulus, transformation temperature and allowable transformation strain 

parameters. All other parameters were taken from literature (Mirzaeifar et al. 2011; 

Speicher et al. 2009). Following the thermal mechanical relationship shown in 

Figure 2.14 the Martensite and Austenite moduluses, transformation strains and 

allowable transformation strain were adjusted to match the global response.  

 Initial input parameters were taken from the tensile test data presented in 

Figure 3.2 and then adjusted as the model was calibrated to represent the 

experimental data for Ring #1; the overlay between the resulting FE model with 

the experimental data through 25 mm of displacement is shown in Figure 3.11 a). 

The adjacent plot in Figure 3.11 b) represents the Omega shape experimental and 

analytical results using the model calibrated with the Ring #1 data. This shows 

that the model is a reasonable approximation for predicting the behavior of the 

other shapes as well as the Ring #1. The input to the Adina SMA model is shown 

in Table 3.4. These are the parameters used throughout the FE analysis for all 

shapes. Though outside the scope of this work, additional thermal tests and 

calibration over more devices could be conducted in the future to increase 

confidence in the material parameters used in this study. The differential scanning 

calorimetry test for example, as presented in the literature review, results in the 
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transformation temperatures between Austenite and Martensite which are 

important modeling parameters that here have been taken from literature and 

adjusted to fit the data. With additional testing and calibration over all the 

devices, a unique model representing their behavior is assured. Brick 8 node 

elements based on the thermo-plastic updated Lagrangian Hencky large strain 

formulation, were predominantly used throughout the analysis. The maximum 

element length in the mesh for the 3-D model depended on the geometry of the 

device, with finer meshes being used for the smaller devices. The maximum mesh 

length used was 3 mm. The Newton Raphson method with line search was used for 

the solution.  

For the Ring used to calibrate the FE model and for the Spring, contact 

was considered. Adina automatically generates nodes for 3-D contact surfaces, 

representing this via node to surface contact. The following constraints and 

enforced parameters are used: 1) body penetration is eliminated and 2) the 

Constraint-function solution method was applicable for no penetration coulomb 

friction scenarios. This contact designation accounted for use of the test grips that 

forced deformation to occur in a certain manner. Where the contact surfaces could 

be eliminated when determining boundary conditions, they were, in order to 

provide simplicity in the analysis and assurance of convergence. 
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Figure 3.11 Experimental versus finite element model a) Ring #1 b) Omega 

Table 3.4 Material Parameters used in Model Calibrated with Experimental Data  

Austenite Modulus  EA 48,232 MPa 
Martensite Modulus EM 18,500 MPa 

Austenite to Martensite Transformation Start Stress σAMs 351 MPa 
Austenite to Martensite Transformation Finish Stress σAMf 7 MPa 
Martensite to Austenite Transformation Start Stress σMAs 391 MPa 

Martensite to Austenite Transformation Finish Stress σMAs 903 MPa 
Maximum Accumulated Transformation Strain H 0.15 

Density ρ 16.45 kg/m3 
Austenite to Martensite Transformation Start Temp TAMs -20 C 

Austenite to Martensite Transformation Finish Temp TAMf 23 C 
Martensite to Austenite Transformation Start Temp TMAs -25 C 

Martensite to Austenite Transformation Finish Temp TMAf -89 C 
Ambient Test Temp TTEST 24 C 

Slope of the Temp Stress Transformation  C 8 MPa/C 
Poisson’s Ratio ν 10.42 

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion α 12.21e-5 
1Parameters taken from Speicher et al. (2009) 
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Figure 3.12 FE Von Mises stress distribution, additionally showing mesh size 

Figure 3.12 offers a view of the Von Mises stress distribution for the Ring 

used to calibrate the FE model and illustrates the general mesh used to analyze the 

shapes. The crown and invert of the Ring are the grip locations. As the Ring is 

compressed, large stresses and strains form at the springline of the Ring. These 

four locations of high stress are the same locations of high stress during the tension 

cycle.  

Using this model, Rings, Omegas, Springs, Dollar Signs and S-shapes (solid 

circular and hollow circular cross sections) are analyzed, with geometry varied to 

determine the importance of these parameters. For each device class, except for the 

Spring, at least five simulations are run: the standard version based on the 

experimentally tested dimensions, a 25% increase in cross section, a 25% reduction 

in cross section, a 25% increase in overall device height and a 25% reduction in 

overall device height. In total, 21 varieties are simulated for the Rings, Omegas, 
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Dollar Signs and S-shapes; these are all shown in Table 3.5 with the associated 

results concerning the energy dissipation, force and strain at 30 mm of 

displacement and strain energy density for the devices.  

The Spring results are separated from the other shapes because focus is 

being given to these devices as potential MBEJ enhancement devices based on the 

results from the experimental testing and the advantage of limited alterations to 

the existing configuration. The Spring analysis evaluates the influence of bar cross 

section and coil number on the displacement, force and energy dissipation 

characteristics exhibited at 8% strain.  

All the devices were analyzed using displacement control. The Rings 

presented in the table differ from the Figure 3.11 results in that the contact 

surfaces used to deform the experimental rings and validate the model were not 

used in the broader FE assessment to provide simplicity during the analysis. This 

affects the behavior of the device because the grips shown in Figure 3.3 are not 

forcing a predetermined deformed shape based on their geometry. The analysis 

however, offers a more generic representation of shape behavior that can be 

customized based on interest in the device.  
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3.4.1. Results from Adina finite element modeling of Rings, Omegas, Dollar Signs, 

and S-shapes 

In Table 3.5 the finite element results from twenty-one simulations representing 

variations of the Ring, Omega, Dollar Sign and S-shapes is tabulated with percent 

differences between each variation and its parent form shown in parentheses for 

each parameter listed. Assessing the Rings first, the energy dissipation offered 

through these devices is greater than all the other shapes analyzed; similarly the 

energy density is greater indicating the shape’s appropriate use as a damper. The 

change in energy dissipation with decreasing cross section follows the trend of the 

experimental device, showing here a 54% difference between a cross section that is 

25% thinner, for the experimental this difference was 212% between a cross section 

that was 36% thinner. The energy density increases by 69% with only a 25% 

increase in cross section and by 49% for a 25% increase in height. This percent 

increase in energy density with an increase in height or cross sectional thickness, is 

surpassed only by the Omega shape, though comparing the energy dissipation 

magnitudes between these shapes shows the Ring to be superior. The Ring devices 

additionally offer superior force capacity.  
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Table 3.5 Results from Adina analysis showing response changes with parameter variation 

SMA Shapes 
Cross 

Sectional 
Area (mm2) 

Volume 
(cm3) 

Height 
(mm) 

Elastic Strain 
Density 
(MJ/m3) 

Maximum   
Von Mises 
Strain (%) 

Peak 
Force 
(kN) 

Energy 
Dissipation 
(kN-mm) 

Ring (Rectangular Cross Section) 541 246 160 588 20% 121 1,618 
 +25% Thickness 676 307 164 769 (31%) 18% (-11%) 173 (43%) 2,738 (69%) 
 -25% Thickness 405 184 156 509 (-13%) 22% (11%) 54 (-55%) 742 (-54%) 

 +25% Nominal Height 541 307 196 266 (-55%) 11% (-44%) 68 (-44%) 2,419 (49%) 
 -25% Nominal Height 541 184 124 1,286 (119%) 46% (137%) 201 (66%) 3,087 (91%) 

Omega (Circular Cross Section) 127 44 218 717 9% 3 33 
 +25 % Cross Section 198 69 218 752 (5%) 15% (73%) 7 (107%) 85 (158%) 

 -25% Cross Section 71 25 218 807 (12%)  6% (-29%) 1 (-62%) 10 (-71%) 
 +25% Height 127 61 273 177 (-17%) 4% (-50%) 2 (-32%) 11 (-68%) 
 -25% Height 127 33 164 2,141 (198%) 10% (8%) 6 (69%) 83 (150%) 

Large S-Shape (Circular Cross Section) 127 42 151 2,908 25% 10 129 
 +25 % Cross Section 199 66 151 2,755 (-5%) 31% (23%) 13 (33%) 173 (34%) 

 -25% Cross Section 72 24 151 3,759 (29%) 19% (-23%) 4 (-62%) 52 (-59%) 
 +25% Height 127 53 186 1,814 (-38%) 22% (-13%) 10 (0%) 124 (-3%) 
 -25% Height 127 32 117 5,203 (79%) 62% (145%) 18 (83%) 234 (82%) 

Hollow Circular Cross Section 96 32 151 5,333 (83%) 30% (-13%) 8 (-13%) 106 (-17%) 
Dollar Sign (Rectangular Cross Section) 154 64 252 286 7% 5 46 

 +25 % Cross Section 193 80 252 365 (27%) 9% (27%) 5 (1%) 48 (4%) 
 -25% Cross Section 116 48 252 105 (-63%) 2% (-68%) 2 (-59%) 9 (-81%) 

 +25% Height 154 80 315 42 (-85%) 2% (-76%) 2 (-53%) 8 (-83%) 
 -25% Height 154 48 189 579 (102%) 6% (-11%) 6 (14%) 75 (62%) 
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Though force by cross sectional area does not have a physical stress 

meaning with these complex shapes, it offers an indicator of efficiency of cross 

section. The Rings exceed all other devices using this metric, a characteristic that 

is attributed to the fact that when the Ring is stretched it activates its cross 

section in tension more than the other devices.  The others activate in bending and 

shear modes to affect the displacements because of their orientations and fixities. 

The device that appears to perform second to the Rings according to energy 

dissipation and force capacity are the S-shapes. These are seen to have the 

maximum values of strain energy density, defined as the area within the hysteresis 

loop in the stress strain space divided by the device volume. This result indicates 

that these shapes achieve higher stresses over their strain ranges than the other 

shapes. This is verified in the experimental testing that confirms the S-shapes 

accumulate deformations more than any of the other devices.  Therefore the good 

energy dissipation is achieved at the expense of exceeding the allowable recoverable 

transformation strain beneficial in the superelasticity effect. Mostly this is due to 

the fixed end conditions of the S-shapes. When looking at the Dollar Sign device 

that offers similar curvature with partial end rotations, the strain energy density 

and Von Mises Strains are much less. The Von Mises strain is used as a “true” 
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strain of the deformed body because strains in any of the principle directions, by 

themselves, would be insufficient to indicate the material deformation in the 

device. 

The Omega and Dollar Sign shapes stand out as devices that see distinctly 

lower Von Mises strains at the same displacements, despite the fact that their 

effective heights are smaller than the Ring and S-shapes. The effective heights 

exclude the straight end sections used as grips as these are not the focus of the 

device deformations. These two devices see lower energy dissipation and peak 

forces as well. They would not be as effective as dampers as the previous two 

shapes but are superior as restrainers where larger displacement ranges are needed.  

Standing out from the analysis therefore is the distinction between devices 

that lean towards being dampers and those that are appropriate for restraining. 

Comparison across shapes through assessment of strain densities, Von Mises strain, 

energy dissipation and peak forces offers practical guidance as to which devices 

could be appropriate for certain applications. The shapes offered the flag shaped 

hysteretic behavior indicative of the superelasticity effect and beneficial for 

applications necessitating this unique stress plateau. 
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The Rings, because of their symmetry, can be used in situations where a 

multi-directional activation is desirable, while the remaining devices can be 

oriented for unidirectional activation. Fixtures to attach the Rings and S-shapes 

within response modification systems could be more complicated than those for the 

Omega and Dollar Sign shapes that have straight end sections to facilitate 

connections, an aspect that needs to be considered in the selection process. 

3.4.1.1. Results from Spring Adina analysis 

The Spring offers a compact shape and fixity configuration that is ideal for 

achieving the target goal of minimal alteration to the existing system. Though the 

flag-shaped hysteretic behavior with a distinctive stress plateau is less pronounced 

in the SMA spring’s force deformation characteristics, as seen in the experimental 

results and as compared to the other SMA shapes tested, its recentering ability and 

means of triggering in the same manner as components in the modular bridge 

expansion joint suggest it could beneficially facilitate the seismic enhancement. The 

finite element modeling of the Spring focused on assessing the influence of coil 

number and bar diameter on the device’s response, as these relate to the stiffness of 

the device, the displacement capacity and the ability to remain within the 8% 
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target strain range for the displacement capacity desired. The results from these 

tests therefore, shown in Figure 3.6, focus on the recoverable strain and associated 

displacements, along with force capacity and energy dissipation. In Table 3.6  four 

variations of the Spring are shown, the configurations of which were selected with 

the aim of determining variations practical for implementation in the modular 

bridge expansion joint. Minimizing material volume while maximizing the 

displacement capacity within the recoverable strain range is the dominant target of 

this Spring analysis.  

The test case C, with 2.5 coils offers superior displacement capacity, 

beneficial energy dissipation and a force capacity that could limit detrimental force 

transference through the expansion system. The ratio of the displacement at 8% 

strain to the geometric displacement capacity, which is defined as the compressive 

displacement that triggers self-contact, indicates efficient use of material, with 

larger ratios being ideal. Test cases C and D both offer 0.75 ratios. The superior 

force capacity and energy dissipation of test case C however, and the lower total 

material volume, suggests it is the superior selection from the list of test cases.  
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Table 3.6 Results from Adina analysis for SMA springs 

Test 
No. 

Coil 
No. 

Bar 
Diameter 

(mm) 

Disp. @ 
8% 

Strain 

Geometric 
Disp. 

Capacity 
(mm) 

Disp. @ 8% 
Strain / 

Geometric 
Disp. Capacity 

Force @ 
8% Strain 

(kN) 

Energy 
Dissipation 
@ 8% Strain 

(kN-mm) 
A 1.5 6.35 48 92 0.52 1.1 15 
B 2 11 51 80 0.64 4.9 64 
C 2.5 11 56 75 0.75 6.2 68 
D 3 11 52 69 0.75 5.6 46 

 All devices are 102 mm tall with a 51 mm outside coil diameter 
Disp = Displacement 

The SMA Spring, compared to a steel alternative, offers improved energy 

dissipation through its viscoelastic superelasticity behavior. The other SMA 

complex geometries presented and considered as potential enhancement devices 

could offer superior damping compared to the Spring, however they all require 

fixity connections that do not currently exist in the modular bridge expansion 

joint. Therefore their use as replacement devices instead of supplemental devices 

would control their incorporation in the expansion system. 

3.5. Conclusions 

Shape memory alloys offer opportunities for enhanced response modification 

devices of civil structures and can potentially be beneficial substitutions for steel 
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devices because of their large recentering capacity. The library of shapes presented 

in this chapter exhibit the unique superelasticity effect in compact form, rendering 

them attractive for use in civil engineering applications where straight wire and bar 

forms are infeasible. Their recoverable strain range up to 8-10% strain translates 

into devices that may not need replacing after excessive displacements. The options 

presented here were considered for the implementation in a modular bridge 

expansion joint to improve its seismic performance. It is additionally a resource for 

future studies investigating unique SMA applications for vibration control of civil 

engineering structures.  

Contributions and key insights from the study include: 

1. Compilation of experimental behavior for five classes of large-scale SMA 

devices: Rings, Omega shapes, S-shapes, Springs and Dollar Signs. The 

characterization of these shapes, with the exception of the Springs, is 

lacking in the literature. All the shapes except for round cross section S-

shapes (S1 and S2) offered minimal residual deformations after reaching the 

devices displacement capacity. This is because these two devices had fixed 

ends, which caused localized deformation at the connections.  
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2. The experimental data suggests that fixed end connections in conjunction 

with the complex shapes offers superior energy dissipation while the 

partially rotating ends suggest use as recentering devices. The Ring shapes, 

because of symmetry can offer multidirectional activation.  

3. Using the Adina finite element package, additional variations of the 

experimentally tested shapes were analyzed. This endeavor offered a 

supplemental study to the primary aim of experimental characterization. 

The tabulated results show how the energy dissipation, strain density and 

peak forces change with variations of cross section and device height. 

Uniformly an increase in device height reduced the maximum Von Mises 

strains, with the Dollar Sign shape showing the most dramatic decrease in 

Von Mises strains with a 25% increase in device height. The Dollar Sign and 

Omega shapes suggest superior recentering through lower Von Mises strains, 

though because of their partially rotating ends the energy dissipation and 

force capacity of these devices is inferior to the Ring and S-shapes. 

4. The modeling suggests that for damping scenarios the S-shapes are 

beneficial based on the strain density while the Rings, though also beneficial 

in energy dissipation, efficiently use their cross sections for force resistance 
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and therefore in combined restraining-damping scenarios may be useful. The 

Omega and Dollar Sign shapes meanwhile can accommodate the same 

displacements as the S-shapes and Rings while transferring lower forces and 

maintaining lower strains. 

5. The Springs offered beneficial recentering and can be realized in the 

modular bridge expansion joint without the need to modify the 

configuration to accommodate fixity connections. The experimental testing 

showed that training the Springs removed residual deformations. These 

devices could be compressed to the full capacity of the geometry and return 

to their original shape. The stress strain behavior offered through the finite 

element modeling showed the realization of the flag shaped hysteretic 

behavior indicative of the superelasticity effect, confirming that the 6-8% 

recoverable strain range beneficial through this material is facilitating the 

compression capacity of the shape. 

Conclusions from the experimental testing and Adina modeling suggest that for 

enhancement of a modular bridge expansion joint, to improve seismic behavior 

through: 1) increased displacement capacity 2) maintained service behavior 3) 

minimal alterations to the existing configuration and 4) cost effectiveness, use of 
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Springs best meets the design targets. Enhancement using this shape is therefore 

the conclusion from this analysis.  
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Chapter 4 

MODULAR BRIDGE EXPANSION JOINT 
ENHANCEMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL 

TESTING 

Enhancement of single support bar modular bridge expansion joints with shape 

memory alloys is motivated by the need for a cost effective and efficient bridge 

joint capable of supporting seismic events with acceptable post-event functionality. 

This chapter presents the development an innovative device to improve modular 

bridge expansion joint functionality immediately after a seismic event through 

accommodation of large displacements via shape memory alloys’ (SMA) unique 

superelasticity effect. The enhanced MBEJ aims to accommodate the additional 
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joint displacements seen during earthquakes while 1) maintaining behavior under 

service loads, 2) limiting or completely preventing failure within the joint system, 

3) minimizing alterations to the existing configuration, and 4) remaining cost 

effective. Described here is the SMA enhanced modular bridge expansion joint, 

with proof of concept through experimental testing. The benefit of the SMA 

improvement is seen through comparison of the experimental results and through 

achievement of the four design targets.   

4.1. Development of SMA Enhanced Modular Bridge Expansion Joint 

through Component Level Testing 

Considering the goals for enhancement listed above, the equidistant system of the 

modular bridge expansion joint was targeted for augmentation based on this 

system’s control of the joint’s longitudinal opening behavior and its dominating 

influence on force transference (McCarthy et al. 2013). An illustration of this 

equidistant system is shown in Figure 4.1, along with its placement within the 

whole expansion joint. This equidistant system is comprised of polymer devices 

that dominate the stiffness of the bridge joint (damping characteristics are 
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dominated by separate friction systems in the bridge expansion joint) and therefore 

supplementing this system with a custom spring device, designed to trigger after 

service displacements are achieved, can maintain industry accepted service 

behavior, limit or completely prevent failure and remain cost effective. The 

equidistant system acts in an accordion-like manner with joint opening causing the 

equidistant system to compress and therefore exert an increasing force on the 

adjacent bridge segments, while joint closing causes the opposite. Intermediate 

center beams aid transference of vertical forces to the bridge deck and supply a 

safe surface for traffic to drive upon. Adjacent center beam spacing is controlled by 

the polymer devices that comprise the equidistant system, with each center beam 

being connected to the bridge decks via friction connections to longitudinally 

running support bars. 

Equidistance between center beams is important in order to maintain a safe 

driving surface (IDOT 2013, Dexter et al. 2002) and preserve joint functionality. 

The number of equidistant systems placed in a single support bar modular bridge 

expansion joint depends on bridge deck width, with the expansion joint’s 

displacement capacity mostly determined from thermal requirements when a 

service expansion joint is specified.   
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Figure 4.1 Plan view of underside of single support bar modular bridge expansion 
joint, highlighting the equidistant system responsible for motion control and 

locations for LVDTs used to monitor testing displacements 

4.1.1. Enhancement Approach  

Replacing the equidistant system was avoided so as to limit alterations to the 

existing configuration and adhere to industry-accepted service load behavior, thus 

fulfilling target criteria three of the project goals. Shown in Figure 4.2 a) is the 

proposed method for enhancing the modular bridge expansion joint’s equidistant 

system. By placing an SMA spring in-series with the standard length polymer 

equidistant device, the SMAs could be designed to trigger after the polymers were 
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compressed through the service displacement, thus preserving annual thermal force 

deformation behaviors. The proposed in-series configuration uses a steel rod welded 

to a thin steel plate in order to separate and offer a uniform compression surface 

for the SMA spring and the standard length polymer device. This proposed steel 

rod / plate replaces the standard nylon dowels that are used to keep the polymer 

devices from falling out of the unenhanced MBEJ. This enhancement thus requires 

minimal modification of the base joint, while facilitating easy activation of the 

SMA spring once the force transferred through the polymer exceeds that associated 

with the service related behavior. The proposed in-series configuration can 

additionally mitigate fallout of the polymer equidistant device while in use, since 

the steel rod welded to the separation plate prevents the rod from “walking out” as 

nylon dowels have sometimes done (Dexter et al. 2002).  

              

Figure 4.2 a) SMA in-series with standard length polymer equidistant system b) 
Lengthened polymer equidistant system 

a) b) 
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The maximum allowable seismic displacement prescribed in this work for 

the enhanced modular bridge expansion joint was determined through assessing the 

allowable design displacements for a dedicated seismic expansion joint and those 

for a service level joint. Since a target for this work is to bridge the gap between 

these two joint categories, determining a threshold displacement representative of 

intermediate seismic performance is necessary. The AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design 

Specifications Section 14.5.3.2 (AASHTO 2012) states that the maximum allowable 

gap between two adjacent center beams or edge beams shall be 76 mm for service 

level behavior, in order to prevent the seals, used to keep the joint water tight, 

from pulling out. The overall capacity of a modular expansion joint is therefore a 

multiple of this 76 mm value, with the actual clear spacing between each center 

beam determined by the deformation of the polymer equidistant device spanning 

between the two beams. While no similar recommendations exist for seismic level 

behavior, in the AASHTO Specifications, certain manufacturers follow in-house 

guidelines. WBA (2003) states that for earthquakes, between 25-50 mm of 

additional gap capacity shall be added per gap to accommodate the seismic 

movement of the joint, the specific value being dependent on prescribed 

calculations to be approved by the overseeing professional engineer.  
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In order to appropriately design an enhanced joint, seismic performance 

goals must be established. Quantitative performance criteria exist for modular 

bridge expansion joints under service loading conditions as specified in the 

AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (AASHTO 2012). However, seismic 

performance criteria do not exist for MBEJs specifically, although bridge system 

performance objectives have been proposed or adopted by the bridge community 

(AASHTO 2009a & 2009b). By mapping desirable expansion joint performance 

goals to existing overall seismic bridge performance goals established in Sections 3 

of both the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications and Seismic Bridge 

Design Guide, a set of criteria can be established to assist engineers in the MBEJ 

selection process. Table 4.1 presents the current AASHTO LRFD seismic design 

level and associated bridge performance goals. For a single bridge a service and 

damage state are defined qualified on the 1000 year return period baseline seismic 

event. The service and damage states define acceptable levels of impairment for 

serviceability and corresponding physical damage levels for bridges. Currently the 

AASHTO code has a single performance level defined, however as the industry has 

become increasingly aware of the importance of performance-based design, separate 

sets of performance goals have been developed for different return period events. In 
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2002 a joint venture between ATC and MCEER resulted in project NCHRP 12-49 

(Friedland et al. 2001) in which qualitative multiple hazard seismic performance 

goals for bridges were recommended for inclusion in the AASHTO LRFD Code. In 

these recommendations, for two given seismic events, life safety and operational 

performance criteria describe two objectives for bridges defined by service and 

damage descriptors. Although these changes were not ratified into the current 

AASHTO code, they highlight the trend toward heightened performance objectives 

for bridges. Therefore a second set of MBEJ seismic performance goals that follow 

those recommended in NCHRP project 12-49 were also developed for this work and 

are shown in Table 4.2. 

Joint gaps for modular bridge expansion joints are categorized by the 

allowable opening between each adjacent center beam within the MBEJ. Due to 

daily traffic and temperature effects the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design 

Specifications Section 14.5.3.2 (AASHTO 2012) specifies that for multiple modular 

gaps the maximum allowable opening should be 76.2mm. This limit is associated 

with the allowable spread for the rubber seals. For a seismic event a distance of 

114.3mm was chosen as a baseline maximum opening, up to which full 

functionality would be maintained. This value was chosen based on industry 
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acceptance, structural capacity and unimpaired traffic passage. These are the 

quantitative displacement limitations that will govern future design, testing and 

analysis throughout this research. Their exceedance does not necessarily mean 

irreparable damage, but that yielding may occur in certain components. This 

introduction of expansion system seismic performance criteria was presented to the 

AASHTO T-2 subcommittee on bride bearing and expansion joint specifications at 

the 2012 AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification meeting and the project 

team recommends continued discourse concerning refinement and adoption of such 

goals in order to improve bridge expansion system reliability and longevity. 

Table 4.1 - Mapped MBEJ Seismic Performance Goals to AASHTO LRFD Seismic 
Performance Criteria (2011) (AASHTO 2011) (MBEJ Performance 

Recommentations from McCarthy et al. 2010) 

AASHTO LRFD Seismic Performance Criteria 
(2011)  

Mapped MBEJ Performance 
Recommendations 

    Performance Level 
 

Performance Level 

1000yr Return 
(7% chance of 
exceedance in 

75 years) 

Service 
Life Safety - service 

is significantly 
disrupted  

 

Impaired Service - Access is 
closed to the public more 

than 3 days 

Damage 

Significant damage 
/ partial or 

complete bridge 
replacement 

 

Significant Damage - Joint 
replacement or significant 

repairs to structural 
members, significant traffic 

control required 
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Table 4.2 - Mapped MBEJ Seismic Performance Goals to Proposed AASHTO LRFD Multi-Level Seismic Performance Criteria (2001) 
(Friedland et al. 2001) (MBEJ Performance Recommentations from McCarthy et al. 2011)  

Proposed by ATC & MCEER AASHTO LRFD 
Seismic Bridge Performance Criteria (2001)  Mapped MBEJ Performance Recommendations 

Exceedance 
Probability  

  
Performance Level  Performance Level 

Life Safety Operational  Standard Bridge / Life Safety Critical Bridge / Operational 

2500yr 
Return 

Period (3% 
chance of 

exceedance in 
75 years) 

Service Significant 
Disruption 

Immediate 
 

Significant Disruption - Public access is 
significantly disrupted (greater than 3 days). 

Emergency vehicles are allowed access. 

Immediate -Public access is 
immediately available 

Damage Significant  Minimal  

Significant Damage - Joint replacement or 
significant repairs to structural members, 

significant traffic control required 

Minimal Damage - Component 
replacement, Less than 3 days 

traffic interruption, traffic can pass 
over joint with temporary repairs, 

joint can be fixed 

150yr Return 
Period (50% 
chance of 

exceedance in 
75 years) 

Service Immediate Immediate  
Immediate - Access is immediate to emergency 

vehicles and the public 
Immediate - Access is immediate to 
emergency vehicles and the public 

Damage Minimal Minimal to 
None  

Minimal Damage - Component replacement, 
Less than 3 days traffic interruption, traffic 
can pass over joint with temporary repairs, 

joint can be fixed 

Minimal to None - Less than 1 day 
traffic interruption, structural 

members capable of sustaining load 
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In McCarthy et al. (2011) seismic performance criteria were developed to 

offer a qualitative guide for expansion joint behavior, listing recommended 

functionality levels at different damage states. From these criteria and the 

displacement ranges prescribed for the seismic expansion joint, 38 mm of additional 

gap capacity, past the service level displacement of 76 mm, is selected as a target 

for the enhancement developed here in order to meet the qualitative performance 

criteria and offer a design intermediate to the service and seismic expansion joints.  

It is important to note that when considering methods to add capacity to 

accommodate seismic events, adding additional center beams and equidistant 

devices comes to mind as a natural alternative. Pursuing this method however can 

have negative affects on service level behavior. This is because the seals that run 

transversely to traffic and span between the center beams and edge beams are self-

cleaning when the full range of motion between the center beams is experienced 

annually, thus minimizing necessary maintenance. When this full movement range 

is not experienced, the seals are liable to clog and pull out from their connection to 

the center beams, which additionally renders the joint non-water tight and can 

lead to drainage on substructure elements. When additional center beams are 
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added, the full joint capacity is not realized annually, though it might be if a 

seismic event occurred. The number of center beams necessary to accommodate the 

calculated thermal movement range should therefore be adhered to. However, 

adding capacity to the equidistant system while minimally altering the thermal 

behavior can preserve this self-cleaning characteristic and limit repair and 

maintenance of the bridge expansion joint related to seal pull out.  

Further supporting the use of added capacity at each equidistant device is a 

trend by some expansion joint manufacturers to occasionally use a variation of the 

standard polymer configuration in order to offer this additional capacity. An 

example of this case uses a 171 mm long polymer equidistant device, shown in 

Figure 4.2 b) in lieu of the 130 mm long standard device.  Both of these lengths of 

polymers have been tested for this work, in order to provide comparison with the 

proposed in-series SMA configuration and measure its improvement. 

4.2. Component Level Experimental Results  

The spring design for the SMA enhancement device targeted adding 50 mm of 

motion to the equidistant system through exploitation of the SMA’s superelastic 
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effect. The resulting spring used two and a half coils of 10 mm diameter bar, 

wound into a coil of 51 mm diameter with an overall height of 81 mm. The design 

minimizes the size of the spring, and thus the material used, while still facilitating 

the additional required movement. This design was informed through the Adina 

analysis presented in the previous chapter. A similar spring using steel instead, 

would permanently deform under the same anticipated displacements and loads 

because of its lower elastic capacity, marking an advantage of using SMAs. 

Realistically a steel spring with a 50 mm deflection capacity sustaining 

approximately 8 kN of force would not only require a spring over 600 mm tall, but 

would also require a bar diameter more than 90% larger than the SMA spring’s 

diameter, would require 6 times as many coils and necessitate an outside coil 

diameter greater than the dimension allowed between the z-bar side plates, thus 

making it less feasible for practical use (based on design guidelines by Century 

Spring 2011). The compact SMA spring however achieves the design targets with 

limited alteration of the existing configuration because of the unique superelasticity 

effect.  

The SMA springs used to enhance the expansion joint were trained through 

cyclic compression tests to remove residual deformations following common 
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practice (Lagoudas D. C. 2008, McCormick et al. 2005). In Figure 4.3 a comparison 

is shown between the experimental results for the standard length polymer, the 

lengthened polymer, and the standard polymer in-series with the trained SMA 

spring, noting that the displacements of interest are 76 mm, representing the 

service level behavior, and 114 mm, representing the target seismic displacement 

for the enhanced MBEJ. Though three data sets are shown in Figure 4.3, the 

component testing process evaluated the three configurations (standard, lengthened 

and SMA enhanced) at multiple frequencies and displacement ranges with the 

results corroborating those shown below.   

 

Figure 4.3 Comparison between the experimental force deformation behavior of the 
standard length polymer, lengthened polmer and SMA enhanced equidistant 

systems with the vertical dashed lines distinguishing the allowable service level 
displacement and prescribed seismic level displacement 
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From the component level experimental results, the in-series configuration 

reduces the forces at the target 114 mm, while at the service level displacement of 

76 mm the forces are similar between the industry accepted lengthened polymer 

results and the SMA in-series results. Given use in the field of lengthened standard 

polymers to add capacity at each equidistant device, comparison between this and 

the proposed in-series SMA configuration is fair to support preserved service level 

behavior at 76 mm of displacement, the forces in both of these configurations at 

this displacement being nearly identical. Comparison between these two also shows 

that the in-series SMA configuration reduces the forces transferred through the 

joint at the 114 mm displacement by approximately 26%. Though the standard 

length polymer physically could not be tested to the 114 mm displacement based 

on geometric limitations, it is shown here to illustrate a trend at its maximum 

opening, namely of an exponentially increasing rise in force, which the in-series 

SMA delays well past the target 114 mm target displacement. The final springs 

used in the expansion joint measured 76 mm tall, had an outside coil diameter of 

50 mm, used 10 mm diameter bar and comprised 2.5 coils. The outside coil 

diameter was a limiting factor based on space restrictions, while the remaining 

parameters were selected to achieve 50 mm of displacement capacity at each device 
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while exploiting the superelasticity effect. In this way the material and 

manufacturing costs were minimized, with each device worth approximately 200$. 

Considering a single support bar modular bridge expansion joint, this enhancement 

increased the overall cost by approximately 13%, an increase within the 10-15% 

range specified as acceptable based on discussions with manufacturer Watson 

Bowman Acme Corp., per their market knowledge. Thus, fulfillment of target 

criteria 4, to remain cost effective, was achieved. 

4.3. Large Scale System-Level Experimental Testing  

A rigorous testing scheme was developed to capture the dynamic behavior of the 

baseline and SMA enhanced expansion joints when longitudinally activated. The 

experimental set up, testing procedure and process of enhancement is discussed in 

this section. All large scale experimental testing was performed in the Structures 

Laboratory at The Georgia Institute of Technology. Watson Bowman Acme Corp 

supplied the baseline joint used in this study. After testing the baseline joint, it 

was modified to include the enhancement and subsequently put through the same 

loading scheme to offer a fair comparison between the resulting behaviors.  
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4.3.1. Baseline Expansion Joint Design 

The supplied test joint was 3.66 meters long (in the transverse direction) and 

represented a single support bar modular bridge expansion joint configuration, 

being a versatile service level joint configuration. The overall capacity of the 

expansion joint was 304 mm of service level movement, comprising three center 

beams whose movement was controlled by two sets of four equidistant devices. 

These center beams were friction connected to three sets of support bars that ran 

longitudinally along the expansion joint and transferred vertical loads to the test 

joint’s edge beams as well as maintained alignment of the center beams; in a real 

installation, the edge beams and support boxes that house the support bars, would 

be cast integral to the adjacent bridge segments and thus vertical forces would be 

transferred to the bridge. Refer back to Figure 4.1 for a schematic of the plan view 

for the test joint to locate these components. The manufacturer supplied the joint 

with the 171 mm long polymer equidistant devices previously mentioned as an 

alternative sometimes supplied to offer additional capacity. Thus it was specified to 

accommodate an additional 152 mm of movement, bringing its expected seismic 

capacity to 456 mm.  
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4.3.2. Test Set Up 

The testing set up was designed to mimic the in field longitudinal behavior of the 

MBEJ; rotations, transverse and vertical movements were not targeted for 

alteration with the SMA enhancement and therefore the longitudinal motion alone 

was the focus in the experimental process. In the field, as longitudinal motion 

occurs in an MBEJ, both edges of the expansion joint move; however in the 

laboratory setting, mimicking this motion was effected by fixing one edge of the 

expansion joint and forcing a displacement on the free end. Welded to the two 

edges of the expansion joint were large C channels that effectively made the 

displacement along the entire free edge uniform and limited rotations about the 

transverse axis, a feat that the cast bridge deck would ensure if the expansion joint 

were installed in a bridge. The fixed end of the expansion joint was supported at 

three locations, with the outside supports additionally supporting the free end of 

the joint through attached linear bearing blocks. The channel at the fixed end was 

bolted in six locations to the three supports, the two outside supports being 

W310x67 steel sections and the central support being a W360x134 section. These 

sections in turn were connected to the strong floor through 32 mm Dewidag post-

tensioning bars. The fixed end was made level to the strong floor and parallel to a 
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strong wall that held, perpendicularly, a 356 kN MTS hydraulic actuator, which 

was the source of the excitation used in this testing. At the free end, the linear 

bearing blocks slid along rails attached to the aforementioned W310x67 steel 

sections to allow nearly frictionless movement. Also attached to the free end of the 

expansion joint was a loading frame that distributed the force from the MTS 

actuator to two locations along the C channel, this reduced any torsional effects 

about the vertical axis from eccentric loading and facilitated the unimpeded 

movement of the center support bar.  

4.3.3. Instrumentation and Testing Scheme 

To record the displacement behavior of all the moving parts of the expansion joint, 

linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) were attached between 

numerous locations along the moving length and width of the expansion joint and 

the fixed edge of the joint. In this way the center beams, support bars and moving 

edge beam displacement time histories were recorded. Since movement of the 

center beams translates into deformation of the equidistant devices and relative 

movement of the center beams to the support bars indicates frictional sliding, these 

component behaviors were essentially indirectly measured. An Interface 1120AO-
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222 kN load cell attached to the MTS hydraulic actuator captured the force 

exerted on the moving edge beam to induce the displacement of the edge beam.   

Based on the service level capacity of the test joint, namely a three center 

beam system equating to 304 mm of allowable movement, every test started with 

the joint at a default opening of 152 mm, which was the median opening. The 

baseline joint was put through 11 tests: tests 1-5 displaced the joint ±76.2 mm 

from the default opening at 0.01, 0.05, 0.09, 0.13, and 0.20 Hz; tests 6-10 closed the 

joint 139.7 mm and opened it 152.4 mm from the default opening at 0.001, 0.01, 

0.05, 0.06, and 0.09 Hz; test 11 was a continual test that cyclically closed the joint 

139.7 mm and opened it progressively from 152.4 mm to 311.2 mm at 25.4 mm 

increments, the final cycle being the only exception with an increment of 31.8 mm 

to take the joint just past its allowable seismic capacity. This final test was 

performed at a loading velocity of 20 mm/sec. The enhanced MBEJ was subjected 

to the same loading scheme, except that test 10 was run at 0.08 Hz and in addition 

to test 11, a second identical test was performed at a loading velocity of 40 

mm/sec, twice that of the other. Therefore the baseline joint was subjected to tests 

No. 1-11 and the SMA enhanced joint was subjected to tests No. 1-12. This testing 

scheme was devised to capture the behavior of the expansion joint through various 
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displacement ranges and to determine trends in frequency dependence, an 

important observation when considering seismic events. Because of the limitations 

of the testing equipment, frequencies indicative of seismic events, potentially 1-5 

Hz for example, were not possible. However, the extensive experimental testing 

mapped out behaviors that the subsequent analytical model in the next chapter 

was calibrated with, and coupled with component level testing and literature 

review of frequency dependence of constituent materials and components that 

comprise the model; this facilitated analytical investigation at such seismic 

frequencies. 

4.4. Results from Large Scale Experimental Testing 

4.4.1. Global Response 

In Figure 4.4, the global force deformation response for the baseline and enhanced 

MBEJs are presented for different experimental tests through service level 

displacements. They show the trends for increasing frequency, up to the maximum 

allowed from the testing equipment, and the limited manner in which the added 

SMA enhancement alters the global response through displacements indicative of 
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annual thermally excited displacements. For both the baseline expansion joint and 

the SMA enhanced version, as shown in Figure 4.4, an increase in frequency results 

in an increase in energy dissipation and force transfer through the joint. This is 

because the friction devices are velocity dependent, with an increase in velocity 

increasing the friction force. Since the component level testing revealed that the 

SMA material’s behavior is not frequency dependent at these frequencies and 

displacements, the SMA spring minimally effects the change in energy dissipation 

for the expansion joint. Additionally, the change in energy dissipation is similar 

between the baseline and SMA enhanced joint, further supporting that the SMA 

enhancement does not alter this behavior at service level displacements. Though 

not shown here, the results from tests 1-5 for the baseline and SMA enhanced test 

joints, which displaced the joints ±76 mm, showed similar trends when assessing 

frequency dependence. Tests 1-5 subjected the expansion joints to higher 

frequencies, the maximum being 0.13 Hz.  

The displacement range illustrated in Figure 4.4 is for service level loading 

and shows that both the baseline and the SMA enhanced bridge joints have similar 

responses, with the exception of approximately the last 25 mm of opening 

displacement for which the baseline joint sees a larger increase in force transfer. 
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The slight peaking of forces in the baseline joint at this larger displacement is 

indicative of the polymer device, whose compressible behavior shows that at higher 

frequencies, peak forces are realized at lower displacements. This is shown in 

McCarthy et al. (2013) through experimental testing of multiple polymer 

equidistant devices measuring 171 mm in length.  

 

Figure 4.4 a) Baseline test joint’s global force deformation response for its 
respective tests No. 6-10 b) SMA enhanced test joint’s global force deformation 

response for its respective tests No. 6-10. 
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At the lowest tested frequency of 0.001 Hz, the two joint configurations 

match well. Since this lower frequency is most indicative of the quasi-static loading 

behavior for service level displacements, it is inferred that the SMA enhancement 

maintains service behavior and so achieves the first of the four governing 

constraints for this work.  

Having measured the ability of the SMA enhanced MBEJ to maintain 

service level displacements; the difference between the two joint configurations at 

seismic displacements is assessed. In Figure 4.5 a comparison is presented between 

the global force deformation responses at these larger displacements between the 

unenhanced baseline joint and the SMA enhanced joint. Three sets of force 

deformation behaviors are shown here: the baseline expansion joint tested at 20 

mm/sec and the SMA enhanced expansion joint tested at both 20 mm/sec and 40 

mm/sec. Comparison between the baseline joint and the SMA enhanced joint, 

regardless of the testing velocities used, shows that the modular bridge expansion 

joint’s longitudinal behavior is improved using the SMA enhancement. Specifically, 

at displacements past the service level behavior, the responses diverge, with the 

baseline test joint seeing a rise in force transfer which both the 20 mm/sec and 40 
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mm/sec SMA enhanced test joints did not see. It is not until 250 mm of 

displacement that the forces in the SMA enhanced MBEJs start to rise, at which 

point the forces in the baseline joint are 37% greater. The inset force time history 

comparison in Figure 4.5 shows that the force trend for the SMA enhanced MBEJ 

remains consistent throughout the test, while the baseline joint varies. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Comparison of the global force deformation behavior for the baseline 
joint (test No. 11), the SMA enhanced joint (test No. 11 at 20 mm/sec and No. 12 

at 40 mm/sec) with the maximum allowable service level displacement noted; 
Inset: force time history for compared No 11 tests. 
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During the final test cycles for the baseline joint, failure in an exterior z-bar 

occurred. The z-bars are the elements welded directly to the center beams and are 

responsible for compressing the equidistant devices, with nylon dowels spanning 

through adjacent z-bar end plates and holding the equidistant devices in place. The 

failed z-bar is shown in Figure 4.6 a) with the associated deformed equidistant 

device shown in Figure 4.6 b). As the forces were transferred through the 

expansion joint, the failed z-bar bent at the location where it was welded to the 

underside of the center beam. This weld connection remained rigid, with all 

damage occurring in the side plate of the z-bar. The end plate of the z-bar is 

welded perpendicularly to the side plate of the z-bar and was distanced 165 mm 

from the z-bar’s connection to the center beam. This connection remained rigid. 

The failure is illustrated in the force time history inset plot in Figure 4.5. At the 

first cycle the forces are largest in the baseline test joint; the z-bar continues to 

yield in the subsequent cycles with significant force degradation observed. 

The approximate force transferred through the full joint at the start of 

yielding was 27 kN. Considering that friction forces comprise approximately 4.5 kN 

and half of the remaining force is attributed to each of the two equidistant 

systems, 11.3 kN of force acting on the z-bar end plate at a 25 mm eccentricity 
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initiated its failure. Therefore, though this was not directly measured in the test 

set up, the estimated moment triggering failure in the z-bar connection is 281 kN-

mm. It wasn’t until this final cycle that considerable force degradation was 

observed. Again from the inset force time history plot shown in Figure 4.5, after 

the maximum force is attained in the baseline joint, the subsequent cycles see a 

reduction in force transfer, the decrease being approximately 16% for the first 

subsequent cycle and an additional 18% after the second subsequent cycle, for a 

total of 34% force reduction in the baseline expansion joint after yielding of the z-

bar connection. This is due to a continued deforming of the z-bar at each 

additional cycle. The test was stopped after three cycles due to this failure, while 

the SMA enhanced joint continued through five cycles without failure. 

        

Figure 4.6. (a) Image of failed z-bar within the expansion joint and (b) 
accompanying deformed polymer equidistant device. (Photo credit: Emily 

McCarthy) 

a) b) 
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The failure occurred at 216 mm of opening past the default opening of 152 

mm; this is 64 mm past the required thermal opening displacement but 89 mm shy 

of reaching the proposed seismic opening displacement for the modular bridge 

expansion joint. Thus, to achieve proposed seismic displacements, each equidistant 

device would need to accommodate, approximately, an additional 22 mm of 

deformation. Elongating the polymer further, though supplying additional capacity, 

would reduce the forces at the lower displacements that are significant for proper 

thermal movement and require the friction elements to mostly dominate the 

movement of the center beams. Since the friction devices have no recentering 

ability, the spacing between adjacent center beams would lack equidistance, a 

necessity for supplying a safe driving surface for traffic. Therefore further 

elongation of the equidistant polymers is not sufficient to meet the governing 

criteria for this work.  

The occurrence of this failure mode is referred to herein as a “moderate 

damage state” of the expansion system given the requirement for repair and the 

limited accessibility these joints often have. Repairing the damage would 

necessitate either cutting away the failed z-bar from the center beam and re-

welding a pristine z-bar or straightening the deformed z-bar and reinforcing it. 
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Given space limitations between the polymer devices and the z-bar side plates, the 

latter could be a difficult option.  

It is significant that the SMA enhanced MBEJ did not fail in any of the 

experimental tests, whether at the lower frequency that caused failure in the 

baseline joint or at the higher frequency that excited larger forces in the SMA 

enhanced expansion joint. This prevention of component failure is a key goal for 

this work. The exhibition of failure in the baseline expansion joint demonstrates 

the need to update the design with more robust means of preventing damage 

during seismic induced displacements. Observed through use of the SMA 

enhancement was important force reduction, failure prevention, and maintenance 

of service behavior, all characteristics that contribute to the preservation of bridge 

joint functionality post-seismic event and thus achieve target criteria two and 

three. 

4.5. Assessment of MBEJ Functionality Post Event 

Additional insight into the SMA enhanced joint’s superior performance comes from 

component behavior, which also relates to joint functionality. The center beam 
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spacing, for example, is important because it is related to the safety of the bridge 

joint and its ability to offer immediate post event linkage across the affected 

bridge. With a joint’s allowable capacity potentially reaching meters in length, 

ideally this total would be equally split between the intermediate gaps. If failure 

occurs, as it did during the maximum seismic opening of the baseline test joint, 

then the ability to maintain this equidistance is diminished and if the final state of 

the joint post seismic event is in the maximum open position then resulting 

excessive gaps can pose a hazard to emergency responders. Observation of the joint 

during testing showed that the gap between the edge beam and center beam, 

respective to the failed z-bar, was noticeably larger than the other gaps. At 139 

mm it was approximately 36% larger the second largest gap. Figure 4.7 shows the 

underside of the baseline expansion joint at the point of maximum opening with 

the non-equidistant spacing at the exterior gap highlighted. Discussed below are 

the displacement time histories, which offer more insight.  

Through each cycle for the larger opening displacements, whether for the 

baseline or SMA enhanced MBEJ, the gap displacement behavior was repeatable; 

with the exception of the final cycle of the baseline joint when it was opened to 464 

mm from the completely closed position. This change in gap displacement is a 
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measure of equidistance between the center beams and adjacent edge beams. As an 

example of center beam behavior pre-failure but within the seismic displacement 

range, Figure 4.8 illustrates the change in gap displacement time histories for the 

baseline and SMA enhanced MBEJs when opening each joint 406 mm, a 

measurement 102 mm past the joints’ specified service displacement. Though 

neither of the expansion systems was able to keep the gap displacements identical 

throughout the tests, the SMA enhanced MBEJ held the gaps more uniform than 

the baseline MBEJ, signifying that its control of center beam motion is greater at 

large displacements than that of the baseline expansion joint.  

 

Figure 4.7 Baseline MBEJ with non-equidistance shown at 451 mm of opening 
displacement 
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At the higher velocity of 40 mm/sec for the SMA enhanced joint, shown in 

Figure 4.8 c), the displacement magnitude for the outside gaps converges to an 

equidistant value while the intermediate gaps remain similar across velocities. This 

is observed for the different displacement ranges opening the joint incrementally 

between its service and seismic displacement capacities of 406 mm and 464 mm.   

 

 

Figure 4.8 Gap displacement time history for the experimental tests opening the 
MBEJ 254 mm and closing it 140 mm from its default location. a) Baseline at 20 

mm/sec b) SMA enhanced at 20 mm/sec c) SMA enhanced at 40 mm/sec 
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Figure 4.9 illustrates the change in gap displacement time histories for the 

cycle opening the joints 464 mm, the displacement that initiated failure in the 

baseline joint. Due to failure of the z-bar in the baseline joint, the associated 

maximum gap displacement of the left gap increased with increasing cycles while 

the adjacent gaps decreased; the left gap being the gap spanning between the 

sliding edge beam and its adjacent center beam. From this failed test, the left gap’s 

maximum magnitude reached approximately 139 mm, a displacement exceeding 

the maximum allowable gap of 114 mm as recommended by McCarthy et al. (2011) 

to accommodate seismic movements in MBEJs. At this large test displacement of 

464 mm however, the SMA enhanced expansion joint kept the gaps always within 

the 114 mm value. 

 

Figure 4.9 Adjacent gap spacing time history for a) baseline MBEJ test No. 11 at 
20 mm/sec and b) SMA enhanced MBEJ test No. 11 at 20 mm/sec 
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Though not illustrated, the gap behavior at the lower displacement levels 

and higher frequencies showed that gap time histories for the SMA enhancement 

corresponded well with the baseline joint’s time histories, thus supporting the 

enhanced joint’s ability to maintain existing MBEJ behavior. Repeatability 

between cycles at the same displacement and frequency was noted between both 

joint configurations. Additionally as the frequency increased, the ability of the 

expansion joints to maintain equidistance increased. 

Of particular importance is the post event state of the joint, or the residual 

gaps. The SMA enhanced joint was able limit the magnitude of this residual gap 

displacement to a much greater degree than the baseline joint. Figure 4.10 

compares the maximum residual gaps for the two joint configurations for the 

service and seismic level displacements. For the service level displacements the 

SMA enhanced joint was consistently able to reduce residual displacements, while 

for the seismic level displacements only one test (at a velocity of 20 mm/sec, 

opening the expansion joint 178 mm and closing it 152 mm from the default 

position) resulted in substantially larger residual gaps when compared to the 

baseline.  
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Figure 4.10 Residual gap displacements for service displacements at variable 
frequency a) and seismic displacements at constant velocity b) 

These residual displacements are calculated when the joint is returned to its 

default displacement. If the joint were subjected to an event which did not return 

the expansion system to its default, as is more likely to be the case, then the other 

fair assessment is to look at the maximum gaps observed throughout the time 

histories, as previously presented. 

4.6. Chapter Conclusions and Summary 

From the experimental testing of a baseline and SMA enhanced single support bar 

modular bridge expansion joint many conclusions can be drawn: 
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1. It was important to maintain the service level behavior of the joint to 

ensure proper functionality under traffic and thermal loads, which 

comparison between the global response for the baseline and the SMA 

enhanced joints showed was achieved.  

2. At seismic level displacements, where failure occurred in the baseline joint, 

the SMA enhancement instead facilitated post event functionality and a 

limiting of forces transferred through the expansion system, culminating in 

mitigation of earthquake related repairs.  

3. The selected design was pursued to minimally alter the existing 

configuration, resulting in a spring design whose only alterations were that 

the length of the z-bars needed to be longer and that the nylon dowel be 

replaced with a steel rod welded to a separation plate to effect a uniform 

compression surface for the in-series polymer and SMA devices.  

4. The proposed in-series polymer SMA configuration resulted in an 

approximate cost increase, over the baseline joint’s cost, of 13%; an 

investment within an industry suggested acceptable range.  

The proposed SMA enhanced modular bridge expansion joint therefore met 

all four target criteria governing its development.  
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While the results of this study show great promise for the use of the SMA 

enhanced bridge expansion joint, opportunities for future research still remain. For 

example testing at higher frequencies and to larger displacements than existing test 

equipment permitted would be worthwhile, the later of which would be expected to 

initiate the first failure mode of the SMA enhanced expansion joint and thus offer 

additional insight into expansion joint behavior. The results of this study 

nevertheless provide valuable data for validating an analytical joint model, as 

conducted in the next chapter. With an analytical model providing predictive 

capability, a sensitivity assessment will be performed to highlight how variations in 

test frequency, friction properties and equidistant system configuration alter the 

behavior of the joint. The experimentally tested joints presented in this work are 

limited to a single configuration for both the baseline and the SMA enhanced 

expansion systems. They are not the only configurations owners will be interested 

in however. The sensitivity analysis will allow for targeted selection of the in-series 

SMA polymer system based on the behavior owners require for their expansion 

joint.  

The over all assessment of the experimentally tested SMA enhancement 

shows that it behaves well and offers distinct advantages over the baseline design 
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through the use of the superelasticity effect that limits loads and accommodates 

displacements while preventing damage. Because seismic events are unpredictable, 

with probabilities of occurrence and severity of events introducing uncertainty into 

design loads, equipping all bridges with dedicated seismic style joints is impractical 

and monetarily inefficient. However, some regions of moderate seismicity could 

benefit from use of the SMA enhanced modular bridge expansion joint shown 

herein, without altering the service level functionality, which is of main interest to 

the designer. The authors are not proposing that the enhanced joint tested for this 

work be used as a replacement for dedicated seismic joints, nor that they be 

specified when dedicated seismic joints are necessary. Rather, the joint presented 

here, for a 13% investment, is an option for bridge owners who are required by 

design codes to supply a service style joint but who wish to improve seismic 

performance in the case of an event. If longitudinal motion is the dominant concern 

when considering these moderate events, the SMA enhancement can be considered 

among the options of available expansion systems.  
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Chapter 5 

DEVELOPMENT OF A VALIDATED 
ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR MODULAR 

BRIDGE EXPANSION JOINT BEHAVIOR 

An analytical model, representing the longitudinal behavior of a single support bar 

(SSB) modular bridge expansion joint (MBEJ), is presented here to compare the 

advantages of expansion joint enhancement using a shape memory alloy (SMA) 

spring. Presented in the previous chapter was the development of the enhancement 

device and method of implementation in the bridge joint followed by component 

level and full-scale MBEJ experimental testing, validating the feasibility of the new 

design to achieve specified target criteria necessary for improved seismic 
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performance. The test data calibrates the analytical model in this chapter and 

facilitates assessment of expansion joint behavior at alternative displacements and 

frequencies that may be indicative of seismic events as well as sensitivity to 

enhancement design parameters. Such a model is needed that reflects the base case 

joint behavior along with the response modification afforded by the introduction of 

shape memory alloys. By varying material and geometric parameters in the 

expansion joint configuration one gains insight into important parameters affecting 

the joint behavior. The results from the sensitivity study summarize behavioral 

characteristics for alternate equidistant system configurations with related force, 

deformation, and energy dissipative behavior for each variation facilitating 

selection based on a bridge owner’s desired seismic performance.  

5.1. Enhancement of a Single Support Bar Modular Bridge Expansion 

Joint 

Because expansion joints are placed at locations of discontinuity along the bridge 

deck, and their location spans the full width of a bridge, repair and replacement 

can lead to traffic detours and delays, compounding the cost of recovery from an 

earthquake. The SMA enhanced modular bridge expansion joint previously 
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presented offers an improved alternative to the service level joint when such a joint 

is required in moderate seismic regions. This enhanced joint is not a replacement 

for the dedicated seismic joints, nor is it to be specified when the other is needed; 

rather it is an option owners can consider in lieu of a service level joint when 

considering earthquake effects.   

 

Figure 5.1 Expansion joint representation and placement of equidistant system in 
MBEJ 

Shape memory alloy springs were selected for enhancement of a commonly 

installed service level modular bridge expansion joint. In the previous chapter, 

development of the SMA spring shows that one using two and a half coils of 10 

mm diameter bar, wound into a coil of 51 mm diameter with an overall height of 

81 mm was effective in improving the seismic performance of the modular bridge 
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expansion joint. The eight springs used in the enhancement were trained through 

cyclic testing to remove residual deformations accrued through the full compression 

capacity of the springs, which was on average 50 mm. Figure 5.1 shows a 

schematic of the overall joint system and the placement of the SMA springs in the 

expansion joint. The spring devices are placed in-series with existing polymer 

devices, which, along with friction devices, control the motion of the expansion 

system. The friction devices are placed above and below the support bars where 

they intersect with the center beams and at the support boxes that, in the field, 

get cast into the bridge decks. As the joint opens, the whole system acts in an 

accordion like fashion and compresses the devices comprising the equidistant 

system, thus exciting a restoring force to bring the joint back to the closed 

position. Placing the SMA springs in-series with the current standard length 

polymers in the equidistant system was shown to facilitate improved seismic 

performance through the experimental testing procedure, achieving the target 

criteria constraining the design. These criteria were: 1) to maintain behavior under 

service loads, 2) to reduce forces and limit failure at prescribed seismic 

displacements, 3) to minimally alter the existing expansion joint system and 4) to 

remain cost effective. Having met all these criteria experimentally, the focus here is 
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on expanding the comparison between the baseline and SMA enhanced MBEJs to 

larger frequencies and to alternate geometries of the SMA-polymer in-series 

configuration. This comparison will therefore offer insight into the seismic 

performance of the expansion joints and facilitate selection of a bridge owner’s 

target enhancement design through the use of an analytical model representing the 

SMA enhanced system as well as through a sensitivity study. The resulting design 

is a viable alternative that offers intermediate level seismic performance to support 

the performance-based bridge design process.  

5.2. Opensees Analytical Model 

The two degree of freedom analytical model developed for this work was built in 

the Opensees platform (Mazzoni et al. 2006; McKenna et al. 2000) and captures 

the longitudinal behavior of the joint. It is an enhancement of the model developed 

in (McCarthy et al. 2014), which represents a dimensional baseline single support 

bar modular bridge expansion joint, i.e. the physical lengths of the components in 

the joint were formerly used to build geometry into the model and the 

incorporation of SMA enhancements were not considered. The model here on the 
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other hand is dimensionless, which facilitates transfer into larger bridge models 

whose gaps are often designated as zero length elements and offers a macro model 

that depicts the overall behavior of the enhanced joint while preserving component 

response representations (e.g. center beam spacing, SMA component behavior, z-

bar failure). Figure 5.2 shows a representation of the global analytical model used 

to describe the general modular bridge expansion joint, with associated material 

models shown for each component. Table 5.1 accompanies Figure 5.2 by listing the 

parameters associated with the Opensees material models used to describe the 

components’ behaviors. Full descriptions of each of the material models can be 

found in Opensees (Mazzoni et al. 2006), the parameters listed follow those 

prescribed by each model. The Elastic Multilinear material is put in parallel with 

the SMA material to describe the hysteretic behavior of the polymer equidistant 

devices. The d1-d15 and F1-F15 parameters describe points along a nonlinear 

elastic force displacement curve, while the SMA parameters add the necessary 

energy dissipation to accurately describe the polymer’s behavior. The SMA 

material parameters follow Figure 5.2. Yielding of the z-bars is represented by a 

hysteretic material model, which can capture force degradation. Prevention of the 

support bar falling off its bearings uses a restraining element, described by the 
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Elastic Perfectly Plastic material. Friction behavior uses the Steel01 material that 

prescribes a hysteretic response after sliding occurs. 

Variations in longitudinal and transverse lengths of a representative MBEJ are 

accounted for by scaling the number of friction and equidistant devices that reside 

in the expansion joint configuration, as well as adjusting center beam and support 

bar masses to influence inertial effects. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Analytical Opensees model representing the MBEJ component locations 
and behaviors 
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Table 5.1 Property Variables for Opensees Material Model 

R1 - Polymer Device R2 - SMA Spring 
Elastic Multilinear 

(Displacement in mm and 
Force in N) 

SMA SMA 

d1 -95 F1 -7.5E+04 E (N/mm) 4.6E+03 E (N/mm) 3.5E+03 
d2 -84 F2 -4.6E+04 PlateauL (mm) 1.2E+02 PlateauL (mm) 48 
d3 -73 F3 -1.6E+04 AMst (N) 1.2E+02 AMst (N) 89 
d4 -68 F4 -1.1E+04 AMfin (N) 1.4E+04 AMfin (N) 5.1E+03 
d5 -63 F5 -7.8E+03 MAst (N) 4.6E+03 MAst (N) 890 
d6 -53 F6 -4.1E+03 MAfin (N) 3.5E+03 MAfin (N) 45 

d7 -38 F7 -2.2E+03     
d8 -16 F8 -1.2E+03    

 d9 0 F9 0     d10 16 F10 1.2E+03     d11 38 F11 2.2E+03     d12 53 F12 4.1E+03     d13 63 F13 7.8E+03     d14 68 F14 1.1E+04     d15 73 F15 1.6E+04     d16 84 F16 4.6E+04     d17 95 F17 7.5E+04     
 

R3 - Z-bar 
Friction 

R4 - Restraining 
Element 

Hysteretic (Displacement in 
mm and Force in N) 

Elastic Perfectly Plastic 
Gap 

F1 6.3E+03 d1 1.2E-04 Steel01 at Support Bar E (N/mm) 1.1E+05 

F2 6.4E+03 d2 0.2 E (N/mm) 3.5E+03 Fy (N) 1.1E+04 
F3 3.0E+03 d3 1.75 Fy (N) 2.4E+03 gap (mm) 6.5 
F4 -1 d4 -0.2 E2/E1 1.0E-05   
F5 2 d5 -1     
F6 8 d6 6 Steel01 at Center 

Beam   
deformation pinch 1 E (N/mm) 1.1E+06   

force pinch 1 Fy (N) 1.1E+04 
  ductility damage 0.003 E2/E1 1.0E-05 
  energy damage 0   
  beta 0     
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5.3. Modular Bridge Expansion Joint Components 

Modeling considers all the moving parts of the expansion joint in order to 

accurately predict the longitudinal behavior of the joint under seismic frequencies 

and displacements. The components modeled in this work are: friction elements, 

equidistant elements, support bar elements, center beam and edge beams elements 

and support bar restraining elements. These all contribute to the dynamics of the 

expansion system by either controlling displacements and transferring forces or 

contributing to inertial effects.  

The friction effects of the expansion joint are exhibited through sliding 

between Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and stainless steel surfaces attached to 

the center beams and support bars. The friction behavior of PTFE is documented 

in (Mokha et al. 1988). It is a velocity dependent material, with an increase in 

velocity increasing friction forces. The friction coefficient is calculated according to 

Equation 5.1. 

    (5.1) |  |    e ua
maxs ff !⋅−⋅Δ−=µ
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where, fmax is 0.13 and is the maximum friction coefficient, Df is 0.08 and is the 

difference between the maximum friction coefficient and the sliding value at very 

low velocity, a is 0.57 and is a constant related to the bearing pressure and 

condition of the interface between the PTFE and the stainless steel, and  is the 

relative velocity at which the friction coefficient is desired. The normal force for 

the support bar support box connection was prescribed as 10.7 kN by manufacturer 

Watson Bowman Acme Corp., while the center beam support bar connection was 

5.3 kN. 

The SMA enhancement, shown as subplot R2 in Figure 5.2, supplements the 

baseline equidistant system by placing the Fugazza SMA superelastic material 

model (Fugazza 2003) in-series with the existing polymer material. The SMA 

spring model’s behavior follows experimental data for the SMA springs obtained in 

the previous chapter. Figure 5.3 b) illustrates the predictive ability of the SMA 

material model alone by comparing it to the experimental results for the springs 

tested, of ten tested springs the best eight were selected for installation in the 

experimental full-scale expansion joint. The analytical model for the SMA spring 

describes the homogenized behavior across these springs; the variation in the 

experimental behavior is attributed to machining and heat treatment effects as the 

u!
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rod stock used for all the springs was uniform between the devices. Each spring 

underwent identical loading, at 0.04 Hz and 0.08 Hz frequencies. The tests were 

incremental cyclic loading schemes, putting each specimen through 200 cycles 

before being component tested in-series with the polymer equidistant devices 

through 120 cycles. 

The material model used to predict the SMA springs behavior uses six input 

parameters as shown in Figure 5.3 a), these are: E, which is the Austenite Modulus 

of Elasticity; PlateauL, which is the strain length of the stress plateau during the 

transformation between the Austenite and Martensite phases; AMst, which is the 

Austenite to Martensite start stress; AMfin; which is the Austenite to Martensite 

finish stress; MAst, which is the Martensite to Austenite start stress; and MAfin, 

which is the Martensite to Austenite finish stress. Austenite and Martensite refer 

to the solid-state phases of the material when it is being deformed. Shear lattice 

distortion describes the manner with which atoms in the material’s SME and SE 

effects move, a interatomic movement that limits breaking of the atomic bonds 

that leads to damage (Bowles and Mackenzie 1954; Otsuka and Shimizu 1977; Zhu 

et al. 2008). The transformation between these two phases is what offers the 

unique shape recovery behavior indicative of the superelasticity effect.  
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Figure 5.3 a) Analytical model used in Opensees to represent the SMA spring used 
in the enhanced bridge joint and b) validation with experimental data 
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Figure 5.4 Overlay of Opensees analytical model and experimental behavior with 
targeted seimsic displacement of 114 mm highlighted a) 172 mm long polymer 

model and b) SMA in-series with 130 mm long polymer 

An advantage of this model is the ability to capture the hysteretic behavior 

of the polymer equidistant devices. Figure 5.4 a) shows a comparison between the 

experimental and analytical behaviors for the baseline expansion joint’s equidistant 

devices, which are 172 mm long. Previously a simplified piece wise linear model 

was used, while here a material showing different loading and unloading paths is 

used to better capture the polymer component’s hysteretic behavior. In the 

baseline equidistant system the analytical model is 94% accurate when compared 

to the experimental at the 114 mm displacement of interest as a maximum 
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allowable seismic displacement, while for the SMA enhanced equidistant system 

the analytical is within 10% of the experimental. The use of the SMA enhancement 

shown in Figure 4.2 b) results in a 47% reduction of experimental forces at 114 

mm, revealing that the proposed design effectively limits forces transferred through 

the expansion joint. The energy dissipation for a single cycle of the experimental 

in-series component system is 269 kN-mm and for the analytical it is 220 kN-mm, 

which shows the model to be accurate to within 18% of the test value. 

When the system is installed in the expansion joint, however, the side plates 

of the z-bars, which hold the polymers in place, constrain the polymers so that the 

natural buckling of the material is restricted and the effective stiffness increases. 

Therefore it is necessary in the analytical model of the in-series system to increase 

the stiffness of the combined device to accommodate these boundary conditions, 

which results in reaching the peak forces earlier than was predicted through the 

component level testing. 

In the in-series equidistant system, the polymer and SMA spring 

components are modeled separately, the combined behavior being that shown in 

Figure 5.4 b) which uses experimental data to validate the SMA portion of the 

combined model. The good match between the in-series experimental and 
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analytical component models infers adequate representation of the SMA spring as a 

standalone. The SMA enhancement device is kept as a separate component in the 

global model in order to monitor its activation throughout the time history of the 

analytical loading scheme. Since the experimental performance of the SMA spring 

in the installed MBEJ could not be monitored through the test set up, its insight is 

useful, though inferred from these analyses. The center beam displacement time 

histories relate to the total compression observed in the in-series equidistant 

devices, which specifies polymer and SMA spring compression, therefore calibration 

with this experimental data, lends confidence to the predictive ability of the 

component model; all of which will be evaluated in the next sections. 

5.4. Analytical Validation of Global Modular Bridge Expansion Joint 

Response  

In the previous chapter it was experimentally shown that the SMA enhanced 

equidistant system enabled reduction of global MBEJ peak forces and mitigation of 

damage at seismic level longitudinal displacements. This section presents results 

from the analytical model, validated with the experimental data, focusing on this 
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global response. Analytical component level behavior following the experimental 

data lends credibility to the developed model. In Figure 5.5 a) the analytical model 

for the full joint using this in-series system, is shown sufficient in predicting the 

expansion joint’s global response.  This data is for a test run at 20 mm/sec. Before 

running each test, the joint was set such that it pre-compressed the equidistant 

devices, causing the clear space between the edge beams to be 152 mm. In order to 

not have a “hard stop” for the testing equipment, the joint when tested was closed 

to a maximum of 140 mm while the joint opening was cycled until the seismic 

displacement range of 305 mm. The peak forces for the experimental and analytical 

results at the extreme displacement of 305 mm past the default opening are within 

2% of each other, the experimental being 24 kN and the analytical being 25 kN. 

The difference between the analytical and experimental energy dissipation for a full 

cycle of the expansion joint opening 305 mm and closing it 140 mm is 8%.  

The proposed updated analytical model is also sufficiently able to predict 

the behavior of baseline expansion joint’s peak forces and cyclic energy dissipation, 

additionally showing force degradation associated with z-bar yielding, as shown in 

Figure 5.5 b) at the 305 mm opening displacement where peak forces reduced with 

each subsequent cycle. The realization of this failure mode is unique to this model,  
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Figure 5.5 Global force deformation response of modular bridge expansion joints 
overlaid with the respective analytical Opensees models a) SMA in-series behavior 

at 20 mm/sec b) Baseline behavior at 20 mm/sec 
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being valuable for future use in a bridge model to analyze its influence within the 

larger system during an earthquake. The comparison between the experimental and 

analytical results for a test run at 20 mm/sec for the baseline system shows that 

the analytical model predicts the peak forces at the extreme allowable seismic 

displacements within 1% and the average energy dissipation for a cycle within 7%. 

Comparing the two global responses, for the baseline and SMA enhanced 

analytical expansion joints (as shown in Figure 5.5), the in-series SMA system 

reduces peak forces by 16%, as measured at the largest allowable seismic opening of 

305 mm. The difference between the energy dissipation characteristics of the two 

expansion systems is 20%. Predominantly this difference is attributed to the 

additional displacement capacity facilitated by the superelastic SMA spring, which 

delays the realization of peak forces. This is further supported through the 

sensitivity study to follow in the next section. 

Even at the higher frequencies tested, though through lower displacements 

indicative of service behavior ranges, the analytical model for the SMA enhanced 

MBEJ sufficiently predicts the response of the system. Based on Equation 5.1, an 

increase in velocity increases the friction coefficient and thus the energy dissipation 

of the MBEJ.  Figure 5.6 compares the experimental and analytical results for four 
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different frequencies, with the analytical results predicting the energy dissipation 

for the 0.001 Hz, 0.01 Hz, 0.06 Hz and 0.05 Hz tests within 4-11% and the peak 

forces for the same tests within 4-8%, with specific values listed in Figure 5.6. The 

corroboration between these tests shows that the connectivity between elements 

and the material designations appropriately captures the true response of the 

system. 

For both configurations as the joint opens, the friction and equidistant 

devices closest to the edge beams (edge beams that would be cast into the bridge 

deck in the field) are the first to activate because of the propagation of force 

through the joint; the friction elements resist movement of the edge beams with 

respect to the support bar while the equidistant devices exert a restoring force to 

bring the joint to its closed position. Once the joint begins to open, forces are 

transferred through the equidistant system, with sliding of the center beams 

occurring when the forces transferred through the equidistant devices exceed that 

allowed by the friction force. Because of the force path, the gap spacing between 

interior center beams will always be somewhat less than the exterior gaps, based on 

a lag in force transfer. This difference should be limited and the magnitude of each 

gap should remain within the allowable center beam gap spacing of 76 mm for  
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of global force deformation response for SMA enhanced 
MBEJ at various frequencies 
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service level displacements, as specified through the AASHTO LRFD Bridge 

Design Specifications Section 14 (AASHTO 2013), and 114 mm as proposed 

through this work for seismic level displacements. 

Further assessing the accuracy of the analytical models for predicting the 

behavior of the baseline and SMA enhanced MBEJs is a comparison of the center 

beam time histories. This comparison facilitates determination of component failure 

modes, specifically those associated with the z-bars and equidistant devices. When 

gaps between the center beams and edge beams, listed as CB1, CB2, CB3, EB2 in 

Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, approach the allowable seismic displacement of 114 mm 

z-bar component failure is triggered, as seen in the experimental testing, which can 

lead to unsafe driving surfaces. From the clear spacing between center beams and 

edge beams displacement time histories for the respective equidistant systems are 

inferred and therefore their prediction is important for determining when failure 

occurs in these and adjacent elements. Figure 5.7 a) and Figure 5.8 a) show this 

time history comparison between the experimental and analytical models for the 

SMA enhanced and baseline joints, while Figure 5.7 b) and Figure 5.8 b) show the  
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Figure 5.7 0.022 Hz SMA enhanced MBEJ test a) Comparison between center 
beam time histories for the analytical and experimental SMA enhanced modular 
bridge expansion joint b) Difference between magnitude of the experimental and 

analytical displacement time histories for the SMA enhanced joint 
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Figure 5.8 0.022 Hz baseline MBEJ test a) Comparison between center beam time 
histories for the analytical and experimental baseline modular bridge expansion 

joint b) Difference between magnitude of the experimental and analytical 
displacement time histories for the baseline joint 
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error magnitude between the predicted and experimental results. The mean error 

across the time history for the SMA enhanced joint is less than 10% and for the 

baseline joint it is less than 8%. The analytical model’s predictive ability is 

therefore within 10% of the experimental when assessing the center beam behavior, 

while for the global response it was within 8% for predicting peak forces and within 

11% for predicting energy dissipation. 

Having established the ability of the updated model to predict the 

longitudinal behavior of the enhanced and baseline joints, an in depth comparison 

between the two options is pursued, assessing loading and displacement schemes 

beyond those tested experimentally. The analytical model can be further used to 

understand the effect that changes in material properties and certain geometric 

properties have on the behavior of the expansion joint, offering insight for future 

design and implementation. This comparison is achieved through a sensitivity 

study shown in the following section, which alters certain configuration parameters 

and assesses their relative influence on joint behavior.  
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5.5. Sensitivity Study 

The sensitivity study conducted herein evaluates how the longitudinal behavior of 

the expansion joint alters with variations in component parameters, like pre-

compression force of the bearings and springs, opening frequency, and length of 

equidistant device (in-series SMA and polymer component). Considering 

manufacturing can affect the pre-compression forces and natural hazards can 

influence opening frequency, the effects of these alterations represent real scenarios 

of interest. Additionally, since the proposed SMA spring enhancement targets 

accommodating seismic movements specifically, investigating the affects of the 

length of the enhancement device analytically can lead to selection of ideal 

parameters for the proposed device for a case where the design displacement 

increases. Table 5.2  shows a summary of the sensitivity study, where parameter 

influence is assessed by varying one factor at a time. The influence of changes in 

joint parameters is assessed in terms of the maximum force transferred through the 

joint, whether or not failure is expected to occur in the expansion joint, and the 

amount of energy dissipation characteristic of a single cycle (closing the joint 140 

mm and opening it 311 mm) for the listed joint configuration. The standard system 
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described in the subsequent tables represents the physically tested SMA enhanced 

MBEJ used to validate the analytical model used in the sensitivity study, which 

presents results from 16 simulations listed in Table 5.2 as B-Q. 

It is observed that as the pre-compression force increases the energy 

dissipated per cycle increases, while the opposite occurs with a decrease in pre-

compression force. This is intuitive and in line with the conclusions of (McCarthy 

et al. 2014) for the as-built joint. Since this system was not altered and the friction 

devices dominate the hysteretic quality of the joint, enhancement with an SMA 

device negligibly alters this behavior. Additionally the pre-compression force is seen 

to limitedly influence the peak forces at the extreme seismic opening displacement.  

As the opening frequency of the enhanced expansion joint is lowered the 

peak forces and the energy dissipation are lowered significantly, by 20% and 35% 

respectively for the quasi-static scenario at 3x10-8 Hz compared to the standard 

system tested at 0.022 Hz. The 3x10-8 Hz test simulation represents the anticipated 

frequency based on annual thermal movements. The values in the parentheses in 

Table 5.2 lists these, and other, percent differences between the standard 

configuration and the simulations scenarios, representing the peak forces and 

energy dissipation at the seismic and service level displacements. Since the friction  
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Table 5.2 Sensitivity of joint response to parameter variation 

Element Test 
No. 

Modification 
Type 

Peak Joint 
Force (kN) 
@ 311 mm 

Average 
Energy 

Dissipation per 
Seismice Cycle 

(kN-mm)  

Peak Joint 
Force 

(kN) @ 
152 mm 

Average 
Energy 

Dissipation 
per Servicef 
Cycle (kN-

mm)  

Equidistant 
Device 
Length 

A Uniformb    
+ 25% 14 (-44%)g 5,754 (-7%) 11 (-1%) 3,700 (2%) 

B Standarda 24 6,167 12 3,625 

C Uniformb - 
25% 

28 (z-bar 
failure) 
(12%) 

- - - 

D 
Poly – 6.35 
mm   SMA 
+ 6.35 mm 

20 (-17%) 6,050 (-2%) 12 (-5%) 3,845 (6%) 

E 
Hold Poly 

SMA + 6.35 
mm 

20 (-18%) 6,139 (-0.46%) 12 (-4%) 3,528 (-3%) 

F 
Poly + 6.35 
mm   Hold 

SMA 
22 (-11%) 6,140 (-0.44%) 12 (-7%) 3,537 (-2%) 

Pre-
compression 

Forces 

G 25% 26 (6%) 7,484 (21%) 14 (25%) 4,776 (32%) 
B Standardc 24 6,167 12 3,625 
H -25% 23 (-7%) 4,756 (-23%) 11 (-5%)  2,991 (-17%) 

Frequency 

B Standardd 24 6,167 12 3,625 
I 5 Hz 26 (8%) 9,534 (55%) 16 (68%) 6,108 (47%) 
J 4 Hz 26 (8%) 9,534 (55%) 16 (68%) 6,108 (47%) 
K 3 Hz 26 (8%) 9,533 (55%) 16 (68%) 6,108 (47%) 
L 2 Hz 26 (8%) 9,533 (55%) 16 (68%) 6,108 (47%) 
M 1 Hz 26 (8%) 9,533 (55%) 16 (68%) 6,108 (47%) 
N 0.5 Hz 26 (8%) 9,525 (54%) 16 (68%) 6,103 (47%) 
O 0.25 Hz 26 (7%) 9,335 (51%) 16 (65%) 5,979 (45%) 
P 0.1 Hz 25 (1%) 8,093 (31%) 14 (43%) 5,171 (30%) 
Q 3e-8 Hz 20 (-20%) 4,031 (-35%) 10 (-31%) 2,494 (-15%) 

a) Standard: 130 mm long Polymer, 80 mm long SMA spring; b) Uniform means both the 
polymer and SMA are increased by the same percentage. c) Standard: support bar – 
support box connection: 10.68 kN, center beam – support bar connection: 5.34 kN; d) 
Quasi-static frequency based on annual temperature expansion and contraction cycle, 0.022 
Hz. e) Seismic cycle is from -140 mm to 311 mm. f) Service cycle is from -140 mm to 152 
mm g) values in parentheses represent percent difference to Standard configuration
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elements are velocity dependent, with an increase in velocity leading to an increase 

in friction force, a change in velocity affects the hysteretic behavior of the 

expansion joint. This occurs up to approximately 0.25 Hz, after which the velocity 

dependence plateaus, a behavior predicted through the exponential relationship 

presented in (Mokha et al. 1988). Frequencies up to 5 Hz were analyzed with little 

change in peak forces and energy dissipation seen because of this plateauing 

friction relationship. It is important to note that a full cycle, used to describe the 

frequency, is related to the joint’s opening and closing capacity of -140 mm and 

304 mm. Therefore, although the tested frequencies are 0.022 Hz and 0.044 Hz for 

the largest displacement cycles, the velocities are 20 mm/sec and 40 mm/sec.  

The final, and more insightful, assessment relates to the length of the in-

series SMA polymer configuration. Here a few alternatives were investigated, a 

uniform increase (1) and decrease (3) of the effective length of the in-series system, 

a decrease in polymer length and increase in SMA length, keeping the total length 

constant (4); an increase in the SMA alone such that the total length of the 

proposed set up is increased (5) and an increase in the polymer length leaving the 

SMA alone (6). Scenario (2) represents the base case (standard) of the 

experimentally tested expansion joint using polymers 130 mm long and SMA 
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springs 80 mm tall. In all of these assessments, the force deformation 

characteristics of the full joint through the service level displacements are of 

interest, since such a change is anticipated to alter the behavior. Keeping the 

behavior at these displacements similar to what is already industry accepted was a 

constraint of the development of the enhancement device, however if industry 

decides the existing behavior is less important than the improvements observed 

through lowering peak forces then these alternatives are helpful in that decision 

making process.  

Altering the equidistant device length changes both the hysteretic behavior 

and the peak forces. For a 25% increase in total device length, the energy 

dissipation and peak forces reduce by 7% and 44%. This shows how the device 

length mostly affects displacement capacity rather than energy dissipation 

characteristics. The energy dissipation reduces because the standard system shows 

peaking of the forces at the extreme seismic displacements, whereas the uniform 

increase in equidistant device length prevents this and therefore reduces the energy 

dissipation associated with force increase. A 25% reduction in equidistant device 

length on the other hand increases the maximum forces realized in the expansion 
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joint and ultimately leads to failure of the z-bars, a similar undesirable failure as 

that seen in the experimental testing of the baseline system.  

Ranking the four equidistant system alternatives that improved MBEJ 

seismic response; specifically simulations A, D, E and F; force reduction is the most 

important criteria, with maintenance of service behavior, length of z-bar, and 

energy dissipation at the seismic and service level displacements being criteria of 

lower significance. The ratio of the difference between peak forces over the 

standard configuration’s peak forces should be maximized while the remaining 

parameters minimized. Using decision matrix analysis and weighting these 

important parameters, the effectiveness of the four alternatives can be gauged. 

Tests A, D, E and F ranked 1, 3, 2 and 4 respectively, with test B being the 

standard configuration and test C being the 25% decrease in equidistant device 

length that led to failure.  

with the associated score being reduced based on the magnitude of the 

deviation from the standard set up for the forces and energy dissipation at the 

service displacement, the energy dissipation at the seismic displacement and the 

added length to the proposed z-bars and equidistant length which relates to added 
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costs. Given different weights the ranking changes and therefore should be a 

consideration in the decision making process. 

Test one associated with a uniform increase in the length of the equidistant 

system showed the most dramatic decrease in force transfer at the seismic 

displacements of interest. It adds 52 mm to the length of the z-bars however, which 

is the most dramatic alteration of the configurations considered. Using a weight of 

-15 for this parameter instead of the -10 used for the illustration, results in the 

ranking changing from 1, 3, 2 and 4 to 3, 1, 2 and 4 for tests A, D, E and F. 

Appropriate weights should therefore be chosen based on the in-field application. 

Comparison between simulations D and E shows how the SMA spring has more 

effect on increased performance than the polymer. Both of these two simulations 

represent an increase in SMA spring length of 6.35 mm with the effective rank 

being nearly equal. Therefore the added length to the polymer is not of 

significantinfluence. Looking also at the A simulation, the significant improvement 

can be mostly attributed to the SMA spring whose length was increased by 20.25 

mm. 

Table 5.3 lists the weighted values and associated rank of the different 

variations, with weights in parentheses in the columns. Weights were selected 
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based on a suggested -10 to 10 scale (Ouye 2008), with positive values showing a 

benefit to the system and negative values showing a diminished value. The 

maximum force reduction at the seismic displacements establishes the main benefit, 

with the associated score being reduced based on the magnitude of the deviation 

from the standard set up for the forces and energy dissipation at the service 

displacement, the energy dissipation at the seismic displacement and the added 

length to the proposed z-bars and equidistant length which relates to added costs. 

Given different weights the ranking changes and therefore should be a 

consideration in the decision making process. 

Test one associated with a uniform increase in the length of the equidistant 

system showed the most dramatic decrease in force transfer at the seismic 

displacements of interest. It adds 52 mm to the length of the z-bars however, which 

is the most dramatic alteration of the configurations considered. Using a weight of 

-15 for this parameter instead of the -10 used for the illustration, results in the 

ranking changing from 1, 3, 2 and 4 to 3, 1, 2 and 4 for tests A, D, E and F. 

Appropriate weights should therefore be chosen based on the in-field application. 

Comparison between simulations D and E shows how the SMA spring has more 

effect on increased performance than the polymer. Both of these two simulations 
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represent an increase in SMA spring length of 6.35 mm with the effective rank 

being nearly equal. Therefore the added length to the polymer is not of 

significantinfluence. Looking also at the A simulation, the significant improvement 

can be mostly attributed to the SMA spring whose length was increased by 20.25 

mm. 

Table 5.3 Effectiveness of varying dimensions of equidistant in-series system 

Test (Test 
number) 

Seismic 
Level 
Force 
(10) 

Additional 
Z-bar 

Length 
(-10) 

Service 
Level 

Force (-5) 

Service 
Level 

EDa (-5) 

Seismic 
Level EDa 

(-2) 
Score Rank 

(Poly+SMA)*1.25 
(A) 4.359 -2.500 -0.048 -0.104 -0.134 1.573 1 

-6.35mmPoly 
6.35mmSMA (D) 1.681 0.000 -0.260 -0.304 -0.038 1.079 3 

Hold Poly 
6.35mmSMA (E) 1.757 -0.308 -0.223 -0.134 -0.009 1.083 2 

6.35mmPoly hold 
SMA (F) 1.135 -0.308 -0.341 -0.122 -0.009 0.356 4 

Notes: a) ED = Energy Dissipation. Numbers in parentheses represent the prescribed 
weight associated with the column variables. Matrix values are the ratio of the 
difference between the test case magnitude and the standard case magnitude over the 
standard case magnitude. 
 

Further supporting that the polymer limitedly improves seismic performance 

is the example of test case F that ranks 4 and shows that an increase in polymer 

length alone is the least effective means of reducing peak forces at the seismic 

displacements and additionally reduces service level forces the most, a detrimental 
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side effect when maintained service behavior is a design target. The use of the 

SMA spring is therefore effective in maintaining service level behavior and 

improving seismic performance with the suggested design being the configuration 

that increases the SMA spring by at least 6.35 mm in order to achieve superior 

force reduction at seismic level displacements.   

Overall the sensitivity study suggests that altering the length of the SMA 

spring provides a significant reduction in force transfer while minimally affecting 

the other important characteristics of the joint’s behavior. The ranking points 

toward lengthening the SMA spring by at least 6.35 mm in order to further 

improve the proposed design. The decision matrix analysis conducted provides an 

illustration of how the experimentally validated analytical model of the expansion 

joint can support design decisions on SMA joint refinement.   

5.6. Conclusions 

A new class of bridge expansion joints is proposed in this chapter, in which shape 

memory alloys are introduced into a common configuration of large capacity 

modular bridge expansion joints to improve their longitudinal seismic behavior 
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through force limitation under excessive displacements and maintenance of service 

level behavior. The sensitivity study presented in this work, based on the proposed 

and validated analytical model of the SMA enhanced expansion joint, aids selection 

of enhanced equidistant system configurations based on desired performance at 

seismic displacements.  

The SMA spring in-series with the polymer device is designed to facilitate 

additional longitudinal displacements through the unique superelastic 

characteristics of the enhancement material. A steel alternative is infeasible due to 

length and thickness requirements based on allowable elastic behavior (Century 

Spring 2011). The advantage therefore of the SMA spring is its compact shape that 

allows the mechanical behavior necessary to add additional displacement capacity 

to the expansion system. Furthermore, modifications to the existing manufacturing 

process are minimal in the proposed approach requiring only z-bar elongation and 

the addition of a separation plate between the polymer and SMA spring. Hence a 

simple yet cost-effective system that meets industry standards for service loads, 

while promoting post-earthquake joint functionality, may be afforded by the SMA 

enhanced class of joints. 
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In the previous chapter, experimental testing of the enhanced expansion 

joint system showed improved seismic performance as compared to the baseline 

system.  Here the analytical model further demonstrated the ability of the 

enhancement device to limit force transfer and maintain industry accepted service 

level behavior at larger displacements. The modeling resulted in a predictive 

formulation that is accurate for determining the SMA enhanced MBEJ’s peak 

forces at extreme displacements within 2% and in determining frequency influences 

in the global response so that the energy dissipation is accurate within 4-12% for 

tested frequency range. Additionally, through variation of design parameters the 

sensitivity of the global response gives insight into key joint components. A small 

increase in the length of the SMA spring was seen to benefit the force transfer 

characteristics of the joint more significantly than altering the polymer length. 

This later observation is notable since a current method of offering additional 

capacity is through additional polymer length. An unanticipated additional 

observation that the z-bar side plates constrained the polymer device at large 

displacements and increased the effective stiffness also suggests that adding length 

to the SMA spring rather than the polymer may further increase the efficiency of 

the in-series SMA system.   
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The resulting cost of the SMA spring used to enhance the single support bar 

modular bridge expansion joint in this study was $200, which included raw 

material and machining costs. This cost resulted in an enhanced joint cost that 

remained within the target range of 10% to 15% over the standard expansion joint 

cost, suggested as acceptable by joint manufacturer market research team members 

from Watson Bowman Acme Corp. The experimentally validated analytical model 

of the SMA enhanced MBEJ resulting from this study, affords the opportunity for 

future probabilistic analyses of joint performance within a bridge system under 

seismic loads. Further assessment of the cost-benefit of incorporating such 

enhanced joints into bridges given uncertainty in earthquake occurrence is part of 

future work via a framework for probabilistic life cycle cost analysis. Such an 

approach provides a path towards further establishing the benefit that the SMA 

enhancement could offer bridge owners over the life of the bridge, beyond that 

conveyed through the deterministic analysis presented in this chapter. 
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Chapter 6 

FRAGILITY AND COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
OF MODULAR BRIDGE EXPANSION JOINTS  

In this chapter, by building upon a well established fragility modeling framework, 

first time introduction of the consideration of modular bridge expansion joints in 

bridge analysis offers new understanding of their probabilistic seismic behavior and 

relative impact on system level damage and loss of bridge functionality. This 

chapter presents the formulation of, and results from, a fragility analysis and 

subsequent probabilistic cost benefit analysis of SMA joint enhancement. Through 

this framework the ability of the SMA enhancement to improve the long-term 

seismic performance of modular bridge expansion joints, and thus the functionality 
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of the bridges they are incorporated in, is examined given uncertainty in hazard 

and bridge system characteristics. To achieve this, nonlinear time history analysis 

of a case study bridge using large capacity modular bridge expansion joints is 

presented, followed by fragility curve generation and results from the cost benefit 

analysis. The bridge used in the nonlinear time history analysis is first described 

followed by a description of the fragility and cost benefit methodology and then 

results from the analysis.  The results from this analysis offer insight into the 

enhanced expansion joint’s ability to reduce the vulnerability of the expansion joint 

component and the bridge system for improved post event functionality, reducing 

long-term costs associated with expansion joint damage  

6.1. Case Study Bridge Model and Modular Bridge Expansion Joint for 

Nonlinear Time History Analysis 

To derive fragility estimates, or statements of the conditional probability of 

damage state exceedance given ground motion intensity, probabilistic models of the 

response of key bridge components (including the joints as introduced in this work) 

are first derived.  These probabilistic seismic demand models are developed from 
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statistical analysis of the results of nonlinear time history analyses of a case study 

bridge using two 229 mm capacity modular bridge expansion joints placed at the 

abutment-deck connections of a multi-span continuous steel bridge. Review of 

bridge plans that adopted such capacity joints in the CSUS were used to develop 

the case study bridge, the resulting configuration is shown in Figure 6.1. The 

bridge represents a structure built in the 1970s, before seismic bridge design 

methodologies were implemented in design codes.  

The case study bridge consists of six 61 m long spans. The bridge deck is 

supported on 23 m tall columns and uses high type steel expansion and fixed 

bearings representative of those used in older bridge types un-retrofitted with 

common elastomeric bearings. The deck is 20 m wide and therefore uses modular 

bridge expansion joints with 15 sets of equidistant systems spaced 1.2 m on center 

and 16 sets of support bars with associated friction connections, also spaced 1.2 m 

on center. The design details for the columns, abutments, bearings and deck follow 

that compiled by Nielson (2005) for common non-seismically designed bridges in 

the region. These include for example the use of widely spaced transverse 

reinforcement (#13 bars spaced 305 mm o.c.) providing limited confinement in the 
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concrete columns. A complete description of the bridge modeling methodology 

followed for the nonlinear time history analysis is presented in Nielson (2005).  

 

 

Figure 6.1 Bridge configuration used in nonlinear time history analysis 

Three different modular bridge expansion joint configurations are analyzed 

for comparison: 1) the service level configuration which uses 130 mm long polymer 

equidistant devices and represents the most commonly installed single support bar 

configuration and incidentally is the primary joint used for comparison with the 

SMA enhanced system 2) the baseline configuration which uses elongated polymer 

equidistant devices measuring 171 mm in length and represents the experimentally 
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tested unenhanced expansion system and 3) the SMA enhanced configuration 

which uses 76 mm long SMA springs in-series with standard length (130 mm) 

polymer equidistant devices. A schematic of the expansion joint plan view used in 

the case study bridge is shown in Figure 6.2. 

 

Figure 6.2 Modular bridge expansion joint schematic for a 226 mm capacity joint 
and for a bridge deck 20 m wide 

The expansion joint model developed in the previous chapter was indicative 

of a joint using two sets of equidistant systems and three support bar friction 

connections. The friction elements in the aforementioned model were therefore 

scaled to account for the 16 rather than 3 sets of elements in the bridge model, 

while the equidistant systems were scaled to account for 15 rather than two sets of 

systems. In the longitudinal direction three equidistant devices, whether the 

polymers alone or the SMA spring in-series with the polymer, set the capacity for a 

229 mm capacity expansion joint. This global joint response is shown in Figure 6.3 

23 meters

15 Equidistant Systems 48 mm on center

16 Support Bars with Friction Connections 48 mm on center
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and shows the three responses from which the bridge’s standard, baseline and SMA 

enhanced expansion joints are mapped.  

 

Figure 6.3 Global response for the three expansion joint configurations used in the 
nonlinear time history analysis: a) standard b) baseline c) SMA enhanced MBEJ, 

each with 15 sets of equidistant systems and 16 sets of friction systems 

The case study bridge was subjected to a suite of 96 synthetic ground 

motions developed by Fernandez and Rix (2008) and Wen and Wu (2001) for the 

central southeastern United States and shown to be applicable for probabilistic 

seismic performance assessments of bridges by Nielson (2005). Since real ground 

motion records for other regions in the United States contain soil strata influences 

that differ from that in the CSUS and since real ground motion records are lacking 

for this region, synthetic ground motions for these moderate seismic regions are 

used (USGS 2012). Additionally, since the expansion joint model developed is 

focused on capturing longitudinal force deformation characteristics, the ground 
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motion is therefore applied only in the longitudinal direction (i.e. the direction of 

traffic along the span of the bridge). 

Within the following analysis, the initial gap prescribed for the expansion 

joints set them at the fully open position for service level displacements. This is to 

capture worse case scenarios for seismic events and means that any additional 

opening would immediately trigger the slight damage state in all the modular 

bridge expansion joint configurations, therefore this damage state is ignored in the 

subsequent presentation of results and discussions. 

Throughout these analyses the seismic response of important bridge 

components, in addition to the expansion system, were monitored. These 

components include the columns, fixed and expansion bearings and the abutments. 

The deck is designed to remain elastic throughout the analysis. The output for the 

columns is related to column curvature, while for the other devices element 

deformation relates to the damage states of interest. Assessment of this output 

helps to show the influence, if any, of the included expansion system on those 

important bridge components. It is noted that in general expansion joints are not 

intended to affect the behavior of the bridge system, but simply to accommodate 
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openings at the bridge joint gaps and facilitate traffic passage over these gaps. 

Force and displacement output are recorded for the expansion system as they both 

relate to damage states developed for the MBEJs; the damage states are described 

in the following section and key variables in the fragility curve generation and life 

cycle costs benefit analyses. 

6.2. Fragility curve methodology 

Nonlinear time history analysis (NTHA) produces samples of the structural 

demand, which are used to derive probabilistic seismic demand models compared 

against established capacity estimates. NTHA is a method supported as being one 

of the most reliable means of obtaining the demand parameters, though it is 

computationally expensive (Shinozuka et al. 2000).  

The results from nonlinear time history analyses facilitate the generation of 

fragility curves, which are conditional probability statements of the likelihood of 

exceeding specified limit states (or capacities) for a component or system given the 

realization of an intensity measure. The general expression for a fragility is shown 

in Equation 6.1.  
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𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦   =   𝑃[𝐿𝑆|𝐼𝑀 = 𝑦]     (6.1) 

where LS is the limit state (or damage level) of interest, IM is the intensity 

measure, which for example can be peak ground acceleration (PGA) or spectral 

acceleration at a given period, and y is the realization of the ground motion 

intensity measure selected.  

Fragility curves have been recognized as valuable tools in the seismic risk 

assessment of bridges and transportation networks (Nielson and DesRoches 2007). 

A seismic risk assessment requires characterization of the hazard potential, the 

fragility of the structure or infrastructure system, and the consequence of damage 

(e.g. economic losses). An evaluation of the fragility of alternative systems offers 

insight into the relative potential for damage or loss of functionality across a range 

of hazard intensity levels. Hence the effectiveness of SMA incorporation in the 

modular bridge expansion joint is ultimately shown through capturing the expected 

cost benefit of the upgrade, which can be facilitated if these fragilities are derived. 

Typically the distribution of seismic demand and capacity of components 

are modeled with lognormal distributions (Mackie and Nielson 2009) as further 

described below, leading to a closed form solution to the component fragility  

(Melchers 1987):   
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Figure 6.4 Analytical fragility curve development through nonlinear time history analysis
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𝑃! = 𝛷 !"(!! !!)

!!
!!!!

!
         (6.2) 

where, SC is median value of the structural capacity for the defined damage state, 

SD is the median value of seismic demand, 𝛽! is the lognormal standard deviation 

or dispersion of the demand, 𝛽! is the lognormal standard deviation or dispersion 

of the capacity and 𝛷 ∙  is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. 

The general procedure adopted in this thesis for generating fragility curves 

is presented in Figure 6.4. As seen here, nonlinear time history analysis is first used 

to generate responses during 96 seismic events for each of the three bridges 

utilizing different MBEJ configurations. In order to provide a fair assessment 

across the three analyses, the bridges were identical. Using regression analysis, a 

linear fit through the log of the component demands results in a model whose 

values represent the medians of normal distributions for the components, if 

evaluated at each intensity measure magnitude. A power law assumption is used 

based on work by Cornell et al. (2002) and is of the form shown in Equation 6.3.  

𝑆!   =   𝑎𝐼𝑀!        (6.3) 
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where, SD is the seismic demand, a and b regression coefficients and IM is the 

intensity measure. This leads to the formulation of the probabilistic seismic 

demand model for the components as shown in Equation 6.4. The standard 

deviation of the linear fit represents the dispersion of these distributions about 

their median values (Figure 6.5). 

𝑃 𝐷 ≥ 𝑑 𝐼𝑀 =   1− 𝛷 !" ! !!"  (!!)
!!|!"

     (6.4) 

 

Figure 6.5 Probabilistic seismic demand model in transformed space (Padgett 2007) 

Considering the limit state capacities for the bridge components and 

expansion joints described above and the respective probabilistic seismic demand 

models (PSDMs), the probability of limit state exceedance (component fragility) 

can be evaluated as shown in Equation 6.5.  
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P LS|IM = Φ !" !" !!"  (!"!)
!!"#$

              (6.5) 

where, 𝑙𝑛  (𝐼𝑀!) =
!" !! !!"  (!)

!
, 𝛽!"#$ is β!|!"! + β!! 𝑏 and is the dispersion for 

the component fragility, 𝑆! is the median of the capacity, 𝑙𝑛  (𝑎) is the intercept of 

the probabilistic seismic demand model (PSDM) and 𝑏 is the slope of the 

regression line for the PSDM in the log space.  

 

Figure 6.6 Representation of fragility curves showing curve shifts indicative of more 
and less fragile states 

 Finally, the bridge system fragility is evaluated considering the contribution 

of multiple key components in the bridge, including for the first time the impact of 

the modular bridge expansion joints. System fragility curves are developed through 

Monte Carlo simulations assessing component capacity exceedance over n = 10,000 
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simulations. At each system damage state, the parameters describing each 

components’ demand model are used to randomly generate exceedance occurrences 

and evaluate the probability of failure of the system for the Slight, Moderate, 

Extreme and Complete damage states. Figure 6.6 shows an example of a resulting 

fragility curve. The aim of the SMA enhancement is to reduce the fragility of the 

component and system, thus shifting the curve right. This system fragility analysis 

requires an abstraction of the system, assumed herein as a series system.  

Consistent with past studies (Aygun 2009; Kafali and Grigoriu 2003; Melchers 

1999; Stefanidou and Kappos 2013), this assumption implies that damage to any 

one component that impairs bridge functionality implies system damage of a given 

level.   

6.2.1. Bridge and expansion joint limit states 

Limit states for the important bridge components are taken from Nielson (2005), 

who provided quantitative deformation limits for CSUS bridge components upon 

which various levels of damage and loss of functionality are anticipated. These 

limit states are related to qualitative damage states defined in HAZUS-MH (FEMA 

2005) presented in Table 6.1.  The associated quantitative limit states proposed by 
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Nielson (2005) were derived through a hybrid prescriptive-descriptive Bayesian 

approach with resulting bridge component capacity estimates presented in Table 

6.2. The median (med) and dispersion (disp) that define the lognormal capacity 

estimates are adopted to define bridge component capacities in this study. These 

limit states also relate to post event repair times, i.e. the time before the bridge is 

returned to its pre-event level of functionality. For the slight, moderate, extensive 

and complete damage states listed in below, these recovery times follow the 

relationships shown in Figure 6.7 as developed by Padgett (2007) from a survey of 

bridge experts in the Central Southeastern United States. 

 

Figure 6.7 Bridge functionality restoration curves (Nielson 2005) 
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Table 6.1 Qualitative limit states from HAZUS (FEMA 2005) 

Limit State Description 
Slight Minor cracking and spalling to the abutment, cracks in shear keys 

at abutments, minor spalling and cracks at hinges, minor spalling 
at the column (damage requires no more than cosmetic repair) or 
minor cracking to the deck. 

Moderate Any column experiencing moderate (shear cracks) cracking and 
spalling (column structurally still sound), moderate movement of 
the abutment (<2”), extensive cracking and spalling of shear 
keys, any connection having cracked shear keys or bent bolts, 
keeper bar failure without unseating, rocker bearing failure or 
moderate settlement of the approach. 

Extensive Any column degrading without collapse – shear failure – (column 
structurally unsafe), significant residual movement at 
connections, or major settlement approach, vertical offset of the 
abutment, differential settlement at connections, shear key failure 
at abutments. 

Complete Any column collapsing and connection losing all bearing support, 
which may lead to imminent deck collapse, tilting of substructure 
due to foundation failure. 
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Table 6.2 Quantitative limit states for bridge components (Nielson 2005) 

Component 
Slight Moderate Extensive Complete 

med disp med disp med disp med disp 
Concrete Column (µϕ) 1.29 0.59 2.10 0.51 3.52 0.64 5.24 0.65 
High-Steel Bearing 
Fixed-Long (mm) 

6.0 0.25 20.0 0.25 40.0 0.47 186.6 0.65 

High-Steel Bearing 
Fixed-Tran (mm) 

6.0 0.25 20.0 0.25 40.0 0.47 186.6 0.65 

High-Steel Bearing 
Rocker-Long (mm) 

37.4 0.60 104.2 0.55 136.1 0.59 186.6 0.65 

High-Steel Bearing 
Rocker-Tran (mm) 

6.0 0.25 20.0 0.25 40.0 0.47 186.6 0.65 

Abutment-Pass (mm) 37.0 0.46 146.0 0.46 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Abutment-Act (mm) 9.8 0.70 37.9 0.90 77.2 0.85 N/A N/A 
Abutment-Tran (mm) 9.8 0.70 37.9 0.90 77.2 0.85 N/A N/A 
Distributions are assumed to be lognormal with the Med = median value and 
Disp = dispersion (or lognormal standard deviation) of the distribution 

In general bridge fragility modeling to date has neglected the potential 

contribution of the expansion joint, assuming rather that the gaps are empty. For 

small capacity systems this assumption is valid, however as shown by (Quan and 

Kawashima 2010) the effect of large capacity expansion systems on the seismic 

response of bridges can be significant when considering damaged expansion 

systems. In Padgett’s survey of bridge experts, damage related to overextended 

expansion gaps However no studies have looked at modular bridge expansion joints 

from the perspective of functionality contributions, nor have any included 
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expansion joints in a reliability study. This research offers insight into expansion 

joint contributions.  

The limit states for the modular bridge expansion joint were developed in 

this thesis based on dimensional and force limits indicative of damage in the bridge 

joint as captured through the experimental testing. Shown in Table 6.3, these limit 

states are set forth for four quantitative limits indicative of varying degrees of 

functionality. The dispersions were assumed based on coefficient of variations 

(COV) following Nielson (2003), specifically for the slight and moderate limit 

states the COVs were 0.25 and for the extensive and complete limit states they 

were 0.50. The dispersion for a lognormal distribution follows Equation 6.6 and 

were calculated as 0.25 for the slight and moderate limit state and 0.47 for the 

extensive and complete limit states.   

𝛽 =    𝑙𝑛 1+ 𝐶𝑂𝑉!      (6.6) 

It is noted that the limit states (slight through complete) are not intended 

to correspond to the same loss of bridge system functionality described by Nielson 

(2005).  For example, complete damage to the bridge expansion joint does not 

necessitate bridge system closure beyond 30 days.  Instead this mapping of 
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component implication on system level functionality will be handled when defining 

the bridge system damage state definition, or system logic for system reliability 

analysis.  

Table 6.3 - Modular bridge expansion joint limit states per equidistant device 

MBEJ Type 
Slight Moderate Extensive Complete 

Med Disp Med Disp Med Disp Med Disp 
130mm polymer 

MBEJ (standard) 76 0.25 87 0.25 88 0.47 127 0.47 

171mm polymer 
MBEJ (baseline) 76 0.25 108 0.25 114 0.47 178 0.47 

SMA w/ 130mm 
polymer MBEJ 76 0.25 121 0.25 127 0.47 178 0.47 

Units are in mm 
Distributions are assumed to be lognormal with the Med = median value 
and Disp = dispersion (or lognormal standard deviation) of the distribution 

The slight limit state is identical through each of the three expansion joint 

configurations because it relates to seal pull out and is a service level criteria held 

constant among the designs. The moderate limit state is indicative of the beginning 

of yielding in the z-bar that holds the equidistant devices in place, while the 

extensive damage relates to complete failure of these devices. Complete damage is 

related to yielding of the support bar restraining plates. As noted in Chapter 4 and 

5, support bars are components that contribute to the structural integrity of the 
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MBEJ and distribute traffic loads to the bridge decks. When support bars become 

dislodged they no longer support the center beams that run transversely to the 

bridge gap, and therefore the unsupported length of these center beams doubles 

when just one support bar fails. Fatigue and bending failure in the center beams 

can result, posing a threat to the safety of the public in addition to necessitating 

extensive repairs or replacement.  

Two limit states relate to the z-bar components because of their significance 

in the progression of failure, their importance in maintaining a safe surface across 

which traffic can pass and because of their relationship to the equidistant devices 

being supplemented with the SMA springs. The z-bar limit states relate to force 

limits that are translated into displacement limits for consistency with the Slight 

and Complete limit state prescriptions.  

As mentioned previously, based on code requirements MBEJs are not meant 

to transfer large forces through the bridge decks. They are meant simply to allow 

safe passage across necessary temperature gaps. Therefore, contributions from the 

joint to the dynamics of the bridge system and its components are expected to be 

minimal. When considering the functionality of the bridge however, the 
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contributions of the MBEJ may be more significant. Because the modular bridge 

expansion joint is not a component that contributes to the strength of the bridge 

nor is it anticipated to necessitate major bridge repair or replacement activities, 

damage in the MBEJ was ignored in the determination of the complete damage 

limit state for the bridge system. The moderate and extensive limit states in the 

MBEJ were both mapped to the moderate limit state in the bridge based on how 

the expansion joint affects the functionality of the bridge with expected maximum 

repair times being up to 7 days. The complete MBEJ limit state was mapped to 

the extensive bridge limit state because of the need to fully replace the joint, 

necessitating detachment from the concrete bridge decks the edges of the modular 

bridge expansion joint are cast into.  

6.3. Cost benefit methodology 

In this study the value of fragility curves is twofold. First they offer a quantitative 

assessment of the reliability of a system or component and second they are used in 

a cost benefit analysis, which is a helpful tool for decision makers interested in 

using the enhanced expansion joint presented here. A structure’s life cycle costs 
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(LCC) can be those up front and long-term costs associated with construction, 

maintenance and repair given damage. In this case however, focus is put on the 

lifetime costs associated with damage due to seismic events in order to measure the 

benefit of the SMA enhancement targeting this damage type. The difference in life 

cycle costs between two expansion joint configurations, for example the standard 

modular bridge expansion joint that uses 130 mm long polymer equidistant devices 

and the SMA enhanced system results, in a benefit (given a positive value). This 

benefit is then divided by the additional cost associated with use of the SMA 

spring, with the result being a cost benefit ratio (CBR) expressing the return on 

investment. In general when this ratio is greater than 1 the investment is 

worthwhile, however it should be acknowledged that there can be non-quantifiable 

benefits associated with an upgrade that may recommend investment although the 

cost benefit ratio is less than 1. These additional benefits may be indirect 

consequences of avoiding damage or repairs, avoiding increased traffic rerouting 

throughout the network, or including social and environmental impacts not 

quantified in the analysis. 

This cost benefit analysis takes the probabilistic fragility curve models for 

the bridge system and components and convolves them with seismic hazard curves 
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to determine, over a time interval, the benefit of investment in the SMA spring 

compared to the baseline system. Seismic hazard curves The methodology for 

obtaining the cost benefit ratios used here follows that presented in (Jamie E. 

Padgett et al. 2010), which accounts for the direct economic losses associated with 

expected lifetime repair and replacement of seismic bridge damage, and utilizes a 

simplified approach to estimate indirect losses due to rerouting, though it does not 

include annual maintenance costs for bridge components given the emphasis on 

seismic LCC. 

The annual seismic hazard curves, H(a), used in the life cycle cost benefit 

assessment come from the United States Geological Survey (USGS 2014). Hazard 

curves describe the mean annual frequency of exceeding different levels of seismic 

intensity for a particular location. The hazard curve for Paducah Kentucky, the 

location of the case study bridge, is shown in Figure 6.8 along with hazard curves 

for two other locations in the United States, Caruthersville Missouri and 

Charleston South Carolina. Though the bridge does not reside in these other 

locations, expansion joint performance under different seismic hazards offers insight 

into performance of the enhanced system and facilitates comparison of the 

dependency of the life cycle costs on the seismic hazard. 
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When considering a single bridge, and not a suite of bridge types, the 

spectral acceleration is often considered an appropriate intensity measure for 

assessment of bridge fragilities. For the bridge in this analysis, support of the 1-

second spectral acceleration is additionally attributed to the fact that the bridge’s 

natural frequency is approximately 1 sec and is not altered with inclusion or 

exclusion of the expansion joints. This intensity measure is therefore considered 

throughout the remainder of this work. 

The hazard curves and the 1-second spectral acceleration fragility curves are 

used to evaluate the mean annual rate of exceeding a limit state, approximated as 

the annual failure probability: 

𝑃!" = 𝑃 𝐿𝑆|𝑆𝑎! = 𝑎 !"(!)
!"

𝑑𝑎     (6.7) 

where, 𝐻(𝑎) represents the seismic hazard curve and 𝑃 𝐿𝑆|𝑆𝑎! = 𝑎  represents the 

fragility evaluated as a conditional probability of limit state exceedance given Sa1. 

This mean annual frequency of exceedance is approximated by the mean annual 

probability for the infrequent seismic events presented here. 
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Figure 6.8 – 1 second spectral acceleration seismic hazard curve comparison 

This annual probability of failure, 𝑃!", in Equation 6.7 can be extended over 

time intervals T for assessment of lifetime costs and benefits using Equation 6.8:  

𝑃!"# = 1− (1− 𝑃!")!      (6.8)  

where 𝑃!"# is the T year probability of limit state exceedance. For this analysis 25 

year, 50 year and 75 year time intervals are of interest, with the 75 year interval 

representing the design life for the expansion systems and the lower intervals 

offering insight into midlife benefit (Dexter et al. 2002). 

As shown by Wen and Kang (2001), the expected life cycle costs associated 

with seismic events can then be determined using Equation 6.9. 
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𝐸 𝐿𝐶𝐶 = !
!"

1− 𝑒!!" −𝐶! 𝑙𝑛 1− 𝑃!"# − 𝑙𝑛 1− 𝑃!"#!!!
!!!    (6.9) 

where, 𝐶! is the repair cost associated with a damage state j, 𝑃!"# is the T year 

probability of limit state exceedance, and 𝛼 is a discount ratio used for converting 

future costs into present values.  

The difference between the resulting bridge system or component life cycle 

costs determines the benefit of the upgrade as described in Equation 6.10. 

 𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝐸 𝐿𝐶𝐶!"!!"#$% − 𝐸 𝐿𝐶𝐶!"!!"#$%    (6.10) 

with the final ratio, 𝐶𝐵𝑅 = !"#"$%&
!"#�!"#$%"  !"#$

 , quantifying the advantage of using the 

proposed enhancement. It should be noted that the resulting CBR is highly 

sensitive to the estimates assumed and therefore decision makers’ assumptions may 

alter the resulting CBR.  

A cost benefit analysis of the component reveals the influence of the 

expansion joint on post event functionality. Since expansion joints are not designed 

to transfer forces within bridge system, the joint does not alter the response of the 

other bridge components. Therefore highlighting the component cost benefit is 

insightful, versus a system wide assessment. This assessment seeks to separate 
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secondary influences and concentrate on determining the benefit of the SMA 

enhancement over the standard expansion joint design.  

When the component level cost benefit analysis is performed, the ratio of 

the magnitude of the indirect costs to the repair costs of the expansion joint itself 

is much greater. Therefore instead of applying a factor to the repair costs, indirect 

costs were calculated for rerouting based on costs set by the US Federal Highway 

Administration during a study on a rapid repair effort for a Virginia bridge 

crossing Broad Run. In this study an 11 mile rerouting distance was specified, 

along with an average per mile rerouting cost of $0.43/vehicle (USDOT FHA 

2011). Average daily traffic for the I-24 Ohio River Bridge is approximately 28,100 

based on data from the National Bridge Inventory for 2011 (“Bridges Metropolis 

Illinois” 2014).  

The seismic damage costs associated with damaged expansion joints mostly 

relates to the indirect socio-economic costs relating to rerouting as described above, 

rather than the material replacement and repair costs. Material costs relating to 

repair or replacement of elements in the expansion joint were assumed as the cost 

of the joint times repair ratios: slight = 0.03, moderate = 0.5, extensive = 0.9, 
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complete = 1.0. The slight limit state relates to needed seal repairs to keep the 

joint watertight; the moderate and extensive limit states relate to repair and 

replacement of z-bars; and the complete limit state relates to failure of support 

bars necessitating replacement of the expansion joint. The total seismic damage 

costs therefore are the sum of the indirect costs related to traffic rerouting and the 

repair/replacement cost associated with the expansion joint particularly.  

The cost of the two SMA enhanced modular bridge expansion joints used in 

the nonlinear time history analysis was based on 200$/spring and resulted in an 

investment cost of $18,000 over the base cost of an MBEJ, which was set at 

$147,218. This base cost was obtained from expansion joint costs presented in 

NCHRP 467 (Dexter et al. 2002), i.e., $14 per meter of transverse length per mm 

of displacement capacity. Dexter et al. (2002) noted that for expansion joints that 

span multiple lanes and larger expansion gaps, the cost could approach one million 

dollars. Therefore accurately costing the manufacture and installation of these 

systems is key to predicting the benefit associated with SMA enhancement.  
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6.4. Results from fragility analysis 

For this analysis Figure 6.9, Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 illustrate a few critical 

bridge components’ probabilistic seismic demand models (PSDMs) resulting from 

the nonlinear time history analysis through the 96 synthetic ground motions. 

Specifically these component results come from the bridge configuration using the 

SMA enhanced modular bridge expansion joint and are for the abutment in the 

active and passive directions and for the modular bridge expansion joint, while 

Table 6.4 lists the PSDM models for all the important bridge components 

monitored throughout the analysis for the three different bridge configurations 

analyzed.  

This fragility analysis, quantifying the differences between three modular 

bridge expansion joint configurations, focuses on the longitudinal behavior of the 

bridge. It is observed through this fragility assessment that the abutments, 

expansion bearings and modular bridge expansion joints are seen to be those 

components mostly affected by longitudinal motion. 
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Figure 6.9 Probabilistic seismic demand models for the active abutment for bridge 
with a) standard b) SMA enhanced MBEJs, based on a 1 sec spectral acceleration 

 

 

Figure 6.10 Probabilistic seismic demand models for the passive abutment for 
bridge with a) standard b) SMA enhanced MBEJs, based on a 1 sec spectral 

acceleration 
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Figure 6.11 Probabilistic seismic demand models for the MBEJ for a) standard b) 
SMA enhanced MBEJs, based on a 1 sec spectral acceleration 
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Table 6.4  Probabilistic seismic demand models for Sa – 1sec intensity measure 

PSMDs – 130 mm MBEJ ln(a) b R2 σ 
Abutment - Active 5.40 1.32 0.84 0.74 
Abutment - Passive 4.61 1.25 0.80 0.80 
Fixed Brg - Long -1.341 0.16 0.43 0.24 
Exp Brg - Long 4.22 1.08 0.83 0.63 
MBEJ - Long 4.22 1.08 0.83 0.63 
Column -2.78 0.55 0.53 0.68 
PSMDs – 171 mm MBEJ ln(a) b R2 σ 
Abutment - Active 5.41 1.33 0.84 0.74 
Abutment - Passive 4.60 1.24 0.80 0.80 
Fixed Brg - Long -0.95 0.75 0.82 0.46 
Exp Brg - Long 4.31 1.31 0.86 0.68 
MBEJ - Long 4.31 1.31 0.86 0.68 
Column -2.70 0.62 0.57 0.70 
PSMDs – SMA MBEJ ln(a) b R2 σ 
Abutment - Active 5.39 1.34 0.84 0.75 
Abutment - Passive 4.59 1.25 0.80 0.80 
Fixed Brg - Long -1.00 0.76 0.82 0.46 
Exp Brg - Long 4.29 1.34 0.86 0.69 
MBEJ - Long 4.30 1.34 0.86 0.69 
Column -1.56 0.75 0.83 0.43 

6.4.1. Component Correlations 

Correlation between modular bridge expansion joints and other components 

is limitedly known based on the lack of available data concerning the seismic 

performance of expansion joints. This is another contribution of this research and 

is shown in Table 6.5. These correlations represent the relationship between two 
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components’ responses throughout the seismic analysis; and they fluctuate between 

-1 and +1. A correlation coefficient equal to +1 signifies that as the seismic 

response of one component increases the other increases at the same rate, while a 

value equal to -1 signifies that as one component increase the other decreases at 

the same rate. In Table 6.5 the correlation coefficient between the expansion 

bearings in the longitudinal direction and the modular bridge expansion joints is 

+1 signifying a perfectly correlated relationship. This is because the modular 

bridge expansion joint is connected between the abutment and the bridge deck, 

with the displacement of the bridge deck equaling the deformation of the expansion 

joint. Since this deck displacement is the same for the expansion bearing, the 

correlation coefficient is +1. The modular bridge expansion joint is highly 

correlated with the passive and active abutments because of the direct connection 

to these devices in the bridge configuration. When expansion joints are not 

connected at the bridge abutments, these correlation values can be expected to 

change.   
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Table 6.5 Correlation matrix of component responses 

 
ln(µϕ) ln(fxL) ln(expL) ln(abp) ln(aba) ln(MBEJL) 

ln(µϕ) 1.000 0.475 0.629 0.582 0.620 0.629 
ln(fxL) 0.475 1.000 0.672 0.727 0.694 0.672 

ln(expL) 0.629 0.672 1.000 0.963 0.986 1.000 
ln(abp) 0.582 0.727 0.963 1.000 0.990 0.963 
ln(aba) 0.620 0.694 0.986 0.990 1.000 0.986 

ln(MBEJL) 0.629 0.672 1.000 0.963 0.986 1.000 
µϕ = column curvature; fxL = fixed bearing longitudinal; expL = 
expansion bearing longitudinal; abp = abutment passive; aba = 
abutment active; MBEJL = modular bridge expansion joint longitudinal 

6.4.2. Component Fragility Curves 

In Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 three sets of fragility curves for the 

moderate, extensive and complete component level damage states are presented for 

comparison. These show the effectiveness of the SMA enhancement to improve the 

seismic response of the expansion joint as compared to the baseline and, 

particularly, the standard modular bridge expansion joint configurations. In this 

latter comparison it is seen from the fragility curve comparison that z-bar yielding 

(representative of the moderate limit state) commences in the standard 

configuration just past the maximum allowable service opening of 229 mm. This 

configuration represents a majority of installed modular bridge expansion joints 
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and therefore the fragilities illustrate the vulnerability of currently installed 

systems to earthquake damage.  

 

Figure 6.12 Fragilty curves for the moderate and extensive limit states for the 
three modular bridge expansion joints analyzed 

 

Figure 6.13  Fragilty curves for the complete limit state for three modular bridge 
expansion joints assessed in the nonlinear time history analysis 
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However, increasing the ability of the MEBJ to accommodate the seismic 

displacements through inclusion of the SMA spring greatly reduces the 

vulnerability of the modular bridge expansion joint considering uncertainty in the 

hazard characteristics, subsequent bridge system dynamic response, and capacity of 

the joints. One of the targets for the design of the SMA spring was to 

accommodate seismic displacements while limiting failure; achievement of this 

target when subjected to a range of seismic ground motions is revealed through the 

fragility curves that show a reduction in fragility for limit states when compared to 

the standard commonly installed modular bridge expansion joint. Recalling that 

the moderate damage state relates to yielding of the z-bars and the extensive 

damage state relates to complete failure of this component, the SMA spring 

reduces the forces transferred to this expansion joint element, adding additional 

seismic resistance to the system.  

The fragility curves for the complete damage state for the baseline and 

SMA enhanced configurations are the same because this damage state relates to 

the support bar restraining elements yielding, which is a displacement capacity 

unrelated to the inclusion of the SMA spring. The standard MBEJ configuration 
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uses shorter support bars resulting in a more fragile system, which is again 

unrelated to the equidistant system. The two damage states therefore, affected by 

the SMA enhancement are the moderate and extensive damage states. Based on 

accessibility to the damaged sections of the expansion joint, complete replacement 

or repair of the system are options for consideration within these limit states. 

6.4.3. System Fragility for the Moderate Limit State 

At the system level other components may control bridge system damage, thus 

leading to functionality loss in other limit states. The components contributing to 

the bridge system damage states are the abutments, bearings and columns, in 

addition to the MBEJs. However when observing the bridge system level fragilities, 

the differences between the contributions of the three MBEJ configurations are 

minimal for all the limit states except for the moderate limit state (shown in 

Figure 6.14), in which case using a bridge joint with increased capacity did affect 

the functionality of the bridge; a functionality level associated with approximately 

up to seven days worth of repair or replacement work. Noteworthy is that this 

system damage state is the one that was targeted for improvement with the SMA 
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enhancement and which is seen to dramatically improve with the SMA spring’s use 

as compared to the standard MBEJ system.  

 

Figure 6.14 - Comparison of the system fragilities utilizing the standard and SMA 
enhanced MBEJ configurations 

The standard configuration immediately begins yielding of the z-bars after 

seismic displacements are approached and thus reduces the functionality of the 

bridge post seismic event. The increased capacity supplied by the SMA spring is 

coupled with its ability to maintain service level performance behavior through 

minimal alteration of the existing expansion joint system, targets steel springs or 

longer polymer devices could not achieve.  
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These component and system fragilities accounting for expansion joint 

behaivor in a bridge model have not been generated before. They are unique to this 

work and reveal their influence on bridge functionality, an influence previously 

assumed negligible but shown here to significantly affect the system’s moderate 

limit state. At the component level, the SMA enhanced expansion joint reduces the 

expansion joint fragility compared to both the standard and baseline systems 

utilizing 130 mm and 171 mm polymer equidistant devices, respectively. 

6.5. Results from cost benefit analysis 

Cost benefit analysis of the SMA enhancement versus the standard 

commonly installed single support bar modular bridge expansion joint 

demonstrates the worthiness of the long-term investment opportunity for 

improving the seismic reliability of expansion joints. The results from a component 

level CBR analysis, assuming an 11-mile rerouting distance, are shown in Figure 

6.15. The component fragilities are used to develop the component CBRs.  

The cost benefit ratios take into consideration all the limit states for the 

modular bridge expansion joint. Here the cost benefit ratios for all three regions are 
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greater than 1 signifying that the SMA spring economically improves upon the 

standard modular bridge expansion joint. The cost benefit ratios are assessed for 

three time frames, 25 years, 50 years and 75 years and for three seismic regions, 

Paducah Kentucky, Caruthersville Missouri and Charleston South Carolina.  

 

Figure 6.15 Cost benefit ratio comparison for SMA enhanced MBEJ and the 
standard 130 mm long polymer configuration - 11 mile reroute 

The ratios in Figure 6.15 show the increasing importance of the SMA 

enhancement as the time interval of interest increases. The structural components 

of the modular bridge expansion joints are ideally designed to have a 75 year life, 

therefore this time interval is appropriate. For the three locations considered, the 

CBRs are greater than 1 for all the time intervals except in Charleston, South 

Carolina for the 25 year time interval. The seismic hazard in this region is lower 
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than for the other two case studies, which leads to the lower observed benefit. 

However as the time interval increases the lifetime costs increase to a degree that 

the SMA enhancement benefits the reliability of the expansion system and proves 

cost-effective even for this lower hazard region. The expected life cycle costs (E-

LCC) associated with seismic damage for the standard and SMA enhanced 

modular bridge expansion joint configurations for the three time intervals are 

shown in Table 6.6. 

The component level cost benefit ratios are sensitive to average daily traffic 

estimates and assumed costs associated with rerouting distance and repair cost 

ratios. Increasing the rerouting distance to 48 km significantly increases the cost 

benefit ratios, by as much as an additional 93%. Changing the repair cost ratio for 

the extensive damage state from 0.9 to 0.5 alters the CBR for the Paducah, KY 75 

year time interval from 2.24 to 2.19. This 2% change shows how the indirect costs 

dominate the costs related to damage of the expansion system, an aspect that the 

SMA enhancement targets through damage prevention.  
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Table 6.6 Comparison of expected life cycle costs, benefits and cost benefit ratios 
for three time intervals and three seismic regions – component level for standard 

130 mm polymer versus SMA enhanced MBEJ   

75yr Lifetime E-LCC Benefit Investment CBR 
Caruthersville 

    130 mm Polymer MBEJ $51,322  -  -  - 
SMA Enhanced MBEJ $7,625 $43,697 $18,000 2.43 
Charleston 

    130 mm Polymer MBEJ $22,829  -  -  - 
SMA Enhanced MBEJ $1,339 $21,490 $18,000 1.19 
Massac County 

    130 mm Polymer MBEJ $42,914  -  -  - 
SMA Enhanced MBEJ $2,644 $40,270 $18,000 2.24 
50yr Lifetime 

    Caruthersville 
    131 mm Polymer MBEJ $44,568 - - - 

SMA Enhanced MBEJ $6,621 $37,947 $18,000 2.11 
Charleston 

    131 mm Polymer MBEJ $19,825 - - - 
SMA Enhanced MBEJ $1,163 $18,663 $18,000 1.04 
Massac County 

    131 mm Polymer MBEJ $37,267 - - - 
SMA Enhanced MBEJ $2,296 $34,971 $18,000 1.94 
25yr Lifetime 

    Caruthersville 
    132 mm Polymer MBEJ $30,269 - - - 

SMA Enhanced MBEJ $4,497 $25,772 $18,000 1.43 
Charleston 

    132 mm Polymer MBEJ $13,464 - - - 
SMA Enhanced MBEJ $790 $12,674 $18,000 0.70 
Massac County 

    132 mm Polymer MBEJ $25,311 - - - 
SMA Enhanced MBEJ $1,559 $23,752 $18,000 1.32 
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6.6. Chapter summary 

By minimally increasing the cost of a service style joint through 

enhancement with shape memory alloys, this chapter shows that the seismic 

performance of this joint type can be significantly improved, thus reducing life 

cycle costs and limiting damage associated with failed systems. Shown in this 

chapter through the component cost benefit analysis is that loss of functionality 

significantly affects the costs associated with seismic damage, as related to 

rerouting and road closure. These socio-economic factors dominate the loss costs of 

damaged expansion joints. The proposed SMA enhanced joint, offers a cost 

effective solution to supplement large capacity expansion joints typically adopted 

in critical lifeline bridges in order to reduce these life cycle costs.  Based on the 

results presented in this chapter, for an investment that is roughly 14% of the total 

expansion joint cost, significant benefits can be obtained that improve functionality 

post seismic event. 

The fragility curves presented here for 229 mm capacity modular bridge 

expansion joints show how vulnerable the standard system is to seismic damage. 

The failure of these systems significantly affects the immediate post event 
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functionality of the bridge system as revealed through the system level moderate 

limit state fragility, resulting in potential road closure and rerouting for up to 7 

days. The SMA enhancement targeted the moderate and extensive limit states for 

the expansion joint and the moderate bridge system level limit state. It was 

effective in reducing the fragility for both of these assessments, the component and 

the bridge. The SMA springs' accommodation of seismic displacements and 

prevention of sub-component failure facilitated this improved performance.  

The fragility and cost benefit analyses presented in this chapter are the first 

to account for modular bridge expansion joint contributions in a bridge’s seismic 

analysis. Fragility curves have not before been generated for expansion joints, and 

the inclusion of expansion joint behavior in the nonlinear time history analysis of a 

bridge model is a unique contribution to a bridge community that wants to better 

understand components that influence post-event functionality. This analysis 

illustrates the value of using SMA springs in-series with standard polymer devices 

to improve the seismic performance of expansion joints that are installed in bridges 

located in various seismic regions, while considering short and long-term outlooks.  
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Chapter 7 

 

SUMMARY, KEY CONTRIBUTIONS AND 
FUTURE WORK 

7.1. Summary 

Bridge damage at expansion joints has historically been an issue, often 

encompassing failure modes that render bridges impassable. Many mitigation 

methods have addressed the deficiencies in bridge design associated with these 

failure modes, focusing on the prevention of deck unseating typically to ensure life-

safety, yet growing interest has also surrounded preservation of post-event 
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functionality. However, the systems that reside at these expansion joint locations, 

and which facilitate bridge functionality, can still be damaged during earthquakes. 

Expansion joint systems accommodate annual thermal movements in bridges but 

are not a significant structural component within the bridge system and are 

therefore typically ignored during seismic analysis of bridge systems. Their 

potential damage however, taking into account the critical nature of bridges, can 

have widespread impacts and should be avoided if economically and practically 

possible. This is because in general these systems span the entire transverse length 

of a bridge deck and can have capacities up to 1.9 meters. Damaged expansion 

systems that result in gaps between decks, potentially up to the capacity of the 

expansion system, render the bridge impassable without supplemental means of 

spanning between the decks, even if the bridge itself is sound after the seismic 

event. Immediate use is therefore diminished; additionally repair or replacement of 

such large capacity systems can result in road closures and traffic detours, further 

exacerbating recovery efforts. As the trend in bridge design moves towards using 

fewer expansion joints and grouping displacement capacity in the remaining 

systems, future seismic expansion joint damage will likewise be localized at these 

large capacity joints. Bridges that utilize large capacity expansion systems 
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generally exceed 213 meters in length. There are over 1800 bridges in the CSUS 

alone that have lengths in excess of this, 48% of which reside in at least a 

moderately earthquake prone region (US DOT FHA 2013). It is important 

therefore to provide systems that have degrees of seismic resistance so that more 

bridges can be equipped to function after an earthquake.  

This dissertation has focused on developing a large capacity expansion 

system that has enhanced seismic performance compared to the standard systems 

traditionally used in bridges. Acknowledging the existence of expansion joints that 

can adequately accommodate displacements in multiple degrees of freedom does 

not negate the importance of supplying the industry with intermediate levels of 

performance to aid joint selection based on economic and displacement demand 

criteria. Currently many vulnerable bridges in moderate seismic regions use 

common service level expansion systems rather than the more complex and costly 

joints that accommodate motion in multiple degrees of freedom. This dissertation 

introduces a new class of bridge joints, which may therefore eventually increase the 

number of seismically resistant expansion joints used in retrofit and new 

construction projects. The concept of an economical modified standard joint that 
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reduces long term costs related to repair and replacement of seismically damaged 

expansion joints is a key contribution to the bridge industry. 

The first step towards developing this enhanced expansion system involved 

identifying an expansion system that would maximize impact on the bridge 

industry, followed by development of seismic performance criteria to guide the 

design process. Modular bridge expansion joints are a highly versatile, large 

capacity bridge joint type used throughout the world. The known installations 

have spanned from 100 mm to 1.9 meters, signifying their versatility. Their finger 

joint counterparts, another large capacity system, are limited in span length based 

on their cantilever configuration and therefore would have a lesser impact on the 

bridge industry if selected for enhancement. Choosing a single support bar modular 

bridge expansion joint specifically, was motivated as well by its versatility; the 

multiple support bar varieties that exist in this class have a geometric limitations 

that set an upper bound on their longitudinal displacement capacity.  

Having selected the joint type, establishing performance criteria for the 

enhanced expansion system was necessary, with industry involvement key in 

formulating goals achievable and desirable for an intermediately performing seismic 
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expansion joint. The resulting qualitative performance criteria were mapped from 

heighted bridge performance goals and related joint damage to repair times.  

Additional to the development of performance criteria, was the 

establishment of four design targets for the resulting bridge joint. The industry 

accepts and understands the service level performance of these expansion systems 

and therefore any enhanced system was prescribed to maintain this behavior. 

Keeping costs within a 10-15% increase over the standard price of a service level 

joint meant that minimally altering the existing configuration was desirable from a 

manufacturing perspective, and so these were two additional, and connected, 

targets for the design. Dominating the design targets however was the need to limit 

force transference at displacements indicative of a seismic event and prevent 

internal component failure. These four targets, in line with the performance criteria 

developed, governed the design and evaluation of the enhanced expansion joint. 

The second step towards offering the bridge industry an enhanced expansion 

joint with seismic capability was to determine the best means of enhancement. 

Consideration was given to replacement of the existing system or supplementation. 

In order to achieve the target goal of not significantly altering the existing industry 

accepted service level behavior, the mechanism chosen needed to activate after 
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service level displacements were achieved. A complex mechanism was avoided in 

order to limit alterations to the existing system, remain cost effective and limit 

installation complexity. Therefore innovative materials with large displacement 

capacity were investigated as a means of enhancement. Nickel Titanium shape 

memory alloys were selected because of their corrosion and fatigue resistance, and 

because of their 8-10% recoverable strain range, a feature that could effectively be 

exploited so that seismic level displacements would trigger the materials beneficial 

stress plateau yet not require replacement post-earthquake. Assessment of the 

expansion system revealed that modification of the equidistant system controlling 

the longitudinal motion of the joint was an ideal sub-system to alter to achieve the 

design criteria. Six SMA geometric configurations were considered (Rings, Omega 

shapes, S-shapes, Dollar Sign shapes, Springs and Bellville washers), each of which 

could either replace or supplement the existing equidistant system.  

Each of the SMA devices was experimentally tested through a range of 

frequencies and displacement ranges to establish their behavior. Four of these 

devices (Rings, Omega shapes, S-shapes and Dollar Sign) had not been tested 

previous to this work and comprised a significant contribution to the SMA and 

smart materials-based structural response modification community. Supplementing 
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the experimental data was finite element modeling using ADINA. Each device was 

analyzed for its tested geometry, as well as at least four variations to assess 

influence of parameter variation. Resulting strain energy density, displacement and 

force capacity and recentering ability were captured to facilitate comparison across 

shapes. The round cross sectioned S-shapes were observed to offer superior energy 

dissipation, however this was at the expense of recentering, while the flat plate 

variety showed ideal flag shaped hysteresis with a well defined stress plateau. The 

Rings offered multi-directional activation with good recentering, through reduced 

energy dissipation compared to the S-shapes.  

This testing and analysis provided insight into selection of the ideal 

enhancement device for bridge joint modification.  It also serves to provide a 

resource library for future SMA applications given the limited investigation of large 

scale, geometrically nonlinear SMA shapes of interest for civil structure response 

modification.  

In order to minimally alter the existing system, SMA spring devices were 

selected as the enhancement device. These were designed to facilitate an additional 

50 mm of displacement capacity each, triggering after the service level 

displacements had been achieved. Placing the devices in-series with the existing 
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polymer devices minimized changes to the baseline configuration, with simple z-bar 

elongation and supply of a steel rod with a separation plate replacing the nylon 

dowels commonly used.  

After finalizing the enhancement method, the third step was to 

experimentally test the enhanced joint to validate the design and offer data for 

calibration of an analytical model that could be used to assess the seismic 

performance of the expansion joint within a bridge system. Taking the baseline 

joint to failure captured the first failure modes, information that had not been 

presented previously for this displacement degree of freedom. Bringing the joint 

back to its pristine condition and enhancing it with the SMA springs enabled 

subsequent testing of the enhanced bridge joint. These tests characterized the two 

joint configurations through the anticipated seismic displacements through a range 

of frequencies to capture dynamic longitudinal behavior which offered opportunity 

to compare the performance of the enhanced joint and inform analytical modeling 

and cost benefit analyses. 

The fourth step was to develop an analytical model representing the 

expansion system using the Opensees platform and Fugazza’s SMA material model. 

This model accounts for all joint components that contribute to the global response 
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of the expansion system. After calibrating the expansion joint models, both the 

baseline and the SMA enhanced versions, the models were used to conduct a 

sensitivity analysis on both joints. Results from the sensitivity analysis indicated 

important design parameters, like the pre-compression force influencing the energy 

dissipation of the joint, and the SMA spring having a greater effect on longitudinal 

capacity while maintaining service behavior versus an elongated polymer 

configuration.  

As a final stage of this dissertation work, a seismic fragility and cost-benefit 

analysis of the joint enhancement was conducted. After establishing the 

enhancement design and accurately capturing its behavior through an Opensees 

model, the global response of the joint was used as input in an expansion joint 

element implemented in a bridge model representative of a multi-span continuous 

steel girder bridge using 229 mm capacity modular bridge expansion joints and 

located in the central southeastern United States.  A nonlinear time history 

analysis of the representative bridge subjected to 96 synthetic ground motions 

indicative of the central southeastern United States captured the response of the 

expansion joint and its impact on the larger bridge system. From the fragility 

curves derived based upon this response data, a convolution with seismic hazard 
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curves for the region lead to annual estimates of the failure probability of the 

expansion joint and the bridge system. Using costs associated with traffic 

rerouting, MBEJ system replacement and other socio-economic factors, lifetime 

costs associated with the baseline and the SMA enhanced joints were computed 

and compared in order to establish the long-term worth of investment in SMA 

springs to enhance a modular bridge expansion joint.  

Through this process a validated and verified bridge expansion joint has 

been presented to the bridge community, one prevents sub-component failure 

during seismic events and therefore improves the post event functionality of the 

bridge system. Reduced life cycle costs at 25, 50 and 75 years emphasize the 

benefit the enhancement can offer to bridge owners, and additionally the user 

population. 

7.2.  Key Contributions 

This work offers a viable alternative design for traditionally used service 

level modular bridge expansion joints in seismic regions. The research process to 

achieve this enhanced joint resulted in a number of key contributions related to 
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bridge joint, system functionality, and SMA component behavior characterization, 

which include: 

1. Presentation of expansion joint seismic performance criteria as mapped from 

heightened bridge performance goals. These criteria can serve to link future 

design and selection of expansion joints used in seismic zones to ongoing 

trends toward performance-based design of bridges. 

2. Collection of experimental and finite element data on unique geometrically 

nonlinear shape memory alloy devices that have been previously untested. 

The devices represented in this library afford significant promise for response 

modification of civil structures. The results provide insight into the influence 

of fixities on SMA devices, the energy dissipation and recentering behavior of 

different shapes and the influence of geometric parameters on SMA shape’s 

response. 

3. Large-scale experimental characterization of the longitudinal behavior of 

single support bar modular bridge expansion joints at displacements 

indicative of seismic events.  This testing provides insight into the first 

failure mode of joints, a basis for comparing enhanced joint behavior, as well 

as data to validate analytical models. 
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4. Development of an experimentally validated analytical expansion joint 

model, accounting for all components that contribute to the response of a 

single support bar modular bridge expansion joint for accurate prediction of 

dynamic longitudinal behavior. This is the first such model that holistically 

captures the individual component of the expansion system.  

5. Proposal of a viable alternative expansion joint design using shape memory 

alloy springs, that improves the seismic performance of a commonly installed 

service level modular bridge expansion joint. This joint design was shown 

experimentally to prevent damage at the extreme seismic displacements and 

reduce force transference through the system. It offers a fatigue and corrosion 

resistant design that maintains service level performance and minimally 

alters the existing joint design. Modeling affords the ability to assess multiple 

capacity configurations under quasi-static and dynamic loading scenarios, 

providing a valuable tool to bridge owners and designers. 

6. Evaluation of the seismic fragility and risk-based cost benefit of the SMA 

enhancement of modular bridge expansion joints. The analysis conducted 

suggests the valuable impact of SMA enhancement on reducing joint failure 

probability, bridge system loss of functionality, and economic cost 
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effectiveness considering various sources of uncertainty and parameter 

sensitivity. 

7.3. Recommendations for Future Work 

This work focused on developing an enhanced expansion joint that offered 

superior seismic performance compared to systems designed solely for annual 

thermal and traffic movements. Furthermore, this dissertation emphasized the 

characterization of non-traditional large-scale SMA shapes with prospective 

applications to improving civil structure performance, such as the illustrated bridge 

joint application. Potential areas where this work could be furthered include: 

1. Experimentally test the baseline and SMA enhanced expansion joints under 

a wider range of cyclic loading conditions (outside of test equipment 

capacity), including higher frequencies that may be observed under seismic 

or other hazard loading. Additional model validation could be gained 

through extended experimental testing. 

2. Investigate incorporation of other SMA device options in the bridge joint. 

With the validated analytical model representing the modular bridge 
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expansion joint, and with the extensive experimental data for the different 

SMA shapes, an analytical investigation as to the change in expansion joint 

response with these other devices could offer additional alternatives to the 

design selected in this dissertation. 

3. Place the complete analytical modular bridge expansion joint model in a 

bridge system to assess the component level behavior of the expansion 

system subjected to a suite of ground motions. This work used the global 

response as input for a simplified expansion joint representation in order to 

offer superior computing times and establish the joint’s overall seismic 

performance. Looking at the individual component responses may offer 

additional insight into the joint’s seismic response. 

4. Extend the analytical modular bridge expansion joint model to a three-

dimensional model with connectivity along the transverse length of the 

expansion joint; transverse displacement and torsional effects could then be 

captured.  

5. Broaden the nonlinear time history, fragility and cost benefit analysis to a 

suite of bridge types indicative of critical lifeline structures using large 

capacity service level modular bridge expansion joints.  
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6. Examine the performance of the proposed SMA enhanced expansion joint 

under hurricane or multi-hazard loading. 

7. Experimentally or analytically test the viability of the SMA rings, dollar 

signs, and other shapes in bridge and building response modification 

applications, given the characterization and promise suggested by this 

research for their use as damping and/or recentering devices.  
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